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ABSTRACT
Emerging persistent memory (PM) technologies promise the performance of DRAM
with the durability of disk. However, several challenges remain in existing hardware, pro-
gramming, and software systems that inhibit wide-scale PM adoption. This thesis focuses
on building efficient mechanisms that span hardware and operating systems, and program-
ming languages for integrating PMs in future systems.
First, this thesis proposes a mechanism to solve low-endurance problem in PMs. PMs
suffer from limited write endurance—PM cells can be written only 107-109 times be-
fore they wear out. Without any wear management, PM lifetime might be as low as 1.1
months. This thesis presents Kevlar, an OS-based wear-management technique for PM,
that requires no new hardware. Kevlar uses existing virtual memory mechanisms to remap
pages, enabling it to perform both wear leveling—shuffling pages in PM to even wear;
and wear reduction—transparently migrating heavily written pages to DRAM. Crucially,
Kevlar avoids the need for hardware support to track wear at fine grain. It relies on a
novel wear-estimation technique that builds upon Intel’s Precise Event Based Sampling to
approximately track processor cache contents via a software-maintained Bloom filter and
estimate write-back rates at fine grain.
Second, this thesis proposes a persistency model for high-level languages to enable
integration of PMs in to future programming systems. Prior works extend language mem-
ory models with a persistency model prescribing semantics for updates to PM. These ap-
proaches require high-overhead mechanisms, are restricted to certain synchronization con-
structs, provide incomplete semantics, and/or may recover to state that cannot arise in fault-
free program execution. This thesis argues for persistency semantics that guarantee failure
xiii
atomicity of synchronization-free regions (SFRs) — program regions delimited by syn-
chronization operations. The proposed approach provides clear semantics for the PM state
that recovery code may observe and extends C++11’s “sequential consistency for data-
race-free” guarantee to post-failure recovery code. To this end, this thesis investigates two
designs for failure-atomic SFRs that vary in performance and the degree to which commit
of persistent state may lag execution.
Finally, this thesis proposes StrandWeaver, a hardware persistency model that min-
imally constrains ordering on PM operations. Several language-level persistency mod-
els have emerged recently to aid programming recoverable data structures in PM. The
language-level persistency models are built upon hardware primitives that impose stricter
ordering constraints on PM operations than the persistency models require. StrandWeaver
manages PM order within a strand, a logically independent sequence of PM operations
within a thread. PM operations that lie on separate strands are unordered and may drain
concurrently to PM. StrandWeaver implements primitives under strand persistency to al-
low programmers to improve concurrency and relax ordering constraints on updates as
they drain to PM. Furthermore, StrandWeaver proposes mechanisms that map persistency





Persistent memory (PM) technologies, such as Intel and Micron’s 3D XPoint, are here
— cloud vendors have already started public offerings with support for Intel’s Optane DC
persistent memory [7, 13, 2, 20]. PMs aim to revolutionize storage by integrating the byte-
addressability of DRAM with the durability of disks. These technologies exhibit many
useful characteristics that make them appealing to system designers. PMs can be accessed
using a load-store interface eliminating the need for expensive block-based software in-
terface required for traditional storage devices. The load-store interface to storage allows
fine-grained manipulation of data and lowers access latency.
As PMs are durable, they retain data across failures such as power failures or OS or
program crashes. PMs can be adopted in existing systems to store data structures that can
be manipulated using fine-grained load-store interface for high performance, and yet persist
across failures. In case of a failure, the volatile state of the program (e.g. registers, caches,
and DRAM) are lost, but PMs retain the state. The applications can rely on PM durability
to inspect PM state, reconstruct required volatile state, and resume program execution.
However, despite many of these appealing properties, several challenges remain in existing
hardware, programming and software systems that inhibit PM adoption in future systems.
Specifically, this thesis aims to address following challenges.
Low PM endurance. PMs have a low device endurance. Each PM cell can be written
up to a limited number of times (e.g. 107-109) [130, 173, 175] before it wears out and fails.
1
The low device endurance reduces system lifetime and incurs high hardware cost. This
requires system designers to manage PM writes and restrict device wear out to improve
overall system lifetime.
Lack of language-level persistency models. Recovery of data structures stored in PM
requires precise program state after failure. Several persistency models [22, 98, 56, 171,
112] have been proposed to define semantics of PM state post failure. Such persistency
models define that the data persists when the effects of a store are guaranteed to be ob-
served in PM in case of a failure. Similar to memory consistency models that govern the
visibility of memory accesses, these persistency models govern the order in which updates
persist in PM. Both industry [22, 98] and academia [171, 56, 62] have proposed candidate
persistency models that rely on lower-level hardware ISA primitives to prescribe order over
PM updates. Unfortunately, these persistency models do not specify semantics for high-
level programming languages. Advancing these approaches will return us to the “wild
west” days of hardware memory consistency, where every vendor offered a different model
and programmers often resorted to ISA-specific inline assembly not just for performance,
but to ensure the correctness of concurrent code. Such models place an unreasonable bur-
den on programmers, make writing portable programs exceedingly difficult, and hinder
both hardware and compiler optimizations that may reorder or elide PM reads and writes.
Inefficient hardware persistency models. Modern hardware systems build ISA prim-
itives to order updates as they persist to PM. Unfortunately, these primitives apply stricter
than required ordering constraints on PM operations. The additional constraints serial-
ize concurrent PM operations and restrict any potential reordering opportunities between
them. Prior research proposals relax persist ordering constraints by performing hardware
logging mechanisms [111, 62, 166, 113] to perform failure-atomic PM updates or imple-
menting relaxed persistency models [171, 125, 112, 160] in hardware to order PM oper-
ations. Hardware logging mechanisms order programmer-annotated set of PM operations
to ensure efficient PM logging and ensure relaxed failure-atomic implementation for PM
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updates. However, they rely on fixed and inflexible hardware implementations that fail to
extend to a wide range of evolving language-level persistency models. In contrast, other
works propose hardware mechanisms for relaxed persistency models such as epoch persis-
tency model. Under epoch persistency model, persist barriers divide program regions into
epochs; they allow persist reordering within epochs and disallow persist reordering across
epochs. Unfortunately, these works allow only the consecutive persists that lie within the
same epoch as concurrent. They fail to relax ordering constraints on persists that do not lie
in the same epoch, but are concurrent.
This thesis proposes three mechanisms, that span across hardware, programming and
operating systems, to solve the challenges in deploying PMs in future systems. First, it
builds software-managed wear-management mechanisms to improve PM device lifetime.
Further, it defines a persistency model at a language-level to provide persistency semantics
for high-level programming languages such as C++. Finally, it builds a hardware strand
persistency model, a relaxed persistency model in hardware, that allows precise ordering
constraints on PM accesses as required by high-level language persistency models. The
proposed mechanisms are briefly described below.
1.1 Software Wear Management
PMs exhibit limited write endurance – a PM cell can be written a limited number of
times before it wears out. For example, a phase-change memory is expected to have a write
endurance of 107−109 writes [130, 175, 173] while resistive RAM is expected to sustain
over 1010 writes before wearing out [209]. The system designers need to be cognizant of
low PM endurance, to ensure that memory does not wear out and fail. This thesis considers
systems with heterogeneous memory – with both DRAM and PM connected to the memory
bus. Such systems may use PM for persistent data storage or as a means to replace some or
all of DRAM with a cheaper/higher-capacity technology.
PM wear-management mechanisms employ wear leveling [173, 175] to spread writes
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to all memory locations uniformly. The wear-leveling schemes periodically remap memory
locations so that memory writes are uniformly distributed in PM. Other mechanisms em-
ploy wear reduction by reducing the number of writes to PM with additional caching lay-
ers [130, 173, 225, 176, 183]. The wear-leveling and wear-reducing mechanisms introduce
addition design complexities in hardware required to remap memory locations. Moreover,
these mechanisms rely on additional caching layers and/or volatile DRAM. Thus, these
mechanisms do not readily extend to the applications that use PMs as a persistent storage
and rely on its durability to recover program state in case of failure.
This thesis proposes Kevlar, a wear-management mechanism for PMs in software.
Kevlar leverages the observation that the operating system already maintains a mapping
of virtual to physical memory locations. Kevlar reuses existing virtual to physical map-
pings to periodically remap memory locations in the OS – this eliminates overheads of
additional translation layer for wear management. It builds a random page shuffle mecha-
nism that periodically remaps memory pages to randomly chosen physical memory frames.
Kevlar’s simple page shuffle mechanism is sufficient for PM technologies with higher write
endurance (e.g. , resistive RAM) to achieve target system lifetime of four years. Note that,
Kevlar’s wear-leveling mechanism is wear-oblivious – it remaps the entire application foot-
print. Each shuffle operation remaps all of the PM – frequent shuffles can have a prohibitive
performance overhead. Interestingly, our analysis shows that the number of required shuf-
fles is quite small; shuffling all PM pages roughly every four hours is sufficient to achieve
uniform wear out and incurs less than 0.15% performance overhead.
Additionally, this thesis shows that Kevlar’s wear-leveling mechanism alone is not suf-
ficient to achieve target system lifetime for PMs with lower write endurance (e.g., Intel and
Micron’s 3D XPoint memory [102]). To this end, Kevlar exploits memory heterogeneity
to reduce wear to PM. It performs carefully targeted page migrations to a neighbouring
high-endurance DRAM for applications that use a PM device for memory expansion alone.
We show that migrating as few as 3% of pages from PM to DRAM is sufficient to achieve
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our target lifetime. Kevlar relies on reserve footprint in PM to perform page shuffles across
the nominal and reserve capacity.
A key challenge solved by Kevlar is to identify which pages are frequently written back
to main memory (as opposed to those that are frequently written to, due to the presence
of hardware caches) without any new hardware extensions. Kevlar designs a heuristic
based on Intel’s Precise Event Based Sampling (PEBS) [97] to approximate cache contents
and estimate writebacks to PM. Kevlar’s wear-reduction mechanism achieves target system
lifetime for low-endurance PMs by migrating less than 3% of the application working set to
neighboring DRAM (when durability is not needed) and incurring a performance overhead
of less than 1.5%.
1.2 Persistency for Synchronization-Free Regions
The promise of PM is to enable data structures that provide the convenience and perfor-
mance of in-place load-store manipulation, and yet persist across failures, such as power
interruptions and program crashes. Future programming systems can employ PMs to store
data durably, reconstruct required volatile state, and resume program execution. Unfortu-
nately, no high-level language yet provides any durability semantics, which are required
to enable programming recoverable data-structures in PM. This thesis makes a strong case
for building persistency semantics upon the strong foundations of the data-race-free (DRF)
memory model of C++, using existing C++ synchronization operations to prescribe order-
ing for persists.
This work proposes persistency semantics that provide failure atomicity at the granu-
larity of synchronization free regions (SFRs)—thread regions delimited by synchronization
operations or system calls. Failure-atomic SFRs guarantee that either all or none of the up-
dates within an SFR are visible to recovery post failure. In the absence of SFR atomicity,
recovery may observe PM state that could never arise in fault-free execution. Under failure-
atomic SFRs, the state observed by recovery always conforms to the program state at a
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frontier of past synchronization operations on each thread. This work argues that failure-
atomic SFRs strike a compelling balance between programmability and performance. In a
well-formed program, SFRs must be data-race free. This property allows us to extend the
“sequential-consistency for data-race-free programs (SC for DRF)” guarantee to recovery
code.
This thesis builds the persistency model that relies on synchronization operations in
C++ implementation (built on LLVM [129] v3.6.0). The compiler implementation in-
troduces undo logging to ensure that SFRs are failure-atomic. This work considers two
implementations that vary in simplicity and performance.
SFR-atomicity with coupled visibility: In this design, the persistent state lags the
frontier of execution by at most a single (incomplete) SFR. Recovery rolls back to the start
of the ongoing SFR upon failure. This approach admits simple logging, but exposes the
latency of PM flushing and commit.
SFR-atomicity with decoupled visibility: In this design, execution is allowed to run
ahead of the persistent state. We defer flushing and commit to background threads using
a garbage-collection-like mechanism. Further, the work proposes efficient mechanisms to
ensure that the SFR commit order matches their execution order. This implementation
enables high performance as we decouple and perform flush and commit operations in
background.
Owing to the simple logging, SFR-atomicity with coupled visibility results in an av-
erage performance improvement of 63.2% over state-of-the-art ATLAS design [47]. SFR-
atomicity with decoupled visibility further enables light-weight recording of SFR order
and performs flush and commit operations off the critical execution path. As a result, this
design leads to a further performance improvement of 50.1% over SFR-atomicity with cou-
pled visibility.
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1.3 Relaxed Hardware Persistency Model
The language-level persistency models [123, 78, 47, 77, 124] define semantics for PM
access in high-level programming languages. These persistency models provide two key
persistency semantics. First, they define the order in which updates persist in PM. Second,
they ensure failure-atomicity for a set of updates to PM. These persistency models rely on
low-level instruction primitives to provide ordering and failure-atomicity for PM accesses.
For instance, Intel x86 systems employ CLWB (or CLFLUSHOPT in older systems) instruc-
tion to explicitly flush dirty cache lines to the memory controller and a subsequent SFENCE
instruction to order subsequent stores with prior CLWBs and stores. Compiler implementa-
tions rely on these instructions to: (1) order and flush updates to PM, and (2) build logging
mechanisms to ensure failure-atomicity for set of updates to PM. Unfortunately, existing
hardware approaches enforce additional ordering constraints on persists that are not re-
quired for ensuring correct recovery. These ordering constraints limit persist concurrency.
This work proposes StrandWeaver, which formally defines and implements the strand
persistency model to minimally constrain ordering on persists to PM. The strand persis-
tency model defines the order in which persists may drain to the PM. It decouples persist
order from the write visibility order (defined by the memory consistency model)—memory
operations can be made visible in shared memory without stalling for prior persists to drain
to PM. To implement strand persistency, we introduce three new hardware ISA primitives to
manage persist order. A NewStrand primitive initiates a new strand, that defines a logically
independent stream of PM operations within a logical thread that may persist concurrently
to PM. A persist barrier orders PM operations within a strand — persists separated by a
persist barrier drain to PM in order. A JoinStrand primitive orders persists initiated earlier
on previous strands before the subsequent persists are issued.
StrandWeaver proposes hardware mechanisms to build the strand persistency model
upon these primitives. StrandWeaver implements a strand buffer unit alongside the L1
cache that issues persists on different strands concurrently to PM, and orders persists within
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a strand separated by a persist barrier. It also implements a persist buffer alongside the
load-store queue, that records the ongoing strand persistency primitives, and ensures that
the persists separated by JoinStrand primitive complete in order.
StrandWeaver integrates the strand persistency primitives defined in hardware ISA with
the programmer friendly language-level persistency models. Thus, programmers no longer
need to reason about the persist order at the abstraction of the hardware ISA. StrandWeaver
builds logging mechanisms that employ strand persistency primitives to minimally con-
strain persists required to guarantee correct failure recovery.
We showcase the wide applicability of StrandWeaver primitives by integrating our log-
ging with three prior language-level persistency models that provide failure-atomic transac-
tions [8, 201, 54], synchronization-free regions [78], and outermost critical sections [47],
respectively. These persistency models provide simpler primitives to program recover-
able data structures in PM—programmer-transparent logging mechanisms layered on top
of our StrandWeaver hardware hide low-level hardware ISA primitives and reduce the pro-
grammability burden.
1.4 Summary
The upcoming PM technologies can potentially revolutionize the future storage sys-
tems. However, several challenges need to be addressed to integrate PMs efficiently in
future programming and hardware systems: 1) PMs have a low device endurance, and
wear out after 107-109 writes. Untimely device failures lower data reliability and increase
hardware provisioning and replacement costs. 2) Existing programming systems lack sup-
port for programming persistent data-structures in PMs. Without the support in high-level
languages, programmers need to rely on custom assembly-level program implementations
that are difficult to program and error prone. 3) Existing hardware systems build ISA exten-
sions for PMs that restrict concurrency of PM operations and introduce high performance
overhead. This thesis aims to address these challenges.
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The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter II discusses the relevant
background required for understanding the proposals in this thesis. Chapter III illustrates
the runtime mechanisms for performing wear management and improving device lifetime
for PMs. Chapter IV defines the language-level persistency model that extends general
synchronization primitives in high-level languages such as C++. Chapter V discusses hard-
ware strand persistency model to relax ordering of PM operations. Finally, Chapter VII
details future work to efficiently integrate PMs in future systems and concludes this thesis.
While this thesis focuses on runtime systems for PMs, I have also worked on the hard-
ware accelerator for matching regular expressions in an unstructured textual data. Ap-
pendix A describes HARE, a stall-free hardware accelerator design. HARE scans input
data at a fixed rate, examining multiple characters from a single input stream in parallel
in a single accelerator clock cycle. HARE implements a 1GHz 32-character-wide design
targeting ASIC implementation that processes data at 32 GB/s—matching modern memory





This chapter describes relevant background for the works proposed in this thesis.
2.1 Persistent Memories (PMs)
Persistent memory technologies, such as Phase Change Memory [130, 175], Mem-
ristor [209], and Spin Torque Transfer RAM [217] are byte-addressable, achieve near-
DRAM performance, and are denser than DRAM (hence cheaper), consume less power
than DRAM, and are also non-volatile. These characteristics allow systems to leverage
PMs in exciting new ways. We focus on two well-studied use cases: (1) capacity expan-
sion and (2) memory persistency.
Capacity expansion: Owing to their higher density and lower power consumption, PMs
are projected to be cheaper than DRAM [130, 175, 225, 16, 116, 65] on a dollar per GB
basis. System designers (for example, cloud vendors) may pass these cost advantages on
to end users in two ways. First, for applications bound by memory capacity, users may
obtain systems (or instances) with larger main memory for the same cost. For instance,
Intel expects to soon offer servers with up to 6TB of PM [86, 10]. Second, users may also
get access to systems with the same amount of main memory as before for a cheaper price.



































Figure 2.1: Disparity in PM page writes. (a) Pages sorted by number of writes (program entirety)
in Aerospike: There is a large disparity between most and least written pages. (b) PM lifetime with
no wear leveling: The lifetime until 1% of pages sustain 107 writes can be as short as 1.1 months.
Memory persistency: Since PMs are non-volatile, they blur the traditional distinctions
between memory and storage. Recent research leverages PM non-volatility by accessing
persistent data directly in memory via loads and stores [56, 54, 201, 171, 126, 104, 122,
112, 62, 160, 123, 78]. The byte-addressable load-store PM interface enables fined-grained
accesses to persistent data and avoids the expensive serialization and de-serialization layer
of conventional storage [115].
2.2 Endurance of Persistent Memories
Whereas PMs exhibit many useful properties, they suffer from a limited write en-
durance. For example, PCM endures only 107 - 109 writes [173]. In contrast, DRAM
endurance is essentially unbounded (> 1015 writes) [175]. Limited PM endurance may
lead to a rapid capacity loss for write-intensive applications. Figure 2.1(a) shows the dis-
parity between writes seen by the hottest and coldest pages for Aerospike (see Section 3.4
for our methodology). Absent wear management, frequently written-back addresses wear
out sooner, compromising device lifetime. Figure 2.1(b) shows the lifetime until 1% of
memory locations wear out in a device with a write endurance of 107 writes (such as PCM)
under the write patterns of various applications assuming no efforts to manage wear. For
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example, we observe that TPCC can wear out a PCM memory device within 1.1 months.
2.2.1 Wear Management for PMs
Prior wear management mechanisms improve memory device lifetimes despite the poor
write endurance of the underlying technology at a minimal performance loss. Wear man-
agement techniques can be broadly classified into two orthogonal categories: (1) wear
leveling and (2) wear reducing. Some applications tend to write back frequently to only
a small region of their memory footprint. The physical memory cells containing the fre-
quently written-back addresses get worn out, leading to poor lifetimes even while other
memory cells observe no wear. Wear leveling [175, 225, 173] aims to solve this problem
by uniformly distributing writebacks to all memory cells. Such techniques generally use a
programmer-transparent address translation mechanism in the device controller to spread
writebacks over different memory locations.
Even with perfect wear leveling, device lifetimes may be unacceptably low for devices
with poor write endurance. At best, wear leveling ensures that all locations incur the appli-
cation’s mean writeback rate. If this rate is too high, all locations may wear out sooner than
the desired lifetime. Moreover, wear leveling necessarily requires swapping data between
memory locations, generating additional writes. Wear-reducing techniques [175, 183, 220]
improve device lifetimes by reducing the number of writes that reach the memory device.
These techniques usually add a large cache in front of the memory device to buffer and
coalesce writes so as to reduce the overall number of writes reaching memory. Since wear-
leveling and wear-reducing techniques are orthogonal, they can be employed together to
achieve even better device lifetimes.
2.2.2 Wear-aware Virtual Memory System
Prior PM wear-management mechanisms [175, 173, 225, 183, 174] require an addi-
tional indirection layer in hardware to uniformly wear PM cells. However, these mecha-
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nisms suffer from several drawbacks. First, these mechanisms [175, 173, 174, 183] use
volatile DRAM caches to reduce wear to PM. These mechanisms do not readily support
applications [160] that rely on PM durability, since the volatile DRAM caches lose data
upon power failure. Second, these mechanisms perform additional DRAM cache lookups
and address translation for each memory access, delaying PM loads/stores. Third, wear
leveling alone sometimes achieves PM lifetime of only 2.3 years (as shown later in Sec-
tion 3.5.2)—lower than the desired system lifetimes. These device-level mechanisms are
unable to exploit memory system heterogeneity for applications that employ PMs for ca-
pacity expansion.
This thesis explores low-overhead OS wear-management mechanisms that can extend
PM device lifetime to a desired target without any additional indirection layers. Indeed,
our approach is analogous to similar ongoing efforts [94, 93, 29, 221, 169, 39, 132, 110] in
Flash-based systems to identify and eliminate performance bottlenecks in the Flash transla-
tion layer (FTL). These works avoid FTL complexities and overheads by folding its features
either into the virtual memory system [94, 93, 29, 221, 39], or into file system applica-
tions [169, 39, 132, 110]. Like these works, this thesis aim to build PM wear management
into the virtual memory system.
2.3 Memory Persistency Models
Modern hardware systems implement hardware structures to reorder, coalesce, elide,
or buffer updates, which complicate ordering persists to PM [171, 34, 56]. For instance,
write-back caches lazily drain dirty cache lines to memory—ordering visibility of stores
to the write-back caches does not imply that the PM writes are ordered. Such reordering
complicates using PMs for recovery because the correctness of recovery mechanisms rely
on the order in which updates persist to the PM [171, 52, 201, 56, 54]. Several persistency
models have been proposed, both in industry [98, 22] and in academia [171, 56, 62], to
guarantee persist order.
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Similar to memory consistency models, which reason about visibility of memory op-
erations, memory persistency models specify the order in which updates persist to PM.
Pelley et al. [171] propose strict and relaxed memory persistency models to specify persist
ordering. Strict persistency couples visibility of stores to the order in which they persist to
PM—persist order follows the visibility order of PM operations. Unfortunately, strict per-
sistency has a high performance overhead as it restricts persist concurrency especially under
conservative consistency models, such as TSO, which strictly order visibility of stores.
Relaxed persistency models decouple persist order from the order in which memory op-
erations become visible. Epoch persistency introduces persist barriers that divide program
execution into epochs. Persists within epochs can be issued concurrently, while persists
separated by a persist barrier are ordered to the PM. Several implementations [112, 98,
160, 56, 188], including Intel’s x86 ISA, build epoch persistency models.
Intel’s persistency model. Intel x86 systems employ CLWB (or CLFLUSHOPT in older
systems) instruction [98] to explicitly flush dirty cache lines to an asynchronous data refresh
(ADR)-supported PM controller [100]. In case of power failure, an ADR-supported PM
controller flushes pending operations to PM. SFENCE acts as a persist barrier that orders any
subsequent CLWBs with the preceding CLWBs. Additionally, SFENCE also orders visibility of
subsequent stores after the preceding CLWBs complete to ensure that the stores do not drain
from the write-back caches to PM before prior CLWBs finish. Thus, CLWB-SFENCE ensures
that the data persists to PM before any subsequent stores are visible.
Note, however, that PM stores may (unexpectedly) persist well before the CLWB if
they are replaced from the cache hierarchy, and failure atomicity is assured only at the
granularity of individual persist operations. Logging mechanisms must be built if larger
failure-atomicity granularity is desired [123] and recovery code must explicitly account for




Logging mechanisms such as shadowing [56] and write-ahead-logging (WAL) [54, 201,
111, 91, 99] provide failure atomicity for a group of persists. In shadowing, updates are
made to a shadow copy of the original data. The shadow copy is then committed by atom-
ically switching a pointer in a metadata structure (e.g., page table). WAL provides failure
atomicity by either logging the updates in redo or undo logs. In redo-logging [201, 91, 54],
updates are first recorded in persistent logs and then applied in-place in the original loca-
tion. Thus, a store implies (at least) two PM writes, one to log the update and one to mutate
the original location. In case of failure, the recovery process inspects the redo logs and
reapplies the updates. In contrast, undo logs record the old value of a location before it
is written. On failure, the recovery process rolls back partial PM updates from undo logs.
Redo-logging requires isolation [54] or redirection [201, 91] of subsequent loads to the log
area, which typically incurs high overhead (in a fault-free execution). In contrast, undo
logs allow in-place updates to data structures, so subsequent loads can read these locations
directly.
2.3.2 Logging Mechanisms
Prior hardware and software mechanisms use logging to provide failure atomicity, but
most work has focused on transaction-based programs [141, 126, 201, 54, 99]. Hardware
mechanisms create undo logs [111] or redo logs [62] transparently for transaction-based
code, thus enabling failure atomicity for the transaction, but require complex hardware
structures for log management. Software solutions, such as Mnemosyne [201] and NV-
Heaps [54], implement libraries that enable failure atomicity for transaction-based pro-
grams. However, in addition to semantic differences, there are significant challenges in
porting existing lock-based programs to a transactional execution model [47, 43]. We seek
to look beyond transaction-based programs and define durability semantics for the more
general synchronization primitives offered by modern programming languages.
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/* tail: tail pointer of 
 the linked-list */
createNode(val)
    N = new Node(val);
    l1.lock();
      tail->next = N;
      tail =  N;






Figure 2.2: Failure atomicity guarantees by language-level persistency models. (a) Failure atom-
icity for outermost critical sections in ATLAS, (b1) Epoch ordering in ARP, (b2) Unclear failure
atomicity semantics in ARP resulting in partial updates in PM, and (c) Our proposal: failure atom-
icity for SFRs.
2.4 Persistency Semantics for Languages
This chapter discusses existing proposals that add persistency semantics to the language
memory model. In particular, ATLAS [47] and acquire-release persistency (ARP) [123]
extend the C++ memory model with persistency semantics. The two proposals differ in
the granularity of failure atomicity they guarantee and rely on different synchronization
primitives to ensure correct persist ordering in PM. We discuss each proposal below.
ATLAS: ATLAS provides persistency semantics for lock-based multi-threaded C++
programs. It guarantees failure atomicity at the granularity of an outermost critical sec-
tion, as shown in Figure 2.2(a), where a critical section is the code bounded by lock and
unlock synchronization primitives. The failure atomicity of outer-most critical sections
ensures that recovery observes PM state as it existed when no locks were held in the pro-
gram. This guarantee precludes recovery from observing state that is partially updated by
an interrupted critical section. Failure-atomicity of critical sections is appealing from a
programmability perspective, as it guarantees that recovery may only observe sequentially
consistent PM state.
However, ATLAS’s persistency semantics have significant shortcomings. ATLAS fails
to provide any durability semantics for synchronization operations other than mutexes. It
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does not support widely used synchronization primitives, such as condition variables, and
does not offer any semantics for lock-free programs. Moreover, it does not provide clear
semantics for persistent updates outside of critical sections. Such updates may be partially
visible after failure. In addition, ATLAS requires recording the total order of lock acquires
and releases during execution and a complex cycle-detection mechanism to ensure that
mutually-dependent critical sections are made failure atomic together. As we will show, the
performance overhead of the required logging and cycle-detection mechanisms are high.
ARP: ARP specifies persistency semantics that provide failure atomicity of individual
stores. ARP ascribes persists to ordered epochs using intra- and inter-thread ordering con-
straints prescribed via synchronization operations. As shown in Figure 2.2(b1), ARP may
re-order persists within epochs but disallows reordering across epochs. However, ARP
constrains only the latest point at which a PM write may become durable—ARP allows for
volatile write-back caches that reorder PM writes. A PM write may become durable as soon
as it is globally visible. As such, a potentially unbounded set of writes may be reordered
and visible even though preceding writes (in program order) are lost upon failure.
Figure 2.2(b2) shows example code to append a new node to a persistent linked-list.
Under fault-free execution in ARP, this code first acquires an exclusive lock on the linked-
list, updates the Next pointer of the tail to the newly created node, and then the tail pointer
is updated to the new node. As ARP does not constrain the durability of the two updates
before the completion of the epoch, the update to tail may become durable earlier than
the update to tail->next. In case of a failure, an incomplete update to the tail pointer
will result in an inconsistent linked-list. The two updates within the critical section must
be failure-atomic to ensure consistency of the linked-list. Additional logging mechanisms
are required to provide failure atomicity at larger granularity.
We find ARP semantics unsatisfying. Although it may be possible to construct log-
ging mechanisms that can tolerate writes that become persistent far earlier than expected
(e.g., well before preceding store and release operations), reasoning in such a framework is
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difficult—a logging mechanism might have to resort to checksums or other complex, prob-
abilistic mechanisms to detect partial log records. Importantly, a programmer must reason
about non-serializable states when writing recovery code.
We argue instead for persistency semantics that provide failure-atomic synchronization-
free regions — regions of code delimited by synchronization operations or system calls.
This thesis proposes a persistency model that can support arbitrary C++ synchronization
operations with clear semantics and simple runtime mechanisms, avoiding the performance
overheads of ATLAS.
2.4.1 C++ Memory Model
The C++ memory model provides synchronization operations, namely atomic loads,
stores, and read-modify-writes, to order shared memory accesses. These accesses may
directly manipulate synchronization variables, enabling implementation of a wide variety
of synchronization primitives. In this thesis, we refer to accesses to atomic variables that
have load semantics as acquire operations, and those with store semantics as release op-
erations. The C++ memory model prescribes a happens-before ordering relation between
release and acquire operation, to enable programmers to order shared memory accesses
(formalized later in Section 4.4.1). The happens-before relation orders the visibility of data
accesses in (volatile) memory. However, C++ currently provides no durability semantics
for accesses to PM. This thesis extends the semantics of synchronization operations to also
prescribe the order in which PM updates become durable.
2.5 ISA-Level Persistency Mechanisms
Modern hardware systems, such as Intel x86 system, extend instruction set architectures
to order persists to PM. In Intel x86 systems, CLWB (or CLFLUSHOPT in older systems)
instruction [98] flush dirty cache lines to an ADR-supported PM controller. Additionally,




























































Figure 2.3: Mapping language-level persistency models to Intel’s x86 ISA. (a) Example failure-
atomic region in ATLAS bounded by lock and unlock operations, (b) ATLAS logging using Intel’s
ISA extensions for PM, (c) Visibility and persist ordering of logs and in-place updates on a TSO
system, (d) Ideal persist ordering constraints that are sufficient for correct recovery, (e) Desired
order on persists A, B, and C, (f) Persist barrier (PB) additionally orders persists A and C, (g) PB
additionally orders persists C and B.
program execution into epochs — CLWBs within the epoch are allowed to reorder to the PM,
while CLWBs in different epochs are ordered. Intel x86 system builds an epoch persistency
model to ensure persists in different epochs are ordered.
Limitations. Persist concurrency is limited by the size of epochs [112]. Although
CLWBs within an epoch can flush data concurrently to PM, SFENCE enforces stricter or-
dering constraints on persists, which are not required for ensuring correct recovery. Any
subsequent stores and CLWBs that are independent and can be issued concurrently to the
PM are serialized by SFENCE. SFENCE causes long-latency stalls as it delays visibility of
subsequent stores until prior CLWBs flush data to the PM controller.
Example. The language-level persistency models build compiler frameworks or soft-
ware libraries to map high-level semantics in languages to low-level hardware ISA prim-
itives. Figure 2.3(a) shows example code for a failure-atomic region in ATLAS enclosed
by lock and unlock operations. ATLAS instruments each store with undo logging to assure
failure atomicity. On failure, recovery inspects undo logs and rolls back partially executed
failure-atomic regions. For correct recovery, logs need to persist before in-place updates
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are made to PM—ATLAS relies on low-level hardware ISA primitives to assure this order-
ing. Unfortunately, hardware imposes stricter ordering constraints than required by these
persistency models for correct recovery.
Figure 2.3(b) shows example undo logging code for the ATLAS persistency model to
ensure failure atomicity of updates to PM locations A and B on an Intel x86 system. Undo
logging requires pairwise ordering of logs and a subsequent store—logs must persist be-
fore corresponding updates for correct recovery. Note that logs LA and LB (and similarly,
updates to locations A and B) can persist to PM concurrently (as shown in Figure 2.3(d)).
Unfortunately, SFENCE orders log creation and flush to LA with log creation and flush to LB.
Under Intel’s TSO consistency model [170], visibility of stores is ordered (visibility of LA
and SA is ordered in Figure 2.3(c)). SFENCE additionally restricts visibility of subsequent
stores until prior CLWBs complete—SA is not issued until LA persists. Thus, Intel’s persis-
tency model imposes stricter constraints on visibility and persist order that are not required
for recovery by language-level models—epoch size limits persist concurrency.
Managing epoch size. Persist concurrency is limited by small epoch size, as language-
level model implementations instrument each store within a failure-atomic region with a log
operation followed by SFENCE. The presence of ambiguous memory dependencies make it
challenging for compilers to perform static analysis at compile time [71, 74, 185] to co-
alesce logging operations within failure-atomic regions. Even with ideal compiler mech-
anisms to group persists, epoch persistency fails to specify precise ordering constraints.
Figure 2.3(e) shows the desired order on persists A, B, and C—persist C can be issued con-
current to persists A and B. The persist barrier introduces additional ordering constraints on
C when it is issued in either of the epochs as shown in Figure 2.3(f,g).
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CHAPTER III
Software Wear Management for Persistent Memories
3.1 Introduction
Forthcoming Persistent Memory (PM) technologies, such as 3D XPoint [10, 102],
promise to revolutionize storage hierarchies. These technologies are appealing in many
ways. For example, they are being considered as cheaper, higher capacity and/or energy-
efficient replacements for DRAM [130, 175, 225, 16], low-latency and byte-addressable
persistent storage [56, 54, 201, 171], and even as hardware accelerators for neural net-
works [186, 177]. We focus on systems with heterogeneous memory—with both DRAM
and PM connected to the memory bus. Such systems may use PM for persistent data storage
or to replace some or all of DRAM with a cheaper/higher-capacity technology.
Nevertheless, PM’s limited write endurance [130, 175, 225, 220, 53] may hinder adop-
tion. Just like erase operations wear out Flash cells, PM devices may also wear out after
a certain number of writes. The expected PM cell write endurance varies significantly
across technologies. For example, a phase-change memory is expected to endure 107−109
writes [130, 175, 173] while resistive RAM may sustain over 1010 writes [209]. So, system
developers must consider PM cell write frequency and manage wear to ensure memory
endures for the expected system lifetime.
PM wear-management techniques employ wear leveling, spreading writes uniformly
over all memory locations, and/or wear reduction, reducing the number of writes with
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additional caching layers [130, 173, 225, 176, 183, 59]. Unfortunately, prior techniques
rely on various kinds of hardware support. Some proposals [173, 225] add an additional
programmer-transparent address translation mechanism in the PM memory controller. These
mechanisms periodically remap memory locations to uniformly distribute writes across the
PM. Other techniques [176, 220, 59] perform wear reduction by remapping contents of
frequently-written PM page frames to higher-endurance DRAM. Such techniques depend
on hardware support to estimate wear, for example, via per-page counters or specialized
priority queues/monitoring in the memory controller. Unfortunately, PM-based mecha-
nisms [176, 220, 59] that rely on higher-endurance but volatile DRAM to reduce wear do
not support applications [160] that require crash consistency when using PM as storage.
The indirection mechanisms proposed for PMs are analogous to the translation layer
in Flash firmware [70, 131, 119], which perform functionalities such as garbage collec-
tion [119, 70, 213] and out-of-place updates [133, 119, 131, 70] in addition to wear leveling,
and incur high erasure latency [133, 114, 70]. Additional translation layers increase design
complexity and incur higher access latency and power/energy consumption. Indeed, recent
work [94, 93, 29, 221, 39, 169, 132, 110] aims to eliminate complexity and overhead asso-
ciated with a Flash translation layer by combining its features in either the virtual memory
system in the OS [94, 93, 29, 221, 39], or in file-system applications [169, 39, 132, 110].
We would prefer to avoid additional indirection mechanisms for byte-addressable PMs,
which have lower access latency and offer a direct load/store interface.
We note that the OS already maintains a mapping of virtual to physical memory loca-
tions and that these mappings can be periodically updated to implement wear management
without an additional translation layer. We build upon virtual memory to implement Kevlar,
a software wear-management system for fast, byte-addressable persistent memories. Kevlar
performs both wear leveling, by reshuffling pages among physical PM frames, and wear
reduction, by judicious migration of wear-heavy pages to DRAM, to achieve a configurable
lifetime target.
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A critical aspect of wear management is to estimate the wear to each memory loca-
tion. Existing hardware tracks PM writes only at the granularity of memory channels—too
coarse to be useful for wear management. Tracking PM writes at finer granularity is com-
plicated by write-back hardware caches; an update to a memory location leads to a PM
write only when a dirty cache block is evicted from the processor’s caches.
Kevlar relies upon a novel, low-overhead wear-estimation mechanism by using Intel’s
Precise Events Based Sampling (PEBS) [97], which allows us to intercept a sample of store
operations. Kevlar maintains an approximate representation of hardware cache contents
using Bloom filters [40], and uses it to estimate relative fine-grain writeback rates. We
demonstrate that our estimation strategy incurs less than 1% performance overhead.
Kevlar enables wear management for applications that employ PMs for capacity ex-
pansion [16, 176, 116] and/or durability [160]. When a PM device is used for capacity
expansion, Kevlar exploits memory device heterogeneity and migrates frequently updated
PM pages to the neighboring DRAM—a system-level option that cannot be exploited by
device-level wear-management schemes [173, 225, 183]. We show that migrating as few
as 1% of pages from PM to DRAM is sufficient to achieve our target PM lifetime. For
pages that require durability, Kevlar relies on reserve PM capacity and performs directed
migrations of frequently written pages across the nominal and reserve capacity.
We implement Kevlar in Linux version 4.5.0 and evaluate its impact on performance
and PM lifetime. To summarize, the contributions of Kevlar are:
• Wear leveling: We first develop an analytical framework to show that even a simple,
wear-oblivious random page shuffling is sufficient to achieve near-ideal (uniform) wear
over the memory device lifetime at negligible (< 0.1%) performance overhead. Unfortu-
nately, even ideal wear leveling provides insufficient lifetime for lower-endurance PMs.
• Wear estimation: We demonstrate how to estimate wear at fine grain by using Intel’s
PEBS to approximate cache contents via a Bloom filter, thereby estimating the cache
write-backs to each page. We show that this mechanism is 21.7× more accurate than
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naive write sampling.
• Wear reduction: We demonstrate Kevlar, which uses our wear-estimation technique to
apply both wear leveling and wear reduction, reducing wear by migrating less than 1%
of the application working set to neighboring DRAM (when durability is not needed)
incurring 1.2% (avg.) performance overhead.
3.2 Kevlar
We detail wear-management approaches in Kevlar.
3.2.1 Wear Leveling
Modern OSes, such as Linux, manage memory via a paging mechanism to translate
virtual to physical memory addresses. Linux manages the page tables used by the hardware
translation mechanism, and already reassigns virtual-to-physical mappings for a variety of
reasons (e.g., to improve NUMA locality).
Kevlar’s Wear-Leveling (WL) mechanism uses existing OS support to periodically remap
virtual pages to spread writes uniformly. Kevlar makes a conservative assumption that a
write to a physical PM page modifies all locations within that page. Thus, Kevlar does
not need an additional intra-page wear-leveling mechanism. We observe that periodic ran-
dom shuffling of virtual-to-physical mappings—migrating each virtual page to a randomly
selected physical page frame—is sufficient to uniformly distribute writes to PM provided
shuffles are frequent enough. A key advantage of this approach is that it is wear oblivious—
it requires no information about the wear to each location; it only requires the aggregate
write-back rate to memory, which is easily measurable on modern hardware. Surprisingly,
we find that this simple approach may be acceptable for PM devices with a sufficiently high
endurance (e.g., 109 writes).
We consider a scheme that periodically performs a random shuffle of all virtual pages,
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reassigning each virtual page to a randomly selected physical page. Whereas our analysis
assumes all pages are shuffled at once for simplicity, in practice, pages are shuffled con-
tinuously and incrementally over the course of the shuffle period. Our analysis poses the
question: How many times must the address space be shuffled for the expected number
of writes to each page to approach uniformity? Furthermore, at what point does the wear
incurred by shuffling exceed the wear from the application? To simplify discussion, we use
“write” to mean write-back from the last-level cache to the PM throughout this section.
Analysis. Let W represent the write distribution to physical pages and Wi be the write
rate to ith physical page in the memory. We define an equality function E as:
E(x,y) =

1 x == y
0 x! = y
(3.1)
Given a write distribution W over n physical pages, Pkn represents the probability den-
sity function (PDF) for W after k shuffles. Using the distribution W, we can compute the









With no shuffles, one can easily compute the expected life of each physical page by
dividing the expected endurance (in number of writes) by the write rate x, yielding an
expected lifetime distribution over pages. When we consider a shuffle’s effect, each page
will experience an average write rate x’ of two write rates x1 and x2 chosen uniformly at
random from W . Since the PDF of the sum of two random variables is the convolution
of their respective PDFs, we can calculate the expected distribution of write rates after S
shuffles, PSn , as:





PS−1n (X = k)P
S−1
n (X = x
′− k) (3.3)
Note the normalization by one half, since we want the average (rather than the sum) of the
random variables.
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Figure 3.1: Write-back rate distribution with page shuffles. (a) We use an application’s write
distribution to derive 99th percentile write rate after N shuffles. (b) The disparity in page write rates
shrinks with the increase in shuffles.
We illustrate the PDF P0n (expected write rate without shuffles) of the page write dis-
tribution as expressed by Eq. 3.2 in Fig. 3.1 (a). The PDF P0n has a heavy right-tailed
distribution with high variance (i.e. the write-rate of few pages is high as compared to the
mean write rate), a characteristic typical of the applications we have studied. Moreover,
due to high variance, there is a wide write-rate range that might occur for any given page.
Next, we compute the PDF PSn using Eq. 3.3 for shuffles ranging from one to N. With each
shuffle, the PDF variance shrinks, while the probability of a near-mean write rate increases.
Note that the PDF mean P1n appears to be higher than the PDF P
0
n due to the heavy right-tail
of P0n . The mean in fact stays constant after each shuffle.
Fig. 3.1 (a) illustrates how the PDF after N shuffles converges to the mean write rate
(equivalently, writes become uniformly distributed over the physical pages). In Figure 3.1
(a), we also show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for N shuffles where the CDF
CNn is used to compute the top n
th percentile of pages with the highest write rate after N
shuffles (i.e., the “hottest” pages). CNn (p) provides the minimum expected write rate of
the most heavily written (1− p) ∗ 100% of the pages. For example, in Fig. 3.1 (a), we
mark with a dotted line the 99th percentile. The CNn (p = 0.99) gives the minimum expected
write rate of the most heavily written 1% of pages after N shuffles. From this rate, we can
estimate when we expect this 1% of pages to have worn out. As the number of shuffles
grows, the variance shrinks and CNn (p = 0.99) approaches the mean write rate.
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Figure 3.2: PM lifetime with Kevlar’s wear-leveling mechanism. (a) Lifetime of 1% of pages
vs. shuffles: The expected lifetime converges to the ideal lifetime for shuffles > 8192, (b) Write-
amplification due to shuffle writes: Kevlar performs 5% additional writes with 8192 shuffles, (c)
Lifetime of 1% of pages, accounting for shuffle writes: The lifetime of PM peaks at 8192 shuffles,
following which shuffle writes become significant.
We illustrate how the write rate of the hottest pages compares to the mean as a function
of the number of shuffles in Fig. 3.1 (b). Note that our approach can estimate the wear rate
at any percentile, but we present results primarily for the 99th percentile. Without shuffles,
there is a large disparity between the most-written 1% of pages and the mean. The gap
rapidly shrinks with additional shuffles. Given the hottest pages’ write rates in Fig. 3.1(b),
we compute lifetime of a device with a 107 write endurance.
Tracing Methodology. We collect write-back traces for a set of applications (detailed
in Section 3.4) using the DynamoRio [44] instrumentation tool and its online cache simula-
tion client drcachesim. Since drcachesim can simulate only a two-level cache hierarchy
with power-of-two cache sizes, we model an 8-way 256KB L2 cache and 32MB 16-way
associative L3 cache, which is close to the configuration of the physical system on which
we evaluate our Kevlar prototype (described in Table 3.1). We instrument loads and stores
to trace all memory references and run drcachesim online to simulate the system’s cache
hierarchy. We record writebacks from the simulated LLC to PM. We then extract write rate
distributions to analyze expected PM lifetime under shuffling.
Determining optimal shuffles. In Fig. 3.2(a), we show the lifetime, normalized to
what is possible under ideal wear leveling, as a function of the number of shuffles. We
assume some redundancy in the PM device similar to prior works [173, 174] and define its
lifetime as the time when 1% of pages are expected to fail. Note that the lifetime under
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ideal wear leveling is the device endurance divided by the application’s average write-back
rate. As shown in Figure 3.2(a), frequently written virtual pages are mapped to a different
set of physical pages after every shuffle, leading to improved device lifetime with more
shuffles. Interestingly, for all applications, after about 8192 shuffles, the expected lifetime
converges to that of ideal wear leveling (i.e., the write distribution is uniform). Note that
we do not consider the additional writes incurred due to remapping virtual-to-physical page
mappings after each shuffle in Figure 3.2(a).
Figure 3.2(b) shows the write amplification caused due to the shuffle operations. The
write amplification shows the ratio of the total writes incurred after shuffling as compared
to the application’s PM writes. The write amplification can be higher than 1.4x (40%
additional writes) for greater than 216 shuffles as shown in Figure 3.2(b).
Peak lifetimes occur when memory is shuffled 8192 times over the device lifetime.
With 8192 shuffles, we perform 5% additional writes for wear leveling. Fig. 3.2(c) shows
the writes due to shuffle operations, which may grow to dwarf the application’s writes if
shuffles are too frequent (i.e. >16384).
Discussion. Shuffling memory 8192 times over the PM device lifetime uniformly dis-
tributes PM writes. However, the lifetime achievable via even ideal wear leveling is limited
by an application’s average write rate. For our applications, this lifetime is only 2.3 to 2.8
years for a device that wears out after 107 writes (see Fig. 3.2(c)). Wear leveling alone may
be insufficient to meet lifetime targets.
To achieve desired lifetimes, we must augment Kevlar’s wear-leveling mechanism with
a wear-reducing mechanism. The key challenge for wear reduction is to monitor the wear
to each virtual page at low overhead. There is no straightforward mechanism for the OS to
directly monitor device wear at fine granularity. PM devices incur wear only when writes
reach the device. Write-back caches absorb much of the processor write traffic, so the
number of stores to a location can be a poor indicator of actual device wear. Current x86
hardware can count writebacks per memory channel, but provides no support for finer-grain
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(e.g., page or cache line) monitoring. Mechanisms that monitor writes via protection faults
(e.g., [16, 72]) incur high performance overhead and fail to account for wear reduction by
writeback caches, grossly overestimating wear for well-cached locations. Instead, Kevlar
builds a software mechanism to estimate per-page wear intensity.
3.2.2 Wear Estimation
We design a wear-estimation mechanism that approximately tracks hardware cache
contents to estimate per-page PM write-back rates. Our mechanism builds upon Intel’s
PEBS performance counters [101] to sample store operations executed by the processor.
Note that, although we focus on Intel platforms, other platforms—AMD Instruction Based
Sampling [63] and ARM Coresight Trace Buffers [21]—provide analogous monitoring
mechanisms. Kevlar’s write estimation mechanism monitors the retiring stores to main-
tain an estimate of hardware cache contents.
Monitoring stores. PEBS captures a snapshot of processor state upon certain config-
urable events. We configure PEBS to monitor MEM_UOPS_RETIRED.ALL_STORES events.
As stores retire, PEBS can trigger an interrupt to record state into a software-accessible
buffer; we record the virtual address accessed by the retiring store.
Although accurate, sampling every store with PEBS is prohibitive. Instead, we rely on
systematic sampling to reduce performance overhead: we configure PEBS with a Sample
After Value (SAV). For a SAV of n, PEBS captures only every nth event. Like prior work
[145], we choose prime SAVs to avoid bias from periodicities in the systematic sampling.
We explore the accuracy and overhead of SAV alternatives in Section 3.5.1.
We obtain the virtual addresses of sampled stores to estimate per-page write-back rates.
A naive strategy to compute write-back rates is to assume that each sampled store results in
a write-back. However, with write-back hardware caches, a PM write occurs only when
a dirty block is evicted from the cache hierarchy; many stores coalesce in the caches.
Indeed, in our applications, the naive strategy drastically over-estimates writebacks (see
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Section 3.5.1). Consequently, we design an efficient software mechanism that estimates
temporal locality due to hardware caches to predict which stores incur write-backs.
Estimating temporal locality. Prior mechanisms have been proposed to estimate tem-
poral locality in storage [202, 203] or multicore [182, 181, 33] caches. These mechanisms
maintain stacks or hashmaps to compute reuse distances for accesses to sampled locations.
Instead, we focus on modeling temporal locality in hardware caches to estimate LLC write-
backs using sampled stores. We estimate temporal locality by using a Bloom filter [40] to
approximately track dirty memory locations stored in the caches. For each store sampled
by PEBS, we insert its cache block address into the Bloom filter. (Algorithm 1: Line 12-
14). Whenever a new address is added to the filter, we assume it is the store that dirties
the cache block, and hence will eventually result in a writeback. Further stores to the same
cache block will find their address already present in the Bloom filter; we assume these
hit in the cache and hence do not produce additional write-backs. Thus, the Bloom filter
maintains a compact representation of likely dirty blocks present in the cache.
Bloom filters have a limited capacity; after a certain number of insertions into the set,
their false positive rate increases rapidly. We size the Bloom filter such that it can accurately
(less than 1% false positives) track a set as large as the capacity of the processor’s last-level
cache (LLC), which is roughly 700K cache blocks on our evaluation platform. We clear the
Bloom filter when the number of insertions reaches this size (Algorithm 1: Line 19-29).
Of course, after clearing the filter, Kevlar would predict a sudden false spike in write-
back rates. We address this by using two Bloom filters; Kevlar probes both filters but inserts
into only one “active” filter at a time (Algorithm 1: Line 3, 12-17). When the active filter
becomes full, we clear the inactive filter and then make it active. As such, at steady state,
one filter contains 700K cache block addresses, while the other is active and being popu-
lated (Algorithm 1: Line 12-17). We assume a cache block will result in a store hit (no
additional writeback) if it is present in either filter (Algorithm 1: Line 6-10).
In essence, our tracking strategy filters out cache blocks that have write reuse dis-
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tances [117] of about 700K or less, as such writes are likely to be cache hits. Effectively,
we assume that dirty blocks are flushed from the cache primarily due to capacity misses,
which is typically the case for large associative LLCs [88, 219]. Note that our estimate of
the cache contents is approximate. For example, the Bloom filters do not track read-only
cache blocks. Moreover, due to SAV, only a sample of writes are inserted. The mechanism
works despite these approximations because: (1) frequently written addresses are likely to
be sampled and inserted into the filters—it is these addresses that are most critical to track;
and (2) few addresses have reuse distances near 700K—reuse distances are typically much
shorter or longer, so the filters are effective in estimating whether or not a store is likely
to hit. Although Kevlar approximates writebacks by sampling retiring stores, our goal in
Kevlar is to measure relative hotness of the pages as opposed to absolute writebacks per
page. We show the accuracy of our estimation mechanism to identify writeback intensive
pages later in Section 3.5.1.
Estimating write-backs. PEBS provides the virtual address of sampled stores. Our
handler then walks the software page table to obtain the corresponding physical frame
(Alg. 1: Line 7). In our Linux prototype, we maintain a writeback count in struct page,
a data-structure associated with each page frame. When we sample a store, we update the
counter for the corresponding physical page as shown in Alg. 1: Line 8. Kevlar uses the
estimated writebacks to identify writeback-intensive pages.
3.2.3 Wear Reduction
As shown in Sec. 3.2.1, Kevlar’s wear-leveling mechanism can achieve only 2.3- to 2.8-
year lifetime for a PM device that wears out after 107 writes. Our goal is to achieve a life-
time target for a low-endurance PM device by migrating heavily written pages to DRAM.
We assume a nominal lifetime goal of four years. This target is software-configurable; we
discuss longer targets in Section 3.5.2.
Consider an application with a memory footprint of N physical PM pages and a given
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We use Eq. 3.4 to compute the number of writes the application may make per 1GB
(i.e. N = 256K small pages) of PM footprint. For a given lower-bound endurance of 107
writes and a 4-year lifetime, writebacks must be limited to 20K writes/sec/GB. Configuring
a different target lifetime or device endurance changes the allowable threshold.
One approach is to use wear leveling (as described in Sec. 3.2.1) by provisioning ad-
ditional reserve capacity such that the target lifetime is met. This strategy is applicable
both when PM is used for persistent storage or capacity expansion. For instance, with N
pages in an application, and average write rate of B’ writes/sec/GB, the reserve capacity R





When the application write rate is high relative to the device endurance, the required
reserve can undermine any cost advantages, as we show later in Section 3.5.3. Instead,
for capacity expansion, we propose wear reduction by migrating the hottest pages to high-
endurance memory (DRAM). Kevlar regulates the average write rate to the pages that re-
main in PM to 20K writes/GB/sec such that we achieve the desired lifetime of four years.
3.2.3.1 Page migration
Kevlar uses its write-back estimation mechanism to measure per-page PM writeback
rates and migrate the most write-intensive pages to DRAM. Kevlar must regulate aver-
age PM writeback rate to 20K writes/GB/sec to achieve a 4-year lifetime. Kevlar uses
IMC.MC_CHy_PCI_PMON_CTR counters in the memory controller to count CAS_COUNT.WR
events, which measure write commands issued on the memory channels. Such counters
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Algorithm 1 Write-back estimation mechanism
1: Inputs:







5: blockAddr = rec.strAddr » log2(LLC_BLOCK_SIZE)
6: if !filterA.isPresent(blockAddr) and !filterB.isPresent(blockAddr) then





12: if filterA.isActive and !filterA.isPresent(blockAddr) then
13: filterA.add(blockAddr)
14: end if




19: if activate == memRef then
20: filterA.isActive = !filterA.isActive
21: filterB.isActive = !filterB.isActive
22: if filterA.isActive then
23: filterA.clear()
24: end if





already exist in DRAM controllers, and analogous counters exist on other hardware plat-
forms (e.g. ARM’s L3D_CACHE_WB performance monitoring unit counter [23]). This
aggregate measure allows us to determine whether pages must be migrated from PM to
DRAM (or can be migrated back) to maintain the target average rate of 20K writes/GB/sec.
Migrating hot-pages to DRAM. Kevlar computes the PM writeback rate at a fixed
10-second interval. If the average writeback rate exceeds 20K writes/GB/sec during an in-
terval, Kevlar enables PEBS and samples the retiring stores as explained in Section 3.2.2.
Kevlar estimates the PM writeback rate at 4KB-page granularity. When migration is needed,
Kevlar scans writeback counters for all page frames and sorts them by their estimated write-
back counts. Kevlar then migrates the hottest 10% of pages to DRAM. It continues moni-
toring for an additional interval. Kevlar ceases migration, disables PEBS monitoring, and
clears write-back counters when the write-back rate falls below 20K writes/GB/sec. With
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this monitoring and migration control loop, Kevlar achieves our lifetime target with 1.2%
performance impact.
Migrating cold pages to PM. An application’s access pattern might change over its
execution, so pages migrated to DRAM may become cold. To minimize the application
footprint in DRAM, it is desirable to migrate cold pages back to PM. If Kevlar observes
five consecutive intervals with a PM writeback rate below 20K writes/GB/sec, it re-enables
PEBS for a 10-second interval, estimates the write-back rate of pages in DRAM, and mi-
grates 10% of cold pages from DRAM back to PM.
3.3 Implementation
We implement Kevlar in Linux kernel version 4.5.0. We use the Linux control group
mechanism [152] to manage Kevlar specific configuration parameters.
Wear leveling. Kevlar should shuffle the entire application footprint once every 4.2
hours to achieve uniform wear leveling over a lifetime of 4 years. Instead of gang-scheduling
the shuffle operations together every 4.2 hours, Kevlar periodically shuffles a fraction of
application footprint. Kevlar maintains a shuffle bit in the struct page associated with
each page frame to indicate whether the page was shuffled within the current shuffle inter-
val. Kevlar scans the application pages every 300-sec shuffle interval to identify the pages
that are yet to be shuffled. It randomly chooses a fraction of pages to be shuffled in this
shuffle interval by equally apportioning the total number of pages yet to be shuffled to the
time remaining in a 4.2 hour shuffle operation.
The fraction of pages are then shuffled following these steps: (1) Kevlar selects a pair of
application pages in PM to be swapped. (2) It locks the page table entries for both pages so
that any intermediate application accesses stall on page locks. (3) It allocates a temporary
page in DRAM (for capacity workloads) to aid in swapping the contents of the two pages
in PM. (4) Once the pages are swapped, Kevlar restores the page table entries so that the
virtual addresses now map to the swapped pages, unlocks the pages, and deallocates the
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temporary DRAM page. (5) Once shuffled, Kevlar records this event in the shuffle bit in
page frame’s struct page of the two pages.
Note that, we use a temporary page mapped in DRAM to limit wear in PM due to
shuffle. For persistent applications, we map the temporary page in PM to ensure that the
page contents are persistent in case of intermediate failure. Once all the pages are shuffled,
Kevlar clears the shuffle bit in struct page and initiates the next shuffle.
Wear estimation. Kevlar initializes PEBS with MEM_UOPS_RETIRED.ALL_STORES
event and a SAV to sample the retiring stores for wear estimation. We determine SAV
empirically to ensure that the monitoring has negligible performance overhead. Kevlar
implements two Bloom Filters, each of size 840KB and a capacity of 700K cache blocks,
corresponding to the 45MB LLC of our system. We size the Bloom filter to achieve less
than 1% false positives. As explained in Section 3.2.3.1, Kevlar performs a software page
table walk to identify the page frames being accessed by the sampled store, and records
writeback counts in struct page.
Wear reduction. Kevlar monitors PM writeback rate at a 10-second migration interval
to determine if it needs to initiate hot/cold page migration between DRAM and PM. If the
PM writeback rate triggers a migration, Kevlar scans the application pages and identifies
the top 10% hot (or cold) pages to be migrated to DRAM (or PM). It performs migration
using a mechanism similar to the page shuffles in wear leveling: it locks the page to be
migrated, copies its contents to a newly allocated page in DRAM (or PM), updates page
table entries, and unlocks the page. If no migration is triggered, Kevlar disables PEBS
sampling counters to minimize performance monitoring overhead.
3.4 Methodology
We next discuss details of our prototype and evaluation.
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Core
Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3, 2.30GHz
36-core (72 hardware threads)
Dual-socket x86 server
L1 D&I Cache 32KB, 8-way associative
L2 Cache 256KB, 8-way associative
Shared LLC 45MB, 20-way associative
DRAM 256GB per socket
Operating System Linux Kernel 4.5.0
Table 3.1: System Configuration. Server configuration used for our evaluation.
3.4.1 Emulating Persistent Memory
A system with byte-addressable persistent memory is not yet commercially available.
Hence, we emulate a hybrid PM-DRAM memory system using a dual-socket server. We
run the application under test on a single socket and treat memory local to that socket as
DRAM. Conversely, we treat memory of the remote socket as PM. Note that the local and
remote nodes are cache coherent across the sockets. Since each chip has its own memory
controllers, we use the performance counters in each memory controller to monitor the total
accesses to each device and distinguish “PM” and “DRAM” accesses.
Using this emulation, our Kevlar prototype incurs the actual performance overheads
of monitoring and migration that would occur in a real hybrid-memory system. However,
the latency and bandwidth differential between our emulated “PM” and “DRAM” is only
the gap between local and remote socket accesses. The performance differential between
DRAM and actual PM devices is technology dependent and remains unclear, but is likely
higher than in our prototype. We expect relative performance overhead of our mechanism
(as detailed later in Section 3.5.4) to be lower on a system with a high differential between
DRAM and PM devices. Our results represent a high estimate of the Kevlar’s performance
overhead.
Nevertheless, our contributions with respect to wear management are orthogonal to the
performance aspects of replacing DRAM with PM, which have been studied in prior work




We run our experiments on a dual-socket server with the configuration listed in Ta-
ble 3.1. We use the Linux control group mechanism [152] to isolate the application to a
particular socket. We pin application threads to execute only on CPUs on the local node,
but map all memory to initially allocate in the remote node using Linux’s memory and
cpuset cgroups, modeling a system where DRAM has been replaced by PM. Kevlar ex-
pects a lifetime goal for the PM device as an input, and performs wear leveling, estimation,
and reduction for all the processes in the cgroups. The test applications use all 18 CPU
cores of the local node with hyper-threading enabled. For client-server benchmarks, we
run clients on another system to avoid performance interference.
As explained in Section 3.2.2, we use Intel’s PEBS counters to estimate PM page write-
back frequency. We isolate these counters to monitor only accesses from the application
under test using Linux’s perf_event cgroup mechanism. Thus, spurious store operations
from background processes or the kernel do not perturb our measurements.
We measure the write rate to the PM (i.e. remote DRAM) using the performance coun-
ters in the memory controller. Unlike PEBS counters, these counters lie in a shared domain
and cannot be isolated to count only events for a particular process. However, we have
measured the write rate of the background processes in an idle system and find that they
constitute less than 1% of the total writeback rate observed during our experiments.
3.4.3 Benchmarks
We study two categories of applications. We report memory footprints of the bench-
marks under study in Figure 3.8.
3.4.3.1 Capacity Expansion Workloads
We evaluate both the wear-leveling and wear-reduction mechanisms of Kevlar for the
following benchmarks in a “capacity expansion” PM use case.
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NoSQL applications. Aerospike [1, 192], and Memcached [14] are popular in-memory
NoSQL databases. We use YCSB clients [57] to generate the workload to Aerospike and
Memcached. We evaluate 400M operations on 4M keys for Aerospike and 100M operations
on 1M keys for Memcached. We configure each record to have 20 fields resulting in a data
size of 2KB per record. As we are interested in managing wear in write-intensive scenarios,
we configure YCSB for update-heavy workload with a 50:50 read-write ratio and Zipfian
key distribution.
MySQL. MySQL is a SQL database management system. We drive MySQL using the
open-source TPCC [197] and TATP [164] workloads from oltpbench[60]. TPCC models
an order fulfillment business and TATP models a mobile carrier database. In each, we run
default transactions with a scale-factor of 320 for 1800 secs.
3.4.3.2 Persistent Workloads
We evaluate persistent applications from the WHISPER benchmark suite [160], which
use the Intel PMDK libraries [8] for persistence. These applications divide their address
space into volatile and persistent subsets. The persistent subset must always be mapped to
PM to ensure recoverability in the event of power failure. As such, Kevlar may not migrate
pages in the persistent subset to DRAM. We instead rely only on wear leveling to shuffle
these pages in PM. However, we allow pages in the volatile subset to migrate to DRAM if
the aggregate write rate to all pages exceeds 20K writes/GB/sec.
Linux presently provides no mechanism to label pages as persistent or volatile. WHIS-
PER benchmarks use Linux’s tmpfs [191] memory mapped in DRAM to emulate persis-
tency, and the persistent pages are allocated in a fixed address range. We hardcode this
address range in our experiments to prevent page migrations to DRAM.
We select the two NoSQL applications, Redis and Echo, from WHISPER. Redis is a
single-threaded in-memory key-value store. We configure a Redis database comprising 1M
records, each with 10 fields. We use YCSB clients to perform key-value operations on the
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Figure 3.3: Estimated writebacks vs. observed writebacks. We compare the estimated write-
backs with observed writebacks obtained from memory access tracing. Each point on the scatter
plot represents the number of writebacks to a page. The red line on each plot represents the ideal
prediction curve.
Redis server with a Zipfian distribution. For our evaluation, we run 40M operations with an
update-heavy workload with a 50:50 read-to-write ratio. For echo, we use the configuration
provided with the WHISPER benchmark suite and evaluate it using 2 client threads each
running 40M operations.
3.5 Evaluation
We evaluate Kevlar’s wear-management mechanisms.
3.5.1 Modeling Wear Estimation
We first evaluate the accuracy of Kevlar’s wear-estimation mechanism as described in
Section 3.2.2. We collect a ground-truth writeback trace for each application using the
online cache simulator drcachesim in Dynamorio [44] with a tracing infrastructure de-
scribed in Section 3.2.1. We model the PEBS sampling mechanism and bloom filters in
drcachesim to record the estimated writeback rate. We compare the ground-truth write-
backs against the estimates provided by the emulation of PEBS sampling and our Bloom
filters.
Comparison with ideal mechanism. In Figure 3.3, we show estimated writebacks
(vertical axis) and ground-truth observed writebacks (horizontal axis) for each application
for one 10-sec sampling interval. We use log-linear scale1 to highlight accuracy of our



















Figure 3.4: Comparison of top 10% estimated hot pages to top 10% observed hot pages.
Kevlar’s wear estimation identifies 80.10% (avg.) of the 10% hottest written pages correctly.
mechanism for higher write rate. As instrumentation results in application slowdown, we
expand the 10-second sampling duration by the slowdown due to instrumentation measured
for each workload. Due to the log-linear scale, we plot a red curve in the Figure to show
the ideal prediction curve, where estimated and observed writebacks match. For all ap-
plications, Figure 3.3 (a-f) indicates that the estimated writebacks correlate closely to the
ideal curve. Echo performs cache flush operation following each store to flush dirty cache
blocks to PM. As a result, we observe 64 write-backs per page (owing to 64 cache blocks
in a 4KB page) for nearly all pages. As shown in Figure 3.3(f), Kevlar is able to measure
write-backs to these pages.
Prediction accuracy. Next, we compare the top 10% heavily written pages as esti-
mated by Kevlar’s wear-estimation mechanism to the top 10% hottest observed (ground-
truth) pages. Figure 3.4 shows the percentage of heavily written pages correctly estimated
by Kevlar. Kevlar correctly estimates 80.1% hottest pages on average and up to 96.3%
hottest pages in Echo as compared to the ground truth.
We also demonstrate the accuracy of Kevlar’s prediction mechanism by measuring root-
mean-squared (RMS) error between estimated and observed writebacks. The RMS error re-
ports the standard-deviation of the difference between estimated and observed writebacks.
We study the impact of hardware cache modeling using our Bloom filter mechanism by
comparing Kevlar’s prediction mechanism with a mechanism without the Bloom filter.
Figure 3.5 shows the RMS error of our writeback prediction mechanism normalized to
our study. In contrast, a log-log scale discretizes lower writeback values and hides comparison between
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Figure 3.5: RMS Error with cache modeling. Kevlar achieves 20× lower RMS error than a

















SAV = 1 SAV = 11 SAV = 17 SAV = 23
Figure 3.6: PEBS sampling overhead. Runtime overhead due to sampling every retiring store is
13.2% (avg.). We configure PEBS SAV = 17 in Kevlar with < 1% overhead.
the average writeback rate of the application for different PEBS SAV values. We choose
prime numbers for PEBS SAV to avoid periodicities in systematic sampling.
As compared to a mechanism that does not model cache contents, we observe 100.0×
and 106.8× improvement in RMS errors for Memcached and Redis, respectively, with our
estimation mechanism (with SAV = 1). Overall, the Bloom filters can approximate the dirty
cache contents well, allowing it to estimate writebacks with 21.6× lower RMS error on av-
erage. The Bloom filters are critical to avoiding overestimation of writebacks in Aerospike,
Memcached, and Redis by estimating temporal locality of memory accesses. Note that,
as shown in Figure 3.5, the standard deviation of the difference between absolute values
of estimated and observed writebacks is 2.85× that of the mean for SAV of 1. Although
the estimated writebacks are not accurate when compared to absolute values, our goal in
Kevlar is to measure the relative hotness of the pages. As shown earlier in Figure 3.4,
Kevlar identifies 80.1% of the 10% hottest pages correctly.
Configuring PEBS SAV. We study the RMS error in Figure 3.5 and runtime perfor-
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Figure 3.7: PM Lifetime. Kevlar achieves greater than 4 years of lifetime; 11.2× (avg.) higher
than no wear leveling.
itoring overhead for different SAVs when compared to the application runtime without
PEBS monitoring. Upon sampling a store, PEBS triggers an interrupt and records archi-
tectural state in a software buffer, which can lead to a performance overhead. Taking an
interrupt on every retiring store results in substantial performance overhead. Indeed, with
SAV=1, the performance overhead due to PEBS sampling can be as high as 112.9% (in
Aerospike), and 13.2% on an average. In contrast, the performance overhead in persistent
applications, Redis and Echo, is less than 3% as we sample only stores to volatile pages,
which may be migrated between PM and DRAM. Interestingly, with SAV of 17, the av-
erage performance overhead due to sampling is less than 1% (avg.) with no substantial
degradation in RMS error. As we do not see any substantial performance gains for SAV >
17, we configure PEBS to sample one in every 17 stores in Kevlar.
3.5.2 PM Lifetime
We study Kevlar for lifetime targets of four and six years. We compare Kevlar’s
wear-management mechanisms to a baseline with no wear leveling. We make a conserva-
tive assumption that a write to a physical page modifies all locations within that page for
Kevlar’s wear-management mechanisms. In contrast, we measure lifetime for the baseline
via precise monitoring at cache-line granularity.
Wear leveling alone. We first consider lifetime for the PM device achieved by Kevlar’s
wear-leveling mechanism alone. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, to achieve a four- (or six-)
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year lifetime until 1% of locations wear out on a PM device that can sustain only 107 writes,
the average write rate must be below 20,000 (or 13,333) writes/GB/second. Even after wear
leveling, all of the applications we study incur a higher average write rate when their entire
footprints reside in PM. We also show lifetime due to ideal wear leveling in Figure 3.7 when
writes are uniformly remapped in PM. Although wear leveling substantially improves PM
lifetimes over a baseline of no wear leveling, it falls short of achieving the four-year and
six-year lifetime targets for all applications. As compared to the baseline with no wear
leveling, Kevlar with only wear leveling achieves an average lifetime improvement of 9.8×
with 31.7× improvement in lifetime for TPCC.
Wear leveling + wear reduction. Wear reduction can improve application lifetimes to
meet our target while moving only a remarkably small fraction of the application footprint
to DRAM. Kevlar in wear leveling + wear reducing mode aims to limit the write-back
rate to the PM at 20K (or 13.3K) write/GB/second for four (or six) year lifetime target, by
identifying the “hottest pages” that are being frequently written back and migrating them
to DRAM.
Owing to the writeback rate limit imposed by Kevlar’s wear-reducing mechanism, as
indicated in Figure 3.7, the lifetime with wear leveling + wear reduction exceeds the con-
figured target of four and six years for all applications. Kevlar’s wear leveling + wear
reduction mode (for a 6-year lifetime configuration) achieves the highest lifetime improve-
ment of 80.7× for TPCC, with an average improvement of 26.1× when compared to no
wear leveling.
High-endurance PMs: Absent wear-management mechanisms, a PM device that can
sustain 108 writes would wear out within 9.8 months. Moreover, for PM devices with
endurance 108 - 109, wear-leveling mechanism would be sufficient to achieve the desired
lifetimes of 4- and 6-years. For instance, our wear-leveling mechanism alone can achieve
a lifetime of 24.0 years (average) for a PM device that can sustain 108 writes. Kevlar
would not trigger wear-reduction mechanism for PMs with high write endurance as the
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Figure 3.8: Application footprint in PM and DRAM. Kevlar migrates < 1% of application foot-
print to DRAM. Blue and orange bars represent application footprint in PM and DRAM respectively.
application write-back rate would be lower than configured threshold. Nevertheless, the
endurance numbers of commercial PM devices (i.e. Intel’s 3D XPoint) are not publicly
available. As such, we can configure the endurance of a PM device in Kevlar.
3.5.3 Memory Overhead
Figure 3.8 shows the baseline memory footprint of the applications, and an additional
memory footprint in DRAM necessary to host the most frequently written PM pages that
are migrated by Kevlar. In addition, we also show the reserve footprint that can be mapped
in PM to achieve the lifetime targets using wear-leveling mechanism alone as outlined in
Equation 3.5.
Wear reduction for persistency applications. For the WHISPER benchmarks that
rely on persistency (Redis & Echo), the pages in the persistent set must always remain
in PM. Nevertheless, some fraction of these applications’ footprints are volatile and may
reside in PM or DRAM. We initially map the entire footprint to the PM and allow only
volatile pages to migrate to DRAM. As a majority of memory accesses are made to the
volatile footprint in these applications [160], the wear-reducing mechanism can achieve a
4 year lifetime by migrating only 23.6MB of footprint to DRAM.
Reserve PM required can be significant. The amount of PM reserves required to
ensure that the target lifetime be met are significant. It can be as high as 2.7× for TPCC
























Figure 3.9: Performance overhead. Overhead of page monitoring and migration in Kevlar is 1.2%
(avg.) in our applications.
required reserve capacity may undermine the cost advantages of capacity expansion offered
by PMs.
Reserve DRAM required is much smaller than reserve PM. As can be seen from
Figure 3.8, the reserve DRAM required is much smaller than the reserve PM required.
This difference is due to a difference in the write endurance of DRAM (practically infinite)
and the cell endurance we assume for PM (107 writes). Note that Kevlar’s goal is to limit
wear while maximizing application footprint in PM (especially for the capacity expansion
use-case) and achieve configured device lifetime. Thus, it migrates only the heavily written
application footprint from PM to DRAM. In contrast, prior mechanisms [16, 116] aggres-
sively migrate pages to DRAM and limit application performance degradation resulting
from slower PM accesses. Kevlar migrates less than 1% of the application’s footprint to
DRAM for four- and six-year lifetime targets, on average.
3.5.4 Performance Overhead
Next, we present application slowdown due to Kevlar.
Page shuffle overhead. Figure 3.9 illustrates the slowdown (lower is better) in appli-
cations resulting from our wear leveling, wear estimation, and page migration. The shuffle
mechanism incurs a negligible average performance overhead of 0.04% (highest 0.1% in
Echo) over the baseline with no wear leveling.
Overheads from Kevlar’s monitoring and migration. As explained in Section 3.2.3,
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we configure PEBS with SAV of 17, and further reduce performance overhead by filtering
store addresses using the Bloom filters. We observe up to 1.3% slowdown from our PEBS
sampling in Aerospike, with even lower overheads in the remaining applications. Redis ob-
serves a net gain (as much as 0.9%) when we enable migration and relocate their frequently
written pages to DRAM because the local NUMA node (representing DRAM) is faster than
the remote node (representing PM) in our prototype. We expect the performance gains to
be more pronounced with PMs that are anticipated to exhibit higher memory latency than
remote DRAM in our prototype. On an average, we see 1.2% (or 3.2%) slowdown due to
our wear-management mechanisms to achieve the lifetime goal of four (or six) years.
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CHAPTER IV
Persistency for Synchronization-Free Regions
4.1 Introduction
Emerging persistent memory (PM) technologies, such as Intel and Micron’s 3D XPoint,
aim to combine the byte-addressability of DRAM with the durability of storage [102]. Un-
like traditional storage devices, which provide only an OS-managed block-based interface,
PM offers a load-store interface similar to DRAM. This interface enables fine-grained up-
dates and avoids the hardware/software layers of conventional storage, lowering access
latency.
Although PM devices are nascent, the best way to integrate them into our programming
systems remains a matter of fierce debate [171, 201, 54, 64, 122, 112, 99]. The promise of
PM is to enable data structures that provide the convenience and performance of in-place
load-store manipulation, and yet persist across failures, such as power interruptions and
OS or program crashes. Following such a crash, volatile program state (DRAM, program
counters, registers, etc.) are lost, but PM state is preserved. A recovery process can then ex-
amine the PM state, reconstruct required volatile state, and resume program execution. The
design of such recovery processes is well studied in specialized domains, such as databases
and file systems [157, 51, 83, 140], but open questions remain for general programming
systems.
Reasoning about the correctness of recovery code requires precise semantics for the
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allowable PM state after a failure [171, 52, 201, 56, 54, 47]. Specifying such semantics
is complicated by the desire to support concurrent PM accesses from multiple threads and
optimizations that reorder or coalesce accesses.
Recent work has proposed memory persistency models to provide programmers with
such semantics [98, 22, 171, 56, 112]. Such models say that a PM access has persisted
when the effects of that access are guaranteed to be observed by recovery code in the event
of a failure. Similar to memory consistency models, which govern the visibility of writes
to shared memory, persistency models govern the order of persists to PM. Notably, many
persistency models allow the persist of a PM access to lag its visibility, enabling overlap
of long PM writes with subsequent execution. Both industry [98, 22] and academia [56,
171, 62] have proposed candidate persistency models, but most of these have been specified
at the abstraction level of the hardware instruction set architecture (ISA). Such ISA-level
persistency models do not specify semantics for higher-level languages, where compiler
optimizations may also reorder or elide PM reads and writes.
Language-level persistency [123] proposes extending the memory models of high-level
languages, like C++11 and Java, with persistency semantics. In this paper, we argue that the
language-level semantics proposed to date, Acquire-Release Persistency (ARP) for C++11,
are deeply unsatisfying, as they fail to extend the “sequential consistency for data-race-free
programs (SC for DRF)” guarantee enjoyed in fault-free execution to recovery code [42].
ARP specifies semantics that prescribe ordering constraints at the granularity of individual
accesses. Although ARP bounds the latest point (with respect to other memory accesses)
at which a PM store may persist, it does not generally preclude PM stores from persisting
early, ahead of preceding accesses in memory (visibility) order. As such, the set of states
a recovery program might observe includes many states that (1) do not correspond to SC
program executions, and (2) could never arise in a fault-free execution, posing a daunting
challenge for recovery design.
Reasoning about recovery can be greatly simplified by providing failure atomicity of
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sets of PM updates. Failure atomicity assures that either all or none of the updates in a
set are visible after failure, reducing the state space recovery code might observe. Atom-
icity (beyond the PM access granularity) can be achieved via logging [54, 201, 111, 47],
shadow buffering [56], or checkpointing [178] mechanisms, which can be implemented
in hardware [111, 178], as part of the programming/runtime system [47], or within the
application [201, 54, 56].
ATLAS [47] argues to simplify recovery design by guaranteeing failure-atomicity of
outer-most critical sections. Under such semantics, the language/runtime guarantees that
recovery will observe a PM state as it existed when no locks were held by an applica-
tion. However, we argue that this approach suffers from three key deficiencies: (1) its
semantics are unclear for PM updates outside critical sections, (2) it does not generalize to
other synchronization constructs (e.g., condition variables), (3) it requires expensive cycle
detection among critical sections on different threads to identify sets that must be jointly
failure-atomic, which leads to high overhead.
Instead, we propose persistency semantics that provide precise failure-atomicity at the
granularity of synchronization free regions (SFRs)—thread regions delimited by synchro-
nization operations or system calls. Prior works have used the SFR abstraction to define
language memory models [149, 143] and to identify and debug data-races [143, 66, 37].
Under failure-atomic SFRs, the state observed by recovery will always conform to the pro-
gram state at a frontier of past synchronization operations on each thread.
We argue that failure-atomic SFRs strike a compelling balance between programma-
bility and performance. In a well-formed program, SFRs must be data-race free. This
property allows us to extend the SC-for-DRF guarantee to recovery code and avoid the
unclear semantics of ARP. Moreover, our approach avoids the limitations of ATLAS-like
approaches.
We implement failure-atomic SFRs in a C++11 implementation (built on LLVM [129]
v3.6.0). A programmer annotates variables that should be allocated in a persistent address
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space. Our compiler pass and runtime system introduce undo-logging that enables recovery
to PM state of a prior SFR frontier, from which application-specific recovery can then
reconstruct volatile program state. We consider two designs that strike different trade-offs
in simplicity vs. performance.
SFR-atomicity with coupled visibility: In this design, the persistent state lags the
frontier of execution by at most a single (incomplete) SFR; recovery rolls back to the start
of the SFR upon failure. This approach admits simple logging, but exposes the latency of
PM flushing and commit.
SFR-atomicity with decoupled visibility: In this design, we allow execution to run
ahead of the persistent state. We defer flushing and commit to background threads using
a garbage-collection-like mechanism. In this design, we propose efficient mechanisms to
ensure that the SFR commit order matches their execution order.
In summary, we make following contributions:
• We make a case for failure atomicity at SFR granularity and show how this approach
provides precise PM semantics and is applicable to arbitrary synchronization primi-
tives, such as C++11 atomics.
• We demonstrate how SFR-atomicity with coupled visibility simplifies logging, re-
sulting in an average performance improvement of 63.2% over the state-of-the-art
ATLAS design [47].
• We further observe that ordering of logs is sufficient for recoverability and propose
SFR-atomicity with decoupled visibility. With this design, we show a further perfor-
mance improvement of 65.5% over ATLAS.
4.2 Design Overview
We extend the C++ memory model with durability semantics for multi-threaded pro-
grams. We leverage synchronization operations to establish SFR boundaries and assure
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failure atomicity at this granularity, as shown in Figure 2.2(c). An SFR is a region of code
delimited by two synchronization operations (or system calls) [143, 168]. If a synchro-
nization operation has store semantics and modifies a location in PM, it forms its own,
single-instruction region ordered before a second SFR it delimits comprising subsequent
writes until the next synchronization. C++ requires that SFRs be data-race free, and, in
turn, guarantees serializability of SFRs, despite any compiler and hardware optimizations
that reorder accesses within SFRs to gain performance [42, 15]. That is, programs are guar-
anteed to behave as if the updates made within SFRs become visible to all other threads
atomically at the synchronization operation that terminates the SFR. Note that C++ pro-
vides no semantics for programs with unannotated data-races.
The key advantage of providing failure atomicity at SFR granularity is that it allows
us to extend the appearance of SC-for-DRF behavior to recovery code as well as fault-
free execution. In the absence of SFR atomicity, loads that observe PM state after failure
in effect race with the PM updates that may or may not have completed within the SFR
running at the point of failure. As such, C++ places no constraints on the state recovery
may observe. Under failure-atomic SFRs, the state in PM at recovery follows the program
state at a frontier of past synchronization operations on each thread.
C++ provides synchronization operations that assure SC-for-DRF. Specifically, we study
the inter-thread and intra-thread happens-before ordering prescribed by synchronization
operations in multi-threaded applications to order memory accesses. We extend these
guarantees to ensure that the memory accesses within SFRs become persistent in an or-
der consistent with the constraints on when they may become visible. We formalize these
requirements later in Section 4.4.2.
Further, we propose compile and runtime mechanisms to provide failure atomicity at
SFR granularity. We implement a compiler pass in LLVM v3.6.0, which instruments syn-
chronization operations and PM accesses with undo-logging operations. In a traditional
undo logging scheme, the state of the memory locations to be updated is first recorded in
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undo logs. Once the logs persist, in-place mutations of data structures may be made. Once
the mutations are complete, state is committed by invalidating and discarding correspond-
ing log entries. We investigate two logging designs that vary in simplicity and performance.
SFR-atomicity with coupled visibility: In this design, the visibility of the program
state in volatile caches is coupled with its persistent state in PM. The in-place PM mutations
are flushed at the end of each SFR and the undo log is immediately committed. Thus, the
committed state lags the frontier of execution by at most a single (currently executing)
SFR; recovery rolls back to the start of the SFR, minimizing the state lost on a failure. This
approach admits a simple logging design where there is only a single uncommitted SFR
per thread and logs are entirely thread-local. However, it exposes flush and commit latency
on the critical execution path.
SFR-atomicity with decoupled visibility: Instead, we can allow execution to run
ahead of the persistent state by deferring flush and commit. In this approach, the persistent
state still comprises a frontier of SFRs on each thread, but may arbitrarily lag execution.
We use a garbage-collection-like mechanism to periodically flush PM state and commit
logs. This approach can hide the latency of flushing and commit with execution of addi-
tional SFRs. The key challenge is that the SFR commit order must match their execution
order. We describe efficient mechanisms to ensure correct commit.
4.3 SFR Failure Atomicity
We next describe the logging mechanism we propose to provide failure-atomicity for
SFRs.
4.3.1 Logging
In both variants of our system, we use undo logging to provide failure atomicity of
SFRs. For the synchronization operation that begins an SFR, and every PM store operation
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Figure 4.1: Logging mechanisms in Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-SFR implementations. (a)
Steps in undo logging mechanism, (b) Undo log ordering in Coupled-SFR when SFRs are durability-
ordered, and (c) Undo log ordering in Decoupled-SFR when SFRs are durability-ordered.
ure 4.1 illustrates the high-level steps our scheme must perform. Undo logs are appended
to thread-local log buffers in PM. The log entry records the values PM locations had at the
start of the SFR, before any mutation. The log entry is then persisted by explicitly flush-
ing it from volatile caches to the PM (step L). Next, our compiler pass emits an ISA-level
memory ordering barrier (to order the flush with subsequent writes) and the store operation
that updates the persistent data structure in place (step U). This update may remain buffered
in volatile write-back caches or it may drain to PM due to cache replacement, unless we
explicitly flush it. Once updates have been explicitly flushed and persisted (step P), the
corresponding undo log entries may be committed (step C). The commit operation marks
logs to be pruned, discarded and reused. Our two atomicity schemes differ in when and
how they perform these latter two steps.
As shown in Figure 4.1(a), the partial updates within an SFR are recoverable only when
the steps outlined above are performed in order [126]. For instance, undo logs must be
created and persist before in-place mutations may be made. Otherwise, it is possible that the
mutations are written-back from caches to PM before the undo log persists. If failure occurs
in the interim, the state as of the start of the SFR cannot be recovered. Similarly, undo logs
may be committed only after the in-place mutations persist. We ensure proper ordering
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between the operations by using mechanisms of an underlying ISA-level persistency model.
In the case of Intel x86, this requires CLWB (or CLFLUSHOPT or CLFLUSH in older processors)
to flush writes and SFENCE to order with respect to subsequent operations.
In case of a failure, recovery code begins by inspecting the uncommitted undo logs. It
processes these logs, rolling back updates that may have drained from uncommitted SFRs.
After rollback, the PM state will correspond to the state that existed at the start of some
frontier of SFRs on each thread. Subsequent recovery operations (e.g., to prepare volatile
data structures) are assured they will not observe updates from any partially executed SFR.
Log structure: We adopt an undo log organization similar to ATLAS [47]. Each thread
manages a thread-local header, located in a pre-specified location in PM, which points to
a linked list of undo log entries. As the undo logs are thread-private, threads may concur-
rently append to their logs. The order of entries in each undo log reflects program order.
Log entries include the following fields:
• Log type: Entry type, one of STORE, ACQUIRE, or RELEASE
• Addr: Address of the access
• Value: Value to which to recover for STORE operations, or the log count (see Sec-
tion 4.3.3) for ACQUIRE, or RELEASE
• Size: Access size
• Next: Link to next log entry
4.3.2 SFR-atomicity with Coupled Visibility
Our first design, SFR failure-atomicity with coupled visibility (Coupled-SFR), couples
execution (more precisely, visibility of PM reads and writes) and persist of PM updates—
persists may lag execution only until the start of the next SFR. Execution and persistency
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Figure 4.2: Example persistent and execution states. Persistent and execution state of SFRs in (a)
Coupled-SFR, and (b) Decoupled-SFR.
Logging: Under Coupled-SFR, updates within an SFR are flushed and persist at the
end of the SFR. Our compiler pass emits code to create undo logs, mutate data in place,
flush mutations, and commit logs as described in Section 4.3.1. We emit log creation code
for each PM store as shown in Figure 4.3(a). Before the SFR’s terminal synchronization,
an SFENCE instruction is emitted to ensure that all PM mutations persist before any writes
in the next SFR.
Failure and Recovery: Each thread maintains only undo logs for its incomplete SFR.
Upon failure, recovery code rolls back updates from the partially completed SFR on each
thread using the logs. Subsequent recovery code observes the PM state as it was at the last
synchronization operation prior to failure on each thread.
Discussion: The central advantage of Coupled-SFR is that each thread must track only
log entries for stores within its still-incomplete SFR, and does not interact with any other
thread. The thread-private nature of our commit stands in stark contrast to ATLAS, which
must perform a dependency analysis and cycle-detection across all threads’ logs to identify
log entries that must commit atomically. Because accesses within SFRs must be data-race
free, there can be no dependences between accesses in uncommitted SFRs; all inter-thread
dependencies must be ordered by the synchronization commencing the SFR, and hence
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(d) Recovery in Decoupled-SFR (c) Log commit in Decoupled-SFR (a) Instrumentation of store and sync. operations in Coupled-SFR
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    persist(logEntry.addr)
    return
/* At this point,  log entry 






    fence
    pc.store(pc+1)
RecoverLog(logEntry)
if(logEntry.type eq STORE)
    Store(logEntry.addr,
     logEntry.Value, logEntry.size)
    persist(logEntry.addr)
    return
/* At this point,  log entry 






    fence
    pc.store(pc-1)
Figure 4.3: Logging code instrumentation in Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-SFR designs. (a) In-
strumentation for store and synchronization operations in Coupled-SFR design. (b) Instrumentation
for store and synchronization operations in Decoupled-SFR design. Acquire (acq) and release (rel)
operations are atomic loads and atomic stores to the synchronization variable L. (c) Pseudo-code for
log commit operation by pruner threads in Decoupled-SFR design. (d) Pseudo-code for recovery
operation at failure in Decoupled-SFR design.
may depend only on committed state. The PM state after recovery is easy to interpret, as it
conforms to the state at the latest synchronization on each thread.
However, the downside of Coupled-SFR is that there is relatively little scope to overlap
the draining of persistent writes with volatile execution—execution stalls at the end of the
SFR until all PM writes are flushed and the log is committed, potentially exposing much
of PM persist latency on the critical path. Figure 4.2(a) illustrates an example of how high
persist latencies can delay execution. In Figure 4.2(a), the program state on Thread 2 is
stalled while the updates in SFR12 remain pending to persist. These stalls further delay
execution on Thread 1, as SFR03 is ordered after SFR
1
2 by synchronization operations.
4.3.3 SFR-atomicity with Decoupled Visibility
The key drawback of Coupled-SFR is that it exposes the high latency of persists and
log commits on the execution critical path. Instead, we decouple the visibility of updates
(as governed by cache coherence and the C++ memory model) from the frontier of per-
sistent state; that is, we can allow persistent state to lag execution—an approach we call
Decoupled-SFR. Nevertheless, Decoupled-SFR must still assure that recovery will roll PM
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state back to some prior state that conforms to a frontier of synchronization operations on
each thread. To ensure that persistent state does not fall too far behind (which risks los-
ing forward progress in the event of failure), we periodically invoke a flush-and-commit
mechanism, much like garbage collection in managed languages. This mechanism flushes
in-place updates and commits logs. However, the key invariant this mechanism must main-
tain is that SFRs commit in an order consistent with their execution. We next describe how
we ensure this property.
Logging: Program state is recoverable if undo logs persist in the order the SFRs are
executed (more precisely, the partial order in which they became visible, according to the
C++11 memory model). In case of failure, undo logs are processed in reverse order to
recover program state to the start of committed SFRs. The key departure of Decoupled-SFR
from Coupled-SFR is that we defer flush and commit to perform them in the background,
off the critical execution path.
In Figure 4.1(c), we illustrate logging under Decoupled-SFR. Like Coupled-SFR, our
compiler pass emits logging code in advance of in-place PM mutations. In addition, we
emit log entries for all synchronization operations. Read synchronization operations cre-
ate ACQUIRE log entries, while write and read-modify-write emit RELEASE entries. If a
RELEASE is to a location in PM, we emit first a STORE and then a RELEASE log for it. Log
entries are appended to thread-local logs in creation (program) order. Pseudo-code for the
instrumentation of store, acquire and release operations are shown in Figure 4.3(b). Unlike
Coupled-SFR, we do not emit flush or commit code as part of the SFR. Instead, we delegate
these operations to pruner threads, which operate periodically on the logs. We next explain
how we maintain correct commit order for SFRs.
Ordering commit: Each program thread has an accompanying pruner thread that
flushes mutations and commits the log on its behalf. Like garbage-collection, pruner
threads are invoked periodically to commit and recycle log space.
Recoverability requires that logs are pruned—committing the updates in the corre-
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sponding SFR—in the same order as the SFRs are executed, else the state after recovery
will not correspond to a state consistent with fault-free execution. As such, our logging
mechanism must log the happens-before ordering relations between SFRs (as governed by
the C++11 memory model) and commit according to this order. We record happens-before
by: (1) adding acquire / release annotations to the per-thread logs, (2) maintaining per-
thread logs in program order (thereby capturing intra-thread ordering), and (3) tracking
order across threads by maintaining a monotonic sequence number across release / acquire
pairs. We refer throughout to Figure 4.3(b), which illustrates pseudo-code for our instru-
mentation.
We associate a sequence number execCount(L) with each synchronization variable L.
We use a lock-free hashmap to record execCount(L) for each synchronization operation,
allowing lock-free concurrent access/update of the counters. The hashmap is located in
volatile memory for faster accesses, because we do not need the hashmap for recovery and
can reinitialize it post-failure. For simplicity, our implementation assumes execCount(L)
is large enough that we can ignore wrap-around.
For operations with release semantics (see Figure 4.3(b) Release), the instrumentation
code observes the current value of execCount(L). Then, execCount(L) is incremented
with an atomic memory access. The loop in this pseudo-code accounts for the possibility
of racing RELEASE operations. A log entry is emitted reflecting the identity of the synchro-
nization variable L and the observed value of execCount(L), which is recorded in the log
entry’s Value field.
A subsequent ACQUIRE operation that synchronizes-with a RELEASE observes the se-
quence number of that release (see Figure 4.3(b) Acquire). Note that it is critical that the
acquire operation and the observation of the sequence number are atomic, which we ar-
range by reading the execCount(L) field twice, before and after the acquire—a mismatch
indicates two racing release operations (unlikely in well-structured code), which we handle
by synchronizing again.
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Log commit: The pruner threads must together commit logs in sequence number or-
der. We use a second monotonic counter per synchronization variable, the persist counter
(persistCount(L)), also placed in a lock-free hashmap, to synchronize and order SFR
commit across pruner threads.
The pseudo-code for log commit and pruning is depicted in Figure 4.3(c). Each pruner
thread processes its thread-private log starting at the entry indicated in its corresponding
log header. Upon reaching an entry for a synchronization operation, the pruner thread may
need to wait for other pruner threads to ensure commit is properly ordered. We consider
each kind of log entry in turn:
STORE: The pruner thread ensures the corresponding mutation is persistent by flushing
the corresponding address with a CLWB operation (using the Addr field recorded in the log).
ACQUIRE: The pruner thread spins on persistCount(L) until it equals execCount(L)
recorded in the Value field of the log entry. This spin awaits commit of the SFR with which
the acquire synchronized. The SFR is then committed.
RELEASE: The pruner thread spins on persistCount(L) until it equals execCount(L)
recorded in the Value field of the log entry. This spin waits for commit of the preceding
release of the same synchronization variable. Then, a fence is issued to ensure the CLWB
operations of any preceding STORE log entries are ordered before commit. The SFR may
then be committed. After commit, persistCount(L) is incremented, which unblocks the
pruner thread that will commit the next SFR for this synchronization variable. Note, again,
the need for a memory fence after commit to ensure that the commit operation is ordered
before subsequent commits and the increment of persistCount(L).
Log pruning: Pruner threads prune (discard) log entries when an SFR is committed.
To prune a group of entries belonging to an SFR, the pruner atomically modifies the pointer
in its log header to point to a later log entry. The log space may then be freed/recycled. As
the log entries belonging to an SFR are committed atomically, only after the updates within
the SFR have persisted, the pruner threads guarantee SFR failure-atomicity.
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Failure and Recovery: In Decoupled-SFR, the state after failure and recovery must
conform to a frontier of past synchronization operations on each thread. Recovery code
inspects the uncommitted undo logs and rolls back updates in the reverse order of log
creation. Much like the commit operation of pruner threads, the recovery code uses the
execCount(L) sequence number recorded in the Value field of log entries to apply undo
logs in reverse order. The pseudo-code for this recovery is shown in Figure 4.3(d). First,
the recovery process scans all undo logs and records the highest observed sequence number
for each synchronization variable in a hashmap. Then, STORE log entries are replayed
in reverse creation order to roll back values in PM. As the logs roll back, replayed log
entries are pruned when traversing ACQUIRE or RELEASE entries, thus allowing recovery
even in the event of multiple/nested failures. Once PM state is recovered, application-
specific recovery code takes over to reconstruct any necessary volatile state.
Optimizations: We enable certain optimizations to make log pruning more efficient.
First, we can often commit batches of SFRs atomically. If persistCount(L) matches the
Value in all synchronization log entries for consecutive SFRs (i.e., no need to wait), we
commit them together. Second, a pruner thread processes STORE log entries for a single
SFR together: it issues multiple CLWB operations to flush updates in parallel. Importantly,
processing entries as a group allows us to coalesce multiple updates to the same address
within an SFR. Note that we still log all writes to the same memory addresses within the
SFR separately, which avoids the need to check if the memory address has previously been
logged within the SFR on the critical execution path.
Finally, if a pruner thread commits its last log entry, it blocks to conserve CPU. Exe-
cution threads wake all pruners when log entries accumulate above some threshold. Note
that, since pruner threads may have to wait for one another to process dependent log entries,
they should be gang-scheduled.
Discussion: Under Decoupled-SFR, persistent state may arbitrarily lag execution state.
Hence, although recovery arrives at a state consistent with a synchronization frontier, for-
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ward progress may be lost. Programmers must be aware of this possibility. If state loss
is not desired (e.g., if the program will perform an operation with an irrecoverable side-
effect), Decoupled-SFR provides a psync operation, which stalls execution and triggers
pruner threads to drain their logs.
4.4 Durability Invariants
We briefly discuss invariants that a logging implementation must meet to ensure failure-
atomicity of SFRs and describe how the Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-SFR implementa-
tions ensure these invariants.
4.4.1 Preliminaries
We introduce a notation to describe persist ordering, following the approach in prior
works [123, 124], and present a summary of persist ordering as it relates to the C++ mem-
ory model. C++ provides atomic (std::atomic<>) primitives, which allow programmers
explicit control over the ordering of memory accesses. Atomic variables may be loaded
and stored directly (without, e.g., a separate mutex) and hence facilitate the implementa-
tion of a wide variety of synchronization primitives. We formalize persist ordering using
the following notation for memory operations to a location l from a thread i.
• ACQil: an atomic load or read-modify-write
• RELil: an atomic store or read-modify-write
• Mix: a non-atomic operation on memory location x
We indicate ordering constraints among memory events with the following notation:
• Mix ≤sb Miy: Mix is sequenced-before Miy in thread i
• RELil ≤sw ACQ
j
l : A release operation on location l in thread i “synchronizes with” an
acquire operation on location l in thread j.
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• Mix ≤hb M
j
y : Mix in thread i happens-before M
j
y in thread j
The C++ memory model achieves inter-thread ordering using the “synchronizes-with”
ordering relation and intra-thread ordering using the “sequenced-before” ordering relation.
The “happens-before” relation is the transitive closure of “synchronizes-with” ≤sw and
“sequenced-before” ≤sb orderings.
Memory operations must follow the sequenced-before ordering relations within a thread.
A release operation RELil orders prior memory access M
i
x and an acquire operation ACQ
i
l or-
ders subsequent memory access Miy on thread i. Further, the C++ memory model achieves
the inter-thread ordering using the “synchronizes-with” order relation between an acquire
and release operation. A release operation RELil in thread i synchronizes-with the acquire
operation ACQ jl in thread j. The synchronizes-with relation orders memory access M
i
x in
thread i with memory access M jy in thread j:




y)→Mix ≤hb M jy (4.1)
We now use the happens-before ordering relation between the memory accesses to de-
fine the order in which SFRs must be made durable in PM.
4.4.2 SFR Durability
Atomic loads, stores, and read-modify-write operations delimit SFRs. We say that a
store operation is visible post-recovery if the effects of the store may be observed by code
that runs after failure and recovery. Our logging designs must ensure that an SFR is failure-
atomic:
Atomicity Invariant: If there exists a PM update within an SFR that is visible post-
recovery, then all updates in the SFR must be visible post recovery.
The Atomicity Invariant guarantees that the updates within an SFR are not partially
visible after failure. We say that an SFR is durable if all its updates are visible post-
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recovery.
Further, our logging must ensure that SFRs become durable in an order consistent with
the C++11 memory model. We use the happens-before ordering relation between the mem-
ory accesses to prescribe the order SFRs must be made durable.
Suppose SFRi and SFR j denote SFRs on threads i and j respectively. Consider memory
operations Mix and M
j
y on threads i and j respectively, such that Mix ∈ SFRi, and M
j
y ∈ SFR j.
We say that SFRi is durability-ordered before SFR j if:
∃
(
Mix ∈ SFRi,M jy ∈ SFR j
)
|Mix ≤hb M jy ,SFRi ≤do SFR j (4.2)
where SFRi ≤do SFR j→ SFRi must be made durable before SFR j.
Finally, we require that durability-order between SFRs is transitive and irreflexive:
(SFRi ≤do SFR j)∧ (SFR j ≤do SFRk)→ SFRi ≤do SFRk (4.3)
Following Equation 4.2, logging must satisfy:
Durability Invariant: If an SFR is durable, SFRs that are durability-ordered before it
must also be durable.
Note that the SFRs are unordered if there exists no transitive durability-ordering relation
between them. The key correctness requirement of the recovery mechanism is that the
state that the recovery code observes after failure must be consistent with the ordering
constraints expressed in Equation 4.2-4.3. We now describe how our designs, Coupled-SFR
and Decoupled-SFR, satisfy the atomicity invariant to guarantee SFR failure-atomicity and
the durability invariant to ensure SFR durability is properly ordered.
4.4.3 Coupled-SFR
Under Coupled-SFR, each thread maintains a thread-local pointer to a list of log entries
for at most one incomplete SFR. The log is committed atomically using commitLog as
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shown in Figure 4.3(a) before the synchronization operation that ends the SFR is executed.
CommitLog atomically prunes the entire list of undo log entries by zeroing the pointer in
the thread-local header. The SFR is durable when the logs commit. This atomic commit
satisfies the Atomicity Invariant, thereby ensuring failure-atomicity of SFRs.
Figure 4.1(b) illustrates the SFRs, SFR1 and SFR2, as ordered by the happens-before
ordering relation. Note that execution of the memory accesses in SFR1 are ordered before
those in SFR2 by the happens-before ordering relation between REL1 on thread 1 and ACQ1
on thread 2. The ordering relation between REL1 and ACQ1, implies SFR1 is durability-
ordered before SFR2 by Equation 4.2. As shown in Figure 4.1(b), SFR1 becomes durable in
the commit stage (step C1 in Figure 4.1(b)) before the release operation. Further, the subse-
quent acquire operation is sequenced-before the commit operation (step C2 in Figure 4.1b)
in SFR2. The two ordering relations guarantee that SFR1 becomes durable before SFR2 in
Coupled-SFR.
4.4.4 Decoupled-SFR
Similar to Coupled-SFR, under Decoupled-SFR, each thread maintains a thread-local
pointer to the head of its undo logs. The pruner threads commit logs atomically by adjusting
the log header to point to a subsequent log entry for a synchronization operation, as shown
in Figure 4.3(c). The atomic commit ensures that one (or more) SFRs are made durable
atomically.
Figure 4.1(c) shows the order of creation of undo logs for SFR1, which is durability-
ordered with SFR2. The durability-order relation implies that SFR1 must be made durable
before SFR2. During execution, Decoupled-SFR assigns ascending sequence numbers
to the synchronization operations. The log entry corresponding to the release operation
records a sequence number from execCount(L), atomically increments it and then per-
forms the release operation. Consequently, the acquire operation that synchronizes-with
the release operation records the updated sequence number in its log entry followed by
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executing SFR2. As shown in Figure 4.3(c), the pruner threads commit the log entry in as-
cending sequence number order. Thus, the logs for SFR1, which are sequenced-before the
release operation, commit before SFR2, which are sequenced-after the acquire operation.
The two ordering relations guarantee the durability of SFR1 before SFR2.
4.5 Evaluation
We implement a compiler pass that can emit code for both our logging approaches in
LLVM [129] v3.6.0. The compiler pass instruments stores and synchronization operations
to create undo logs according to the pseudo-code in Figure 4.3. We also provide a library
containing the recovery code that rolls back undo logs upon failure, recovering to a frontier
of past synchronization operation, and the runtime code for log pruning in Decoupled-
SFR. We first describe our experimental framework including our system configuration,
the benchmark suite that we use, and the designs we consider in our experiments.
System configuration: We perform our experiments on an Intel E5-2683 v3 server
class machine with 14 physical cores, each with 2-way hyper-threading, operating at a
frequency of 2.00GHz. Since byte-addressable persistent memory devices are not yet com-
mercially available, we use Linux tmpfs [191], memory-mapped in DRAM, to mimic the
persistent address space of a PM-enabled system. Note that it is widely expected that the ac-
cess latency of actual PM devices will be higher than that of DRAM (likely by 2-10x) [209].
In our experimental setup, we expect to underestimate the cost of flushing mutations to PM
in ATLAS and Coupled-SFR. In Decoupled-SFR, because we delegate flush operations for
in-place updates to the pruner threads, we expect to hide the flush latency. Hence, we ex-
pect to obtain similar performance for Decoupled-SFR even with slower PM devices. As
such, we believe our evaluation is conservative in estimating the performance advantage of
Decoupled-SFR over the alternatives.
Our Haswell-class server machine does not offer clwb instructions, instead providing
a clflush operation to flush the data out of the cache hierarchy to the memory controller.
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Benchmark Description
Concurrent queue (CQ) Insert/Delete nodes in a queue
Array Swap (SPS) Random swap of array elements
Persistent Cache (PC) Update entries in persistent hash table
RB-tree Insert/Delete nodes in RB-Tree
TATP Update location trans. from TATP [164]
Linked-List (LL) Update/Insert/Delete nodes in a linked-list
TPCC New Order trans. from TPCC [197]
Table 4.1: Benchmarks. Set of multi-threaded micro-benchmarks and benchmarks used to study
Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-SFR designs.
Systems supporting clwb, which avoids some undesirable overheads of clflush, are ex-
pected to be available in the near future. To our knowledge, no available x86 platform
provides mechanisms to ensure that data are indeed flushed to memory. Instead, Intel
presently requires the memory controller in PM-enabled systems to guarantee durability
(e.g., via battery backup or flush-upon-failure) [100]. As a result, we rely on sfence oper-
ation to order the drain of updates.
Benchmarks: We study a suite of seven write-intensive multi-threaded benchmarks
and micro-benchmarks, listed in Table 4.1, which have been used in prior studies of persis-
tent memory systems [171, 123, 54, 111]. The Concurrent Queue (CQ), similar to that
of prior works [171, 123], inserts and removes nodes from a shared persistent queue.
The Array Swap, RB-tree and Persistent cache (PC) are similar to the implementations
in NV-Heaps [54]. Our TATP benchmark executes the update location transaction of the
TATP database workload [164], which models the home location registration database of
a telecommunications provider. Our TPCC benchmark executes the new-order transaction
from the TPCC database workload [197], which models an order processing system. The
Linked-List benchmark uses a hand-over-hand locking mechanism to update, insert, and
remove nodes in a persistent linked-list. All the benchmark run 12 concurrent execution
threads and perform 10M operations on the persistent data structure.
Design options: We compare the following designs: (a) ATLAS: a state-of-the-art log-
ging approach that provides failure-atomicity of outermost critical sections, (b) Coupled-
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Figure 4.4: Execution time. Execution time of Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-SFR designs normal-
ized to ATLAS. No-persistency design, with no durability guarantees, shows an upper bound on
performance.
our mechanism for SFR failure-atomicity with decoupled visibility, and (d) No-persistency:
a design that provides no recoverability of the program. We include No-persistency to show
an upper bound for our performance improvements and quantify the cost of recoverability.
No-persistency provides no recovery guarantees.
4.5.1 Performance Comparison
Figure 4.4 contrasts the execution time of Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-SFR with that
of ATLAS. In this experiment, we perform two operations per SFR for the concurrent
queue (CQ), persistent cache (PC), array swap (SPS), RB-tree, and linked-list (LL). The
other two benchmarks TATP, and TPCC implement open specifications and so each SFR
includes as many write operations as are required to implement the mandated behavior
of update location and new order transactions, respectively. ATLAS performs the slow-
est in all benchmarks (except in CQ) because it records the order of execution of critical
sections (as opposed to Coupled-SFR), and flushes the PM mutations within each critical
section on the critical execution path (as opposed to Decoupled-SFR). Decoupled-SFR en-
ables light-weight recording of SFR order and performs flush and commit operations on
pruner threads, off the critical execution path. As a result, Decoupled-SFR achieves up to
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80.1% and 66.0% performance improvement in array swap and persistent cache, respec-
tively, which employ fine-grained locking and have the highest concurrency. Linked-list
uses hand-over-hand locking and must acquire several locks in the linked-list before oper-
ating on a node. Decoupled-SFR performs best with 87.5% improvement in Linked-list, as
it greatly simplifies logging as compared to the ATLAS.
It is interesting to note that Coupled-SFR performs better than Decoupled-SFR in array
swap, persistent cache, and linked-list. This might seem counter-intuitive, as Coupled-SFR
admits simpler logging at the cost of committing logs at every synchronization operation.
However, these benchmarks perform only two stores per SFR. As a result, the cache flush
operations on the critical path under Coupled-SFR incur less overhead than the more com-
plex logging code of Decoupled-SFR.
As the number of stores per critical section grows, ATLAS fails to scale. ATLAS does
not support concurrent commit and must rely on only a single helper thread to commit
and recover log entries. Therefore, as the number of PM writes scales with the number of
execution threads, the single helper thread can no longer keep up with the required commit
rate and the log grows until available log capacity is exhausted. On the contrary, both
Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-SFR perform distributed pruning and do not suffer from this
issue.
CQ has no concurrency as all the threads contend to acquire a single lock to access
the queue. Coupled-SFR performs worse than ATLAS in CQ as the flush and commit
operations are done in the critical execution path by each thread, incurring delay. We show
a separate comparison between Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-SFR with a varying number
of PM writes per SFR in Section 4.5.4.
4.5.2 Logging Overhead
We study the overhead of each of the various steps performed in logging for our Coupled-
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Figure 4.5: Logging overhead. Distribution of logging overhead in Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-
SFR designs.
logging and study the distribution of execution time in each step. Note that none of these
incomplete designs implement a recoverable system; we study them only to quantify over-
heads.
In Coupled-SFR, the majority of time is spent in creating the logs entries and flushing
them to PM. Note that there is no overhead in Coupled-SFR due to log ordering as the log
entries are committed at the end of each SFR. Overall, Coupled-SFR spends 39% of the
execution time in flush and log commit when there are two operations per SFR.
In contrast, Decoupled-SFR spends less than 1% of execution time flushing updates
and committing logs as these operations are performed by pruner threads in the background.
The remaining 1% overhead is due to the pruning of the final few logs when the benchmarks
complete. Our result indicates that the pruner threads are able to keep up with program
execution. We also measure the log size overhead in the Decoupled-SFR design. Across
our experiments, the log size in Decoupled-SFR is typically less than a few KB and never
grows above 100 KB. On average, log creation costs 26.6% and recording of log order costs
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Figure 4.6: CPU cost per throughput. CPU cost per throughput of Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-
SFR normalized to ATLAS. The No-persistency design shows cost/throughput for a non-recoverable
implementation.
4.5.3 CPU Cost per Throughput
We next evaluate the cost of the background activity required by both ATLAS and
Decoupled-SFR to commit their logs. Although the pruner/helper threads do not delay ex-
ecution on the critical path, they nonetheless consume CPU resources and therefore can
increase the total CPU cost to complete the benchmarks. We measure this overhead by di-
viding the total CPU utilization (in CPU-seconds) consumed by all threads over the course
of benchmark execution by the achieved throughput (operations/transactions per second).
For this metric, lower is better (less CPU overhead per unit of forward progress). Fig-
ure 4.6 shows the normalized CPU-cost per throughput of each benchmark for all four
designs. We find that the cost of Coupled-SFR is the lowest as compared to ATLAS and
Decoupled-SFR, as the threads executing the program commit the logs themselves. As we
create as many pruner threads as there are execution threads in the program, Decoupled-
SFR requires higher CPU resources to flush and commit the logs. In concurrent queue,
which (despite its name) has no concurrency, the cost per throughput of Decoupled-SFR is
equivalent to ATLAS, because there exists a single total order across all logs on all threads,
and so the actions of the pruner threads are serialized. As No-persistency does not create
any logs, it has the lowest cost per throughput of all designs, and illustrates the cost of




























Figure 4.7: Performance study with different SFR sizes. Sensitivity study showing speedup of
Decoupled-SFR normalized to Coupled-SFR with increasing number of stores per SFR.
lower CPU-cost per throughput than ATLAS.
4.5.4 Sensitivity Study of Operations/SFR
The size of logs varies with the number of store operations performed in SFRs. We
perform a sensitivity analysis to study how the performance of our designs compare as the
number of stores per SFR increases. Figure 4.7 illustrates the performance of Decoupled-
SFR for the four benchmarks, normalized to Coupled-SFR. With two stores per SFR, we
see that Coupled-SFR performs better than Decoupled-SFR. Decoupled SFR is slower be-
cause the overhead of creating and updating the execCount(L) and persistCount(L) to
maintain undo log order in Decoupled-SFR is higher than the performance gain of delegat-
ing flush operations for only two stores to pruner threads. As the number of store operations
increase, the flush operations and log commits delay execution in Coupled-SFR. As a re-
sult, at 64 stores per SFR, Decoupled-SFR performs 1.74x faster than Coupled-SFR. For
benchmarks such as CQ, RB-tree and TPCC, we have already shown in Figure 4.4 that
Decoupled-SFR performs 1.98×, 1.53× and 1.10× better than Coupled-SFR, respectively.
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CHAPTER V
Relaxed Persist Ordering Using Strand Persistency
5.1 Introduction
Persistent memory (PM) technologies, such as Intel and Micron’s 3D XPoint, are here
— cloud vendors have already started public offerings with support for Intel’s Optane DC
persistent memory [7, 13, 2, 20]. PMs combine the byte-addressability of DRAM and dura-
bility of storage devices. Unlike traditional block-based storage devices, such as hard disks
and SSDs, PMs can be accessed using a byte-addressable load-store interface, avoiding
the expensive software layers required to access storage, and allowing for fine-grained PM
manipulation.
Because PMs are durable, they retain data across failures, such as power interruptions
and program crashes. Upon failure, the volatile program state in hardware caches, registers,
and DRAM is lost. In contrast, PM retains its contents—a recovery process can inspect
these contents, reconstruct required volatile state, and resume program execution [50, 83,
140, 157].
Several persistency models have been proposed in the past to enable writing recover-
able software, both in hardware [98, 22] and programming languages [47, 78, 123, 124, 77].
Like prior works [171, 122, 112], we refer to the act of completing a store operation to PM
as a persist. Persistency models enable two key properties. First, they allow programmers
to reason about the order in which persists are made [171, 112, 122, 160]. Similar to mem-
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ory consistency models [15, 42, 73, 127, 146], which order visibility of shared memory
writes, memory persistency models govern the order of persists to PM. Second, they en-
able failure atomicity for a set of persists. In case of failure, either all or none of the updates
within a failure-atomic region are visible to recovery [126, 54, 201, 56].
Recent works [47, 78, 8, 123, 201, 54, 123, 121, 207] extend the memory models of
high-level languages, such as C++ and Java, with persistency semantics. These language-
level persistency models differ in the synchronization primitives that they employ to pro-
vide varying granularity of failure atomicity. These persistency models are still evolving
and are fiercely debated in the community [54, 201, 8, 47, 78, 123, 105]. Specifically, AT-
LAS [47], Coupled-SFR [78, 121], and Decoupled-SFR [78, 121] employ general synchro-
nization primitives in C++ to prescribe the ordering and failure atomicity of PM operations.
Other works [8, 201, 54, 126] ensure failure atomicity at a granularity of transactions using
software libraries [201, 54, 126] or high-level language extensions [8].
These language-level models rely on low-level hardware ISA [98, 22] primitives to or-
der PM operations. For instance, Intel x86 systems employ CLWB instruction to explicitly
flush dirty cache lines to the point of persistence and SFENCE instruction to order subse-
quent CLWBs and stores with prior CLWBs and stores [98]. Under Intel’s persistency model,
SFENCE enforces a bi-directional ordering constraint on subsequent persists and introduces
high-latency stalls until prior CLWBs and stores complete. In this paper, we note that SFENCE
introduces stricter ordering constraints than required by high-level programming languages
and that the persist order can be decoupled from the visibility of PM operations while still
guaranteeing correct failure recovery.
Prior research proposals relax ordering constraints by proposing relaxed persistency
models [171, 125, 112, 160] in hardware and/or build hardware logging mechanisms [111,
62, 166, 113] to ensure failure-atomic updates to PM. These works propose relaxed persis-
tency models, such as epoch persistency [112, 56, 160], that implement persist barriers to
divide regions of code into epochs; they allow persist reordering within epochs and disallow
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persist reordering across epochs. Unfortunately, epoch persistency labels only consecutive
persists that lie within the same epoch as concurrent. It fails to relax ordering constraints on
persists that may be concurrent, but do not lie in the same epoch. In contrast, hardware log-
ging mechanisms [111, 166, 62, 187] aim to provide efficient implementations for ensuring
failure atomicity for PM updates in hardware. These works ensure failure atomicity for
transactions by emitting logging code for PM updates transparent to the program. These
mechanisms impose fine-grained ordering constraints (e.g. between log and PM updates)
on persists but propose fixed and inflexible hardware that fails to extend to a wide range of
evolving language-level persistency models.
In this work, we propose StrandWeaver, which formally defines and implements the
strand persistency model to minimally constrain ordering on persists to PM. The princi-
ples of the strand persistency model were proposed in earlier work [171], but no hardware
implementation, ISA primitives, or software use cases have yet been proposed. The strand
persistency model defines the order in which persists may drain to the PM. It decouples
persist order from the write visibility order (defined by the memory consistency model)—
memory operations can be made visible in shared memory without stalling for prior persists
to drain to PM. To implement strand persistency, we introduce three new hardware ISA
primitives to manage persist order. A NewStrand primitive initiates a new strand, a par-
tially ordered sequence of PM operations within a logical thread—operations on separate
strands are unordered and may persist concurrently to PM. A persist barrier orders persists
within a strand—persists separated by a persist barrier within a strand are ordered. Persist
barriers do not order persists that lie on separate strands. A JoinStrand primitive ensures
that persists issued on the previous strands complete before any subsequent persists can be
issued.
StrandWeaver proposes hardware mechanisms to build the strand persistency model
upon these primitives. StrandWeaver implements a strand buffer unit alongside the L1
cache that manages the order in which updates drain to PM. The strand buffer unit enables
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updates on different strands to persist concurrently to PM, while persists separated by per-
sist barriers within a strand drain in order. Additionally, StrandWeaver implements a persist
queue alongside the load-store queue to track ongoing strand persistency primitives. The
persist queue guarantees persists separated by JoinStrand complete in order even when
they lie on separate strands.
StrandWeaver decouples volatile and persist memory order and provides the opportu-
nity to relax persist ordering even when the system implements a conservative consistency
model (e.g. TSO [170]). Unfortunately, programmers must reason about persist order at the
abstraction of the ISA, making it burdensome and error-prone to program persistent data
structures. To this end, we integrate the ISA primitives introduced by StrandWeaver into
high-level language persistency models to enable programmer-friendly persistency seman-
tics. We build a logging design that employs StrandWeaver’s primitives to enforce only the
minimal ordering constraints on persists required for correct recovery. We showcase the
wide applicability of StrandWeaver primitives by integrating our logging with three prior
language-level persistency models that provide failure-atomic transactions [8, 201, 54],
synchronization-free regions [78], and outermost critical sections [47], respectively. These
persistency models provide simpler primitives to program recoverable data structures in
PM—programmer-transparent logging mechanisms layered on top of our StrandWeaver
hardware hide low-level hardware ISA primitives and reduce the programmability burden.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We formally define primitives for strand persistency that enable relaxed persist order,
decoupled from visibility of PM operations.
• We propose StrandWeaver, hardware mechanisms to implement the primitives de-
fined by the strand persistency model. Specifically, we show how the strand buffer
unit and persist queue can order and schedule persists concurrently.
• We build logging designs that rely on low-level hardware primitives proposed by
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StrandWeaver and integrate them with several language-level persistency models.
• We evaluate StrandWeaver to show that it relaxes persist order to outperform Intel’s
persistency model by up to 1.97× (1.45× avg.).
5.2 Strand Persistency Model
Strand persistency divides thread execution into strands. Strands constitute sets of PM
operations that lie on the same logical thread. Ordering primitives enforce persist order-
ing within strands, but persists are not individually ordered across strands. We use the term
“strand” to evoke the idea that a strand is a part of a logical thread, but has independent per-
sist ordering. Strand persistency decouples the visibility and persist order of PM operations.
The consistency model continues to order visibility of PM operations—PM operations on
separate strands are visible in an order enforced by system’s consistency model.
Strand primitives. Strand persistency employs three primitives to prescribe persist
ordering: a persist barrier to enforce persist ordering among operations on a strand, New-
Strand to initiate a new strand, and a JoinStrand to merge prior strands initiated on the log-
ical thread. PM accesses on a thread separated by a persist barrier are ordered. Conversely,
NewStrand removes ordering constraints on subsequent PM operations. NewStrand initi-
ates a new strand—a strand behaves as a separate logical thread in a persist order. Persists
on different strands can be issued concurrently to PM. Note that persist barriers, within a
strand, continue to order persists on that strand. The hardware must guarantee that recov-
ery software never observes a mis-ordering of two PM writes on the same strand that are
separated by a persist barrier. Finally, JoinStrand merges strands that were initiated on
the logical thread. It ensures the persists issued on the prior strands complete before any
subsequent persists are issued.
In this work, we propose StrandWeaver to define ISA extensions and build the strand
persistency model in hardware. Further, we provide techniques to map the persistency
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semantics offered by high-level languages to strand persistency.
5.2.1 Definitions
The strand persistency model specifies the order in which updates persist to PM. We
formally define the persist order enforced under strand persistency using notation similar
to prior works [122, 126].
• Mix: A load or store operation to PM location x on thread i
• Six: A store operation to PM location x on thread i
• PBi: A persist barrier issued by thread i
• NSi: A NewStrand issued by thread i
• JSi: A JoinStrand issued by thread i
Persist memory order (PMO) is an ordering relation that describes the ordering of mem-
ory operations to PM defined by the system’s persistency model.
• Mix ≤po Miy: Mix is program ordered before Miy
• Mix ≤p Miy: Mix is ordered before Miy in PMO
We now define the ordering constraints that are expressed by the primitives under strand
persistency.
Intra-strand ordering. NewStrand operation initiates a new strand and clears all the
ordering constraints in PMO on subsequent memory operations. A persist barrier orders
PM operations within a strand. Thus, two memory operations that are not separated by a
NewStrand are ordered in PMO by a persist barrier.
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Additionally, JoinStrand introduces ordering constraints on PM operations to differ-
ent memory locations that lie on separate strands. Note that a persist barrier does not order
persists on different strands. JoinStrand orders persists initiated on prior strands with the
persists on subsequent strands.
Mix ≤po JSi ≤po Miy→Mix ≤p Miy (5.2)
Thus, memory operations separated by JoinStrand are ordered in PMO.
Strong persist atomicity. Persists to the same or overlapping memory locations follow
the order in which memory operations are visible (as governed by the consistency model of
the system)—this property is called strong persist atomicity [171]. Similar to consistency
models that ensure store atomicity by serializing memory operations to the same memory
location through coherence mechanisms, strong persist atomicity serializes persists to the
same memory location. We preserve strong persist atomicity to ensure that recovery does
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Conflicting persists that lie on different strands or logical threads are ordered through
strong persist atomicity.
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Persists on racing strands or threads (two or more strands or threads that consist of
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Figure 5.1: Persist order due to StrandWeaver’s primitives. Figure uses following notations for
strand primitives: PB: persist barrier, NS: NewStrand and JS: JoinStrand. In each case, we also
show the forbidden PM state. Black solid arrow, blue solid arrow, and black dotted arrow show
order due to persist barrier, JoinStrand, and SPA, respectively. (a,b) Intra-strand ordering due to
persist barrier, (c,d) Inter-strand ordering due to JoinStrand, (e,f) Persist order due to SPA, (g,h)
Loads to the same PM location do not order persists, (i,j) Inter-thread ordering due to SPA.
5.2.2 Persist Ordering
Figure 5.1 illustrates persist ordering under different scenarios due to strand persistency
primitives.
Intra-strand persist concurrency. Figure 5.1(a) shows example code that employs
NewStrand to issue persists concurrently on different strands, and a persist barrier to order
persists within a strand. Persist barrier PB orders persist A before persist B (Equation 5.1) on
strand 0 as shown in Figure 5.1(b). The NewStrand operation clears ordering constraints
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on following persists due to the previous persist barrier PB (Equation 5.1) and initiates a
new strand 1. Persist barrier PB does not order persists that lie on different strands. Persist
C lies on strand 1, and can be issued to PM concurrent to persists A and B.
Inter-strand persist ordering. Figure 5.1(c) shows example code that orders persists
using JoinStrand. JoinStrand merges strands 0 and 1 to ensure that persists A and B
are ordered in PMO before persist C (as per Equation 5.2) as shown in Figure 5.1(c,d).
Figure 5.1(d) shows forbidden PM state that requires persist C to reorder before persists A
and B and so, would never occur under strand persistency.
Inter-strand strong persist atomicity. Strong persist atomicity (SPA) governs the or-
der of persists on different strands or threads to the same or overlapping memory locations
(as per Equation 5.3). SPA orders persists as per their visibility enforced due to program
order or cache coherence. Figure 5.1(e) shows an example of conflicting persists that occur
on separate strands within a thread. Persist A on strand 0 is ordered before persist A on
strand 1 as corresponding stores to the memory location A follow their program order [26].
Note that, persist B on strand 1 is ordered after persist A on strand 0 due to transitivity (as
per Equation 5.4)—this relationship guarantees that recovery never observes the PM state
shown in Figure 5.1(f).
Note that, a conflicting load to PM on another strand does not establish persist order
in PMO (as per Equations 5.1 and 5.3). As shown in Figure 5.1(g), although load A is
program-ordered after persist to A, persist B on strand 1 can be issued concurrently to PM.
Although visibility of the memory operations is ordered, persists can be issued concurrently
on the two strands—PM state (A=0, B=1) is not forbidden. Persist order due to SPA on
separate strands can be established by having write-semantics for both memory operations
to the same location (e.g. read-modify-write instead of loads). Alternatively, persist order
across strands can be achieved using JoinStrand as shown in Figure 5.1(c,d).
Inter-thread strong persist atomicity. Similar to inter-strand order, SPA orders per-
sists that occur on different logical threads. Figure 5.1(i) shows an example execution on
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two threads. On thread 0, persists A and B lie on different strands and are concurrent, as
shown in Figure 5.1(j). If a store to memory location B on thread 0 is ordered before that
on thread 1, order that is established through cache coherence, they are ordered in PMO.
SPA orders persist B (and following persist C due to intervening persist barrier) on thread 1
after persist B on thread 0.
Establishing inter-thread persist order. Persists on different strands or threads may
occur in any order, unless ordered by Equations 5.2-5.4. Synchronization operations es-
tablish happens-before ordering relation between threads [128, 31], ordering visibility of
memory operations, but do not enforce persist order. Persists can potentially reorder across
the synchronizing lock and unlock operations. This reordering can be suppressed by plac-
ing a JoinStrand operation before unlock and after synchronizing lock operations. Syn-
chronizing lock and unlock operations establish a happens-before ordering relation between
threads, and JoinStrand operations prevent any persists from reordering across synchro-
nizing operations. Note that locks may be persistent or volatile. If locks reside in PM,
persists resulting from lock and unlock operations are ordered in PM due to SPA. Thus,
recovery may observe correct lock state and reset it after failure [4].
5.3 Hardware Implementation
We now describe hardware mechanisms that guarantee these persist orderings.
Microarchitecure. We implement StrandWeaver’s persist barrier, NewStrand, and
JoinStrand primitives as ISA extensions. A persist occurs due to a voluntary data flush
from volatile caches to PM using a CLWB operation, or a writeback resulting from cacheline
replacement. We use CLWB, which is issued to write-back caches by the CPU, to flush
dirty cache lines to the PM controller. Note that CLWB is a non-invalidating operation—
it retains a clean copy of data in caches. A CLWB completes when the CPU receives an
acknowledgement of its receipt from the PM controller.
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Figure 5.2: StrandWeaver architecture. Persist queue and strand buffer unit implement persist
ordering due to primitives in strand persistency model.
The Persist queue and strand buffer unit jointly enforce persist ordering. The persist queue,
implemented alongside the load-store queue (LSQ), ensures that CLWBs and stores sepa-
rated by a persist barrier within a strand are issued to the L1 cache in order, and CLWBs
separated by JoinStrand complete in order. The strand buffer unit is primarily respon-
sible for leveraging inter-strand persist concurrency to schedule CLWBs to PM. It resides
adjacent to the L1 cache and comprises an array of strand buffers that may issue CLWBs
from different strands concurrently. Each strand buffer manages persist order within a
strand and guarantees that persists separated by persist barriers within that strand complete
in order. The strand buffer unit also coordinates with the L1 cache to ensure that persists
due to cache writebacks are ordered as per PMO. It also tracks cache coherence messages
to ensure that inter-thread persist dependencies are preserved.
Persist queue architecture. Figure 5.2 shows the persist queue architecture and oper-
ations appended to it by the CPU pipeline. The persist queue manages entries that record
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ongoing CLWBs, persist barriers, NewStrand, and JoinStrand operations. Its architecture
resembles that of a store queue—it supports associative lookup by address to identify de-
pendencies between ongoing stores and CLWBs. Figure 5.2 also shows Addr, CanIssue,
HasIssued, and Completed fields per entry in the persist queue. The Addr field records
the memory address for an incoming CLWB operation that needs to be flushed from caches
to the PM. The CanIssue field is set when an operation’s persist dependencies resolve and
the operation is ready to be issued to the strand buffer unit. CLWBs, persist barriers, and
NewStrand are issued to the strand buffer unit when CanIssue is set; HasIssued is set
as they are issued. The Completed field is set when the persist queue receives a com-
pletion acknowledgement for the operation. An operation can retire from the queue when
Completed is set.
Persist queue operation. The persist queue tracks persist barriers to monitor intra-
strand persist dependencies. On insertion, a persist barrier imposes a dependency so that
CLWBs and stores are ordered within its strand. It orders issue of prior stores before subse-
quent CLWBs, and prior CLWBs before subsequent stores. These constraints ensure that stores
do not violate persist order by updating the cache and draining to PM via a cache writeback
before preceding CLWBs. The persist queue also coordinates with the store queue to ensure
that younger CLWBs are issued to the strand buffer unit only after elder store operations
to the same memory location. On CLWB insertion, the persist queue performs a lookup in
the store queue to identify elder stores to the same location. This lookup is similar to that
performed by the load queue for load-to-store forwarding [41, 206].
CLWBs, persist barriers, and NewStrand operations in the persist queue are issued to
the strand buffer unit in order. Note that, unlike Intel’s persistency model, which stalls
stores separated by SFENCE until prior CLWBs complete (as described in Section 2.5), persist
barriers stall subsequent stores only until prior CLWBs have issued. JoinStrand ensures that
CLWBs and stores issued on prior strands complete before any subsequent CLWBs and stores
can be issued. Unlike a persist barrier, JoinStrand stalls issue of subsequent CLWBs and
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stores until prior CLWBs and stores complete. On JoinStrand insertion, the persist queue
coordinates with the store queue to ensure that subsequent stores are not issued until prior
CLWBs complete. As JoinStrand is not issued to the strand buffer unit, its CanIssue and
HasIssued fields are not used.
CLWBs, persist barriers, and NewStrand operations complete when the persist queue
receives a completion acknowledgement from the strand buffer unit. JoinStrand completes
when prior CLWBs, persist barrier, and NewStrand are complete and removed from the
persist queue, and prior stores are complete and removed from the store queue.
Strand buffer unit architecture. The strand buffer unit coordinates with the L1 cache
to guarantee CLWBs and cache writebacks drain to PM and complete in the order specified by
PMO. It maintains an array of strand buffers—each strand buffer manages persist ordering
within one strand. CLWBs that lie in different strand buffers can be issued concurrently
to PM. Strand buffers manage ongoing CLWBs and persist barriers and record their state
in fields similar to the persist queue. The CanIssue and HasIssued fields mark when a
CLWB is ready to issue and has issued to PM, respectively. The strand buffer retires entries
in order when operations complete.
Strand buffer unit operation. The strand buffer unit receives CLWB, persist barriers,
and NewStrand operations from the persist queue. In the strand buffer unit, the ongoing
buffer index points to the strand buffer to which an incoming CLWB or persist barrier is ap-
pended. This index is updated when the strand buffer unit receives a NewStrand operation
indicating the beginning of a new strand. Subsequent CLWBs and persist barriers are then
assigned to the next strand buffer. StrandWeaver assigns strand buffers upon NewStrand
operations in a round-robin fashion. The strand buffer unit acknowledges completion of
NewStrand operations to the persist queue when it updates the current buffer index.
Each strand buffer manages intra-strand persist order arising from persist barriers. It
orders completion of prior CLWBs before any subsequent CLWBs can be issued to PM. On
insertion in a strand buffer, a persist barrier creates a dependency that orders any subse-
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quent CLWBs appended to the buffer. A persist barrier completes when CLWBs ahead of it
complete and retire from the strand buffer. On completion of a persist barrier, the strand
buffer resolves dependencies for subsequent CLWBs and marks them ready to issue by set-
ting CanIssue. When CLWBs are inserted, the strand buffer performs a lookup to identify
any persist dependencies from incomplete persist barriers. If there are none, the strand
buffer immediately sets CanIssue.
When its dependencies resolve (when CanIssue field is set), the strand buffer issues
a CLWB—it performs an L1 cache lookup to determine if the cache line is dirty. If so, it
flushes the dirty cache block to PM and retains a clean copy in the cache. Upon a miss, it
issues the CLWB to lower-level caches. When the CLWB is performed, HasIssued is set.
The strand buffer receives an acknowledgement when a CLWB completes its flush oper-
ation. It marks the corresponding entry Completed and retires completed entries in order.
Managing cache writebacks. PM writes can also happen due to cache line writebacks
from write-back caches. The persist queue does not stall visibility of stores following
persist barriers until prior CLWBs complete—it only ensures that prior CLWBs are issued to
the strand buffer unit before any subsequent stores are issued. Thus, stores might inad-
vertently drain from the cache before ongoing CLWBs in the strand buffer unit complete.
StrandWeaver extends the write-back buffer, which manages in-progress writebacks from
the L1 cache, with a field per strand buffer (as shown in Figure 5.2) that records the tail
index of the buffer when the L1 cache initiates a writeback. The write-back buffer drains
writebacks only after the strand buffers drain operations beyond these recorded indexes.
This constraint guarantees that older CLWBs complete before subsequent writebacks are is-
sued, and thus prevents any persist order violation. Note that, since CLWBs never stall in
strand buffers to wait for writebacks, there is no possibility of circular dependency and
deadlock in StrandWeaver.
Enabling inter-thread persist order. As explained earlier in Section 5.2, strong per-
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Figure 5.3: Running example. Figure uses following notations. PB: persist barrier, NS:
NewStrand, JS: JoinStrand.
threads—persists follow the order in which stores become visible. As cache coherence de-
termines the order in which stores become visible, we track incoming coherence requests
to the L1 cache to establish persist order. If a cache line is dirty in the L1 cache, other cores
might steal ownership and persist the cache line before ongoing CLWBs in the strand buffer
complete (violating the required order shown in Figure 5.1(i,j)). Similar to the write-back
buffer, we provision per-strand-buffer fields in the snoop buffers that track and respond
to ongoing coherence requests. On an incoming read-exclusive coherence request, if the
corresponding cache line is dirty, we record the tail index of the strand buffer in the snoop
buffer. The read-exclusive request stalls until the strand buffers drain to the recorded index.
This stall ensures that CLWBs that are in progress when the coherence request was received
complete before the read-exclusive reply is sent. Again, there is no possibility of circular
dependency/deadlock.
PM controller. We do not modify the PM controller; we assume it supports ADR [100,
99] and so lies in the persistent domain. When the PM controller receives a CLWB, it returns
an acknowledgement to the strand buffer unit.
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5.3.1 Example
Figure 5.3 shows an example code with the desired order on persists prescribed by
PMO. We show a step-by-step illustration of operations as executed by StrandWeaver. 1
CLWB(A) is appended to an entry in the persist queue, and is issued to the strand buffer
unit, as it encounters no earlier persist dependencies. Since the current buffer index is 0,
CLWB(A) is added to strand buffer 0. 2 CLWB(A) is issued and performs an L1 access to
flush the dirty cache line. 3 A persist barrier and CLWB(B) are appended to strand buffer 0;
CLWB(B) stalls and waits for the preceding persist barrier (and CLWB(A)) to complete. 4
NewStrand from the persist queue updates the ongoing buffer index in the strand buffer unit
to 1. Consequently, subsequent CLWB(C) is appended to strand buffer 1. 5 As CLWB(C)
incurs no prior dependencies in its strand buffer 1 due to persist barriers, it issues to PM
concurrent to CLWB(A). 6 The strand buffer unit receives a completion for CLWB(A); the
operation is complete. 7 As CLWB(A) and the persist barrier complete, the ordering de-
pendency of CLWB(B) is resolved, and it issues. 8 JoinStrand stalls issue of CLWB(D) until
prior CLWBs complete. 9 When the persist queue receives a completion acknowledgement
for CLWB(A), CLWB(B), and CLWB(C), JoinStrand completes and CLWB(D) is issued to
the strand buffer unit.
5.4 Designing Language-level Persistency Models
The strand persistency model decouples persist order from the visibility order of mem-
ory operations—it provides opportunity to relax persist ordering even in the presence of
conservative consistency models (e.g. TSO [170]). Unfortunately, programmers must rea-
son about memory ordering at the ISA abstraction, making it error-prone and burdensome
to write recoverable PM programs. Recent efforts [47, 78, 8, 123, 201, 54, 123, 121, 207]
extend persistency semantics and provide ISA-agnostic programming frameworks in high-
level languages, such as C++ and Java. These proposals use existing synchronization prim-
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itives in high-level languages to also prescribe order on persists and enforce failure atom-
icity for groups of persists. Failure atomicity reduces the state space visible to recovery
and greatly simplifies persistent programming by ensuring either all or none of the updates
within a region are visible in case of failure.
Some models [8, 201, 54] enable failure-atomic transactions for transaction-based pro-
grams and rely on external synchronization [4, 54] to provide transaction isolation. AT-
LAS [47] and SFR-based [78, 121, 77] persistency models look beyond transaction-based
programs to provide failure atomicity using languages’ low-level synchronization primi-
tives. ATLAS employs undo logging to provide failure atomicity for outermost critical
sections—code region bounded by lock and unlock synchronization operations. In contrast,
SFR-based persistency models [78, 121, 77] enable failure-atomic synchronization-free
regions—code regions bounded by low-level synchronization primitives, such as acquire
and release. The models enable undo logging as a part of language semantics—compiler
implementations emit logging for persistent stores in the program, transparent to the pro-
grammer. We propose logging based on strand persistency primitives. We integrate our
logging mechanisms into compiler passes to implement language-level persistency model
semantics.
Logging implementation. Undo logging ensures failure atomicity by recording the old
value of data before it is updated in a failure-atomic region. Undo logs are committed when
updates persist in PM. On failure, a recovery process uses uncommitted undo logs to roll
back partial PM updates. For correct recovery, undo logs need to persist before in-place
updates (as shown earlier in Figure 2.3(b)). A pairwise persist ordering between an undo
log and corresponding in-place update ensures correct recovery. Within a failure-atomic
region, undo logs for different updates need not be ordered—logging operations can persist
concurrently (as shown under the ideal ordering constraints in Figure 2.3(d)). Similarly,
in-place updates may persist concurrently too, provided they do not overlap.














Figure 5.4: Logging using strand primitives. Figure shows instrumentation for failure-atomic
region begin and end, and PM store operation.
itives to enable failure-atomic updates. We persist undo logs and in-place updates using
CLWB and order these persists using a persist barrier. The persist barrier ensures that the
log is created and flushed to PM before the update. Each logging operation and update
is performed on a separate strand; we issue NewStrand after each log-update sequence,
enabling persist concurrency across the independent updates. We ensure that all persists
within a failure-atomic region complete before exiting the region by enclosing it within
JoinStrand operations—these ensure that persists on different strands do not “leak” out
of the failure-atomic region. The precise implementation of log_begin() and log_end()
vary based on the semantics prescribed by various language-level persistency models.
Integrating with language persistency models. Under ATLAS, we initiate and ter-
minate failure-atomic regions at the lock and unlock operations of outermost critical sec-
tions. log_begin() creates a log entry for the lock operation. The log entry captures
happens-after ordering relations on the lock due to prior unlock operations on the same
lock, similar to the mechanism employed by ATLAS [47]. log_end() for an unlock op-
eration updates metadata (similar to [47]) to record happens-before ordering information
required by the subsequent lock operation on that lock. log_store() creates an undo
log entry that records the address and prior value of an update. Under SFR-based persis-
tency, we emit log_begin() and log_end() at the acquire and release synchronization
operations bracketing each SFR. As in prior work [78], log_begin() and log_end() log
happens-before ordering relations in their log entries to ensure correct recovery. Under
failure-atomic transactions [8, 54], log_end() flushes all PM mutations in the transaction
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and ensures that they persist before committing the logs.
Log structure. We initialize and manage a per-thread circular log buffer in PM as
an array of 64-byte cache-line-aligned log entries. Additional log entries are allocated
dynamically if the log space is exhausted.
Our log entry structure is similar to prior work [78, 47]:
• Type: Entry type [Store, Acquire, Release] in ATLAS or SFR, [Store, TX_BEGIN,
TX_END] for transactions
• Addr: Address of the update
• Value: Old value of an update in a store log entry, or the metadata for happens-before
relations for a sync. operation
• Size: Size of the access
• Valid: Valid bit for the entry
• Commit marker: Commit intent marker for log commit
Our logging implementation maintains head and tail pointers to record the bounds of
potentially valid log entries in the log buffer. Figure 5.5(a) (step 1 ) shows the head and
tail pointers and the valid log entries that belong to synchronization operations (marked
red) and store operations (marked blue). The tail pointer indicates the location to which
the next log entry will be appended—we advance the tail pointer upon creation of each
log entry. We maintain the tail pointer in volatile memory so that log entries created on
different strands are not ordered by updates to the tail pointer (as a consequence of strong
persist atomicity, see Equation 5.3).
The head pointer marks the beginning of potentially uncommitted log entries. In Fig-
ure 5.5(a), suppose log entry 4 marks the end of a failure-atomic region. Before commit
begins, we set the commit marker of the log entry that terminates the failure-atomic region
as shown in step 2 in Figure 5.5(a)—this marks that the log commit has initiated. We mark
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Figure 5.5: Logging example. Entries for store operations are shown in blue and entries for syn-
chronization operations are shown in red. CM refers to the commit marker in the log entry. (a)
Running example of log entry allocation and commit. (b) Running example of recovery process on
failure.
undo-log entries corresponding to a failure-atomic region invalid (step 3 in Figure 5.5(a)),
and update and flush the head pointer to commit those log entries (step 4 in Figure 5.5(a)).
On failure, the tail pointer in volatile memory is lost, and the persistent head pointer
is used to initiate recovery. First, the recovery process identifies the log entries that were
committed, but not invalidated prior to failure; this scenario occurs if failure happens during
an ongoing commit operation. Figure 5.5(b) shows an example with the commit marker for
log entry 4 set, log entries 1,2 invalidated, and log entries 3,4 yet to be invalidated (step
1 ). The recovery process invalidates the log entries from the head pointer to the log entry 4
with the commit marker set, and advances the head pointer, as shown in Figure 5.5(b) (step
2 ). Then, the recovery process scans the log buffer starting from the head pointer and
rolls back values recorded in valid log entries in reverse order of their creation, as shown
in Figure 5.5(b) (step 3 ).
5.5 Evaluation




6-wide Dispatch, 8-wide Commit
224-entry ROB
72/64-entry Load/Store Queue
I-Cache 32kB, 2-way, 64B1ns cycle hit latency, 2 MSHRs
D-Cache 32kB, 2-way, 64B2ns hit latency, 6 MSHRs
L2-Cache 28MB, 16-way, 64B16ns hit latency, 16 MSHRs
DRAM, PM 64/32-entry write/read queue,
controller 1kB row buffer
PM
Modeled as per [107], 346ns read latency,
96ns write latency to controller
500ns write latency to PM
Table 5.1: Simulator Specifications. Table lists the configuration of StrandWeaver’s implementa-
tion.
5.5.1 Methodology
We implement StrandWeaver in the gem5 simulator [35], configured as per Table 5.1.
We model a PM device as per the recent characterization studies of Intel’s Optane mem-
ory [107], as shown in Table 5.1. We configure our design with 16-entry persist queue and
four 4-entry strand buffers. StrandWeaver requires a total of 144B of additional storage
each in the persist queue and strand buffer unit per core. It also extends the write-back
buffer and snoop buffer, 8 bits per entry each, to record a 2-bit tail index for four strand
buffers. We consider other configurations for the persist queue and strand buffer unit in
Section 5.5.3.
Benchmarks. Table 5.2 describes the microbenchmarks and benchmarks we study, and
reports CLWBs issued per thousand CPU cycles (CKC) as a measure of their write-intensity.
Queue performs insert and delete operations to a persistent queue. Hashmap performs up-
dates to a persistent hash, array-swap swaps two elements in an array, RB-tree performs in-
serts and deletes to a persistent red-black tree, and TPCC performs new order transactions,
which model an order processing system. Additionally, we study N-Store [24], a persistent
key-value store benchmark, using workloads with different read-write ratios, as listed in
Table 5.2. We use the YCSB engine with N-Store to generate load and modify its undo-log
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Benchmarks Description CKC
Queue Insert/delete to queue [171, 112] 0.78
Hashmap Read/update to hashmap [54, 122] 4.83
Array Swap Swap of array elements [54, 122] 4.45
RB-Tree Insert/delete to RB-Tree [54, 112] 3.46
TPCC New Order trans. from TPCC [197, 122] 1.58
N-Store (rd-heavy) 90% read/10% write KV workload [24] 4.41
N-Store (balanced) 50% read/50% write KV workload [24] 8.06
N-Store (wr-heavy) 10% read/90% write KV workload [24] 10.05
Table 5.2: Benchmarks. CLWBs per 1000 cycles (CKC) measures write intensity of the benchmarks
in the non-atomic design.
engine to integrate our logging mechanisms. The microbenchmarks and benchmark each
run eight threads and perform 50K operations on persistent data structures. As shown in
Table 5.2, N-Store under a write-heavy workload is the most write-intensive benchmark
and queue and TPCC are the least write-intensive microbenchmarks in our evaluation.
Language-level persistency models. As explained in Section 5.4, we design language-
level implementations that map persistency semantics in high-level languages to the low-
level ISA primitives defined by StrandWeaver. We implement failure-atomic transactions,
outermost critical sections (ATLAS), and SFRs to evaluate StrandWeaver for each of the
benchmarks.
We compare following designs in our evaluation:
BASELINE. This design implements language-level persistency models using Intel’s
existing ISA primitives, which divide program regions into epochs using SFENCE, and allow
persist reordering only within the epochs. In this design, logs and in-place updates are
ordered by SFENCE.
NO-PERSIST-QUEUE. This is an intermediate hardware design that implements the
strand persistency model, but without the addition of a persist queue. Incoming CLWBs,
persist barriers, NewStrand and JoinStrand are inserted in the existing store queue. The
store queue manages the order in which CLWBs, NewStrand, and persist barriers issue to
the strand buffer unit. We use this design to study the concurrency enabled by the strand
buffer unit.
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Figure 5.6: StrandWeaver’s speedup. Speedup of StrandWeaver and Non-atomic design normal-
ized to the baseline implementation using Intel’s persistency model.
Figure 5.7: Pipeline stalls. CPU stalls as hardware enforces persist order. Stalls due to barriers
create back pressure in CPU pipeline, and blocks program execution.
StrandWeaver. This design implements our proposal, as detailed in Sections 5.3-5.4.
NON-ATOMIC. In this design, we do not order log persists with in-place updates—we
remove the SFENCE between the log entry creation and in-place update. Due to the absence
of any ordering constraints, this design shows the best-case performance that StrandWeaver
can obtain due to relaxed persist ordering. Note that, since logs are not ordered before in-
place updates, this design does not assure correct recovery in case of failure.
5.5.2 Performance Comparison
Figure 5.6 shows the performance comparison for our microbenchmarks and bench-
marks, implemented under the three language-level persistency models across the hard-
ware designs. Figure 5.7 shows CPU pipeline stalls as hardware enforces persist ordering
constraints—frequent stalls due to barriers fill hardware queues and block program execu-
tion.
StrandWeaver outperforms BASELINE. StrandWeaver outperforms the baseline de-
sign in all the benchmarks we study, as it relaxes persist order relative to Intel’s existing
ordering primitives. The baseline orders log operations and in-place updates using SFENCE,
enforcing drastically stricter ordering constraints than required for correct recovery. As
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explained in Section 2.5, SFENCE divides program execution into epochs and CLWBs are
allowed to reorder/coalesce only within the epochs. Unfortunately, the persist concurrency
available within epochs is limited by their small size [112]. In contrast, StrandWeaver en-
forces only pairwise ordering constraints between the undo log and in-place update. As a
result, StrandWeaver outperforms the baseline design by 1.45× on average.
Note that we achieve speedup over the baseline even though the memory controller lies
in the persistent domain and hides the write latency of the PM device. In the baseline,
SFENCEs stalls issue for subsequent updates until prior CLWBs complete. The additional
constraints due to SFENCE fill up the store queue, creating back pressure and stalling the
CPU pipeline. StrandWeaver encounters 48.7% fewer pipeline stalls, resulting in a perfor-
mance gain of 1.45× on average over the baseline. Table 5.2 shows that N-Store, under a
write-heavy workload, is the most write-intensive benchmark that we evaluate. As a result,
StrandWeaver achieves the highest speedup of 1.82× on average, with 77.1% fewer stalls,
in N-Store.
Persist concurrency due to strands. The strand buffers issue CLWBs that lie on differ-
ent strands concurrently. As shown in Figure 5.6, StrandWeaver’s intermediate design—
without the persist queue—achieves 1.29× speedup over the baseline on average, with
34.9% fewer pipeline stalls. Adding the persist queue prevents head-of-the-line block-
ing due to long-latency CLWBs in the store queue—stores on different strands may enter the
store queue and issue concurrent to CLWBs. StrandWeaver attains an additional performance
improvement of 1.13× over the variant without the persist queue.
Performance comparable to non-atomic design. Figure 5.6 shows performance for
the non-atomic design that removes the pairwise ordering constraint between the updates
and their logs. We include this design to study the limit on performance that StrandWeaver
might achieve—this design does not ensure correct recovery as updates can persist before
their logs. StrandWeaver incurs 3.1% slowdown in microbenchmarks and 5.7% slowdown
in N-Store relative to this upper bound due to additional persist ordering within each strand.
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Figure 5.8: Speedup due to different StrandWeaver’s configurations. Sensitivity study with
different StrandWeaver configurations denoted as (Number of strand buffers, Number of entries per
strand buffer).
Low write-intensity benchmarks. StrandWeaver achieves its lowest speedup of 5.32%
on average in TPCC for the three persistency model implementations. TPCC acquires mul-
tiple locks per new order transaction to ensure isolation. As such, there is high lock ac-
quisition overhead per failure-atomic region. As per Table 5.2, Queue has the lowest write
intensity, but achieves a speedup of 1.64× on average. Queue has the least concurrency
among the benchmarks we study, as all its threads contend on a single lock to serialize
push and pop operations to a persistent queue. CLWBs fall on the critical execution path and
additional ordering constraints incur execution delay.
Sensitivity to language-level persistency model. StrandWeaver’s implementation that
ensures failure-atomic transactions flushes in-place updates and commits logs at the end of
the failure-atomic region. In contrast, the SFR implementation issues batched commits by
logging happens-before relations in logs at the end of each SFR and continuing execution
without stalling for log commits. ATLAS issues batched log commits too, but employs
heavier-weight mechanisms to record happens-before order between the lock and unlock
operation, as compared to SFR [78]. Thus, StrandWeaver achieves the highest speedup




Figure 5.8 shows the evaluation of StrandWeaver with varying number of strand buffers
and entries per strand buffer. Due to space limitations, we show only the results for the SFR
implementation—the performance trend for the other implementations is similar. With
fewer than four entries per buffer, the strand buffer unit fails to leverage available persist
concurrency on different strands, even when we configure the unit with four buffers. As we
increase the number of buffer entries to four, even with two strand buffers, StrandWeaver’s
performance improves by 1.36×, as persists on different strands can drain concurrently. Fi-
nally, StrandWeaver’s performance improves by a further 7.7% with four strand buffers and
four buffer entries each. As we see no further improvement with additional state (e.g. eight
strand buffers with eight buffer entries, in Figure 5.8), we configure the strand buffer unit




The adoption of PMs has been widely studied by both academia and industry in hard-
ware design [56, 171, 112, 122, 62, 160, 223, 187, 111, 82], file systems [56, 208, 200, 211,
50, 212, 64, 210], runtime systems [205, 48, 167, 120, 25, 24, 126, 136, 47, 78, 150, 84,
77, 165, 81, 162, 95, 109, 43], persistent data structures [199, 163, 96, 49], and distributed
systems [118, 222, 226, 142]. This thesis discusses works that address wear out problem
in PMs in Chapter III, defines persistency semantics for high-level programming languages
in Chapter IV, and proposes relaxed persistency model in hardware in Chapter V.
We discuss the relevant works that address wear out problem in PMs.
6.1 Wear-reduction Mechanisms
We first discuss techniques that reduce PM writes.
DRAM cache. Numerous works [175, 183, 68, 153] advocate placing a DRAM cache
in front of PM. The DRAM cache absorbs most of the writes thereby reducing wear. A
DRAM cache presents three disadvantages: (1) it sacrifices capacity that could instead be
used to expand memory; (2) it increases the latency of PM writes; and (3) it is inapplicable
to writes that require persistency, which must write through the cache. Like many prior
works [56, 171, 112, 122, 62, 160, 223, 187, 111, 78, 80], we assume that PM and DRAM
are peers on the memory bus.
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Page migration. Several works [59, 176, 220, 19] propose migrating pages from PM
to DRAM to reduce wear. Dhiman et al. [59] use a software-hardware hybrid solution,
where dedicated hardware counters (one per PM page) that track page hotness are main-
tained in PM and cached in the memory controller. RaPP [176] and Zhang et al. [220] use
a set of queues in the memory controller to estimate write intensiveness and perform page
migrations to DRAM. However, these mechanisms propose no wear-leveling solutions for
the remaining pages in PM. As such, these mechanisms may still not achieve desired PM
device lifetimes. For example, RaPP can achieve a device lifetimes exceeding 3 years only
if the cell endurance exceeds 109 [176] – insufficient for PCM-based memories with en-
durance of only 107 - 109 writes. Moreover, these mechanisms do not support applications
that require crash consistency when using PM as storage [160].
Heterogeneous main memory: Several works [16, 116, 172] manage footprint be-
tween DRAM and PM for applications that prefer DRAMs for high performance. These
works map heavily and least accessed regions of application footprint to DRAM and PM
respectively.
Currently, Kevlar operates at a small (4KB) page granularity. However, huge (2MB)
pages are increasingly being used to minimize performance penalties of using small pages
(due to increased TLB pressure), especially in virtualized systems. Kevlar can be further
extended to operate at a huge page granularity. For instance, Kevlar can be integrated with
mechanisms such as Thermostat [16] to split a huge page into small pages, monitor write
rate at granularity of small pages, and migrate pages between DRAM and PM. We leave
evaluation of Kevlar’s wear-reduction mechanism and development of shuffling strategies
to operate at a huge page granularity to future work.
Other. DCW [225] performs read-compare-write operation to ensure that only the data
bits that have changed are written. Bittman et al. [38] proposes data structures aimed
at minimizing the number of bit-flips per PM write operation. The downside of these
mechanisms is that writes become slower and consume more memory bandwidth. Flip-N-
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Write [53] extends DCW and further reduces the number of bits written by inverting the bit
representation of the data when it reduces the number of modified bits. Each memory lo-
cation is extended with a “flip” bit to indicate if the associated data has been flipped or not.
Ferreira et al. [68] enable eviction of clean cache lines over dirty cache lines at the expense
of potentially slowing down future reads to evicted cache lines. Recent works, MCT [58]
and Mellow Writes [218], improve the endurance by reconfiguring memory voltage levels
and slowing write accesses to the PM. These proposals can achieve high device lifetime but
at a significant performance overhead, especially when write latency is critical to applica-
tion performance [160]. NVM-Duet [137] employs a smart-refresh mechanism to eliminate
redundant memory refresh operations thereby reducing PM wear. Others [108, 224] pro-
pose solutions to manage wear when using persistent memory technologies to build caches.
6.2 Wear-leveling Mechanisms
Qureshi et al. [175], Zhou et al. [225], Security refresh [183], Online Attack Detec-
tion [174] and Start-Gap [173] observe that cache lines within a PM page do not wear
out equally and propose mechanisms to remap cache lines for uniform intra-page wear.
Zhou et al. [225] propose Row Shifting to rotate a PM row by one byte at a time to level
intra-row wear and Segment Swapping to swap the frequently written segments with spar-
ingly written ones. Row Shifting rotates a PM row by one byte at a time to level intra-row
wear. Segment Swapping tracks PM segments for hotness and swaps the frequent written
segments with sparingly written ones. Instead of using a table-based address translation
mechanism, Start-Gap wear leveling [173] uses an algebraic formula as its address trans-
lation mechanism. Security refresh [183] uses a separate randomized address translation
mechanism to not only achieve wear-leveling under normal operating conditions but also
prevent a malicious program from intentionally wearing out certain memory locations with
targeted writes. However, such secure wear leveling mechanisms incur performance over-
heads that are not necessary under non-malicious operation. Online Attack Detection [174]
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scales the rate of wear leveling based on whether or not the memory device is under attack.
All of these works rely on additional address indirection mechanisms in hardware.
Error recovery. DRM [103] gracefully degrades PM capacity as memory cells wear
out by remapping corresponding virtual page to two different physical pages with non-
overlapping faulty regions. When regions within a PM page become faulty, DRM maps
the corresponding virtual page to two different physical pages with non-overlapping faulty
regions. SAFER [184] observes that a failed cell with a “stuck-at” value is still read-
able, making it possible to continue to use the failed cell to store data. FREE-p [216]
and NVMAlloc [158] leverage ECC and checksum mechanisms to tolerate wear out er-
rors. Moraru [158] proposes a wear-aware memory allocation mechanism in OS, but uses
checksum metadata to recover from wear outs at runtime. Awasthi et al. [28] propose er-
ror scrubbing mechanisms targeted at the “resistance drift” problem seen in PCM memory
devices.
6.3 Software-based Mechanisms
This chapter discusses the related software library, runtime and checkpointing mecha-
nisms.
Library-based mechanisms: NV-Heaps [54] and Mnemosyne [201] provide library-
based application-level interfaces for building persistent objects in PM. Both provide li-
braries to create virtually mapped regions in persistent memory, along with primitives to
update persistent data mapped to the memory. They use write-ahead logging to provide
failure atomicity for transactions. SoftWrAP [75] and REWIND [48] provide software li-
braries to perform transactional updates to PM. SoftWrAP uses alias tables to redirect the
updates within the failure-atomic transactions to a log space in DRAM and commits the
updates when the transactions retire. Similar to SoftWrAP, DUDETM [136] updates the
redo logs for transactions in DRAM, and then persists and merges the logs in PM. Kamino-
Tx [150] avoids logging by replicating the heap, performing updates within transactions
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on a working copy of the heap, and copying changes to the backup heap when transac-
tions commit. Transactions simplify logging, both in hardware and software. However, our
approach differs from software-annotated transaction-based solutions in that it is applica-
ble to general-purpose programs that are not transaction-based, especially those that use
synchronization mechanisms like conditional waits or complex locks that do not readily
compose with transactional models. In this work, we seek to provide persistency semantics
for arbitrary (non-transactional) synchronization.
Runtime logging solutions: NVthreads [91] extends ATLAS [47] to provide durabil-
ity guarantees to lock-based programs. NVthreads uses copy-on-write to make updates
within a critical section and then merges the updates to the live data at a 4KB page gran-
ularity at the end of outermost critical sections. Due to the expensive merge operations
at the end of the critical sections, NVthreads suffers a high performance overhead in ap-
plications with frequent lock acquisition and release operations like the benchmarks that
we study in this paper. Moreover, we extend durability semantics to more general syn-
chronization constructs that NVthreads and ATLAS do not support. Boehm et al. [43]
elaborates on the ATLAS programming model further and defines recovery semantics for
updates to persistent locations both within and outside critical sections. ARP [123] and
Izraelevitz et al. [109] propose language-level persistency models. Both works provide
persist ordering, but fail to provide failure atomicity at a granularity larger than individual
persists. Moreover, they offer unclear semantics at failure, as writes may be replaced from
the cache hierarchy and persist well before other, earlier writes, exposing non-SC state to
recovery. TARP [124] and Izraelevitz et al. [106] offer x86 and ARM ISA encodings of
language-level persistency models. Kolli et al. [126] introduces efficient implementation
of transactions, namely synchronous-commit and deferred-commit transactions, that mini-
mize persist dependencies by deferring commit of undo logs until the transactions conflict.
WSP [161] proposes mechanisms to flush the precise architectural state of a program
at the moment of failure to PM. JUSTDO logging [104] recovers an application to its state
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right before the failure, and requires persisting of architectural state including stack-local
variables before executing a critical section. It assumes the cache hierarchy is persistent
to avoid high PM access latency when preserving volatile program state. Both WSP and
JUSTDO logging fail to provide recoverability from failures other than power interruptions
(e.g. kernel panic or application crash). SCMFS [208], BPFS [56], NOVA [211], NOVA-
Fortis [212] and PMFS [64] propose filesystems that leverage low latency of PMs.
Checkpointing-based solutions: ThyNVM [178] proposes dual-scheme checkpoint-
ing mechanism to provide crash consistency support for DRAM+NVM systems. It elimi-
nates stalls for checkpointing by overlapping execution and checkpointing. CC-HTM [76]
leverages HTM to provide fine-grained checkpointing of transactions to PM. Survive [155]
provides a fine-grained incremental checkpointing for hybrid DRAM+PM systems. Other
works checkpoint the volatile state using cache persistence by ensuring that a battery
backup is available to flush the volatile state to PM upon power failure [163], or by by-
passing caches altogether [205].
Energy harvesting systems: A group of studies look at application consistency re-
quirements for energy harvesting devices. As the energy supply for this class of devices
is intermittent, these works explore mechanisms to maintain data consistency in PM while
ensuring forward progress. Alpaca [147] provides a task-based programming model, where
tasks present an abstraction for the atomicity of updates in PM. Alpaca requires program-
mers to annotate tasks and task-specific shared variables in the program. We provide a
more generic mechanism built upon existing C++ synchronization. Idetic [154] and Hiber-
nus [30] detect imminent power failure and periodically checkpoint volatile state, but may
leave data in PM inconsistent [55]. This group of works propose consistency mechanisms
for power failures alone, whereas we consider more general fail-stop failures.
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6.4 Hardware-based Mechanisms
Pelley et al. [171, 126] proposes persistency models closely aligned with the hardware
memory consistency model to order writes to PM. His work proposes strict and relaxed
persistency models that vary in the constraints imposed on the updates as they persist to
PM. BPFS [56] uses epoch barriers to order persists in hardware. The persists within an
epoch can be reordered while persist reordering across epochs is disallowed. DPO [122],
Doshi et al. [62], HOPS [160], and Shin et al. [188] propose hardware mechanisms for
efficiently implementing epoch persistency models. They implement hardware structures
in the cache hierarchy that record and drain persists to the PM in order. ATOM [111] im-
proves upon undo-logging mechanism for PM by decoupling the update of undo log from
the in-place update to the persistent data-structure. It relies on hardware structures in the
memory hierarchy that order logs before the actual updates to PM. FIRM [209], Ogleari et
al. [166], and DHTM [113] build undo- or hybrid undo-redo logging mechanisms in hard-
ware. These hardware mechanisms primarily provide failure atomicity for transactions,
but fail to extend to other synchronization primitives or other logging implementations
used by high-level language persistency models [47, 78, 123]. Proteus [187] implements
a software-assisted hardware solution to persist transactions atomically to PM. It involves
significant modifications to the processor pipeline to record logs and order logs with re-
spect to subsequent stores. Liu et al. [138] proposes an encryption mechanism based on
counter-mode encryption. It employs hardware mechanisms to ensure atomicity of data and
the associated counter used for its encryption in PM. Kiln [223] and LOC [141] provide
a storage interface to PM to programmers, but rely on programmers to ensure isolation.
Unlike hardware-based solutions, we use synchronization primitives in the C++ memory
model to provide ordering and failure-atomicity to the PM updates.
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CHAPTER VII
Conclusion and Future Work
PM technologies, such as Intel’s 3D Xpoint, blur the distinction between memory and
storage. The byte-addressable PMs avoid the performance inefficient software layers re-
quired for block-based storage devices and enable fine-grained manipulations to the per-
sistent data-structures. Future systems can employ PMs to store data durably, reconstruct
required volatile state, and resume program execution. However, this thesis notes several
challenges concerning low write endurance of PMs and inefficiencies in programming and
hardware systems that need to be addressed before PMs can be integrated in the future
systems. This thesis makes contributions summarized below.
7.1 Conclusion
Chapter III presented Kevlar, a wear-management mechanism for persistent memories.
Kevlar relies on a software wear-estimation mechanism that uses PEBS-based sampling in
a novel approach to estimate dirty cache contents and predict writebacks to PM. Kevlar uses
a two-pronged approach to improve PM device lifetime. It uses a wear-leveling mechanism
that shuffles PM pages every ~4 hours with an overhead of less than 0.10% achieving up
to 31.7× higher lifetime as compared to PM with no wear leveling. Kevlar employs wear-
reduction mechanism to further extend PM lifetime. It migrates the hottest pages to higher
durability memory. Kevlar, implemented in Linux kernel (version 4.5.0), achieves four-
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year target lifetime with 1.2% performance overhead.
Chapter IV made a strong case for building persistency semantics upon the strong foun-
dations of the data-race-free (DRF) memory model of C++, using existing C++ synchro-
nization operations to prescribe ordering for persists. Past works have proposed language-
level persistency models prescribing semantics for updates to PM. However, we showed
that the existing language-level persistency models either lack precise durability semantics
or incur a high performance overhead. We made a case that failure-atomic SFRs strike a
compelling balance between programmability and performance. We then examined two de-
signs, Coupled-SFR and Decoupled-SFR, for failure-atomic SFRs that vary in performance
and the amount by which the PM state may lag execution. We show that our designs sim-
plify logging and outperform the state-of-the-art implementation by 87.5% (65.5% avg).
Chapter V proposed StrandWeaver, a hardware strand persistency model to minimally
constrain orderings on PM operations. We formally defined primitives under strand per-
sistency to specify intra-strand, inter-strand, and inter-thread persist ordering constraints.
We constructed hardware mechanisms to implement strand persistency model that expose
ISA primitives to relax persist order. Furthermore, we implemented the state-of-the-art
language-level-persistency models that map persistency semantics in high-level languages
to the low-level ISA primitives using our logging mechanism. Finally, we demonstrated
that StrandWeaver can achieve 1.45× speedup on average as it can enable greater persist
concurrency than existing ISA-level mechanisms.
7.2 Future Work
This thesis makes a strong case for developing efficient persistency models in future
hardware systems and programming languages. However, open questions remain concern-
ing the future applications that want to leverage PMs as storage. We leave these problems
to future work.
Software systems for PMs. This thesis seeks to extend the persistency semantics of
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high-level programming languages, using existing synchronization operations order per-
sists. However, standardization of such semantics in high-level programming languages
might be difficult until the PM devices are widely available. In the short term, expertly
handcrafted portable software libraries (analogous to Boost [3]) that build commonly used
PM data-structures (e.g. trie, hashmap and vector) might aid development of storage soft-
ware for PMs. The software libraries may design efficient implementations of PM data-
structures that impose fewer ordering constraints on PM operations — the libraries may
coalesce PM accesses to improve the bandwidth utilization and reduce frequent stalls due to
CLWB-SFENCE ordering. The storage applications developed using these software libraries
resulting may accelerate adoption of PM-based storage.
The storage applications may also use PMs for their density. For instance, storage ap-
plications cache frequently used storage blocks in DRAM for faster access. The DRAM
cache miss is expensive; blocks need to be fetched from a slower storage device such as
Flash. A large capacity and cheaper PMs may be employed to cache frequently accessed
storage blocks. Since PMs are expensive yet denser than DRAMs, several interesting de-
sign choices may be studied for a tiered systems with DRAM, PMs, and Flash.
Reliability of storage applications. PMs enable fine-grained storage data manipula-
tion. Unfortunately, this also increases the risk of data corruption — a stray incorrectly-
ordered cache-line writeback to the PM may result in an irrecoverable data in case of a
failure. We require testing mechanisms that may verify the applications for their recovery
correctness. The testing mechanisms may inject random failures during runtime, or em-
ploy an exhaustive approach to ensure that updates to PM are correctly ordered. Recent
works [138, 139] also propose data-at-rest encryption mechanisms for PMs. The testing
frameworks for PMs may also verify that plaintext data is not visible to recovery in case of
failure.
Persistency models for remote PMs. Persistency models for hardware systems and
programming languages have been defined earlier for the single-node local PMs alone.
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These persistency models define the state the recovery would observe in case of failure.
Meanwhile, several innovations in networking technologies such as RDMA have reduced
network latencies to a few microseconds [85, 196]. RDMA networking technologies may
be coupled with the byte-addressable PMs to build fast, reliable, and fault-tolerant dis-
tributed storage systems. The persistency models, currently ill-defined for remote PM use-
cases, may be extended to define the PM state in presence of network failures. These
persistency models may define the ordering constraints on updates to remote PMs, includ-
ing the ordering guarantees required from networking hardware. These models may also
define the mechanisms required to flush the updates from volatile hardware and NIC caches





HARE: Hardware Accelerator for Regular Expressions
A.1 Introduction
Fast analysis of unstructured textual data, such as system logs, social media posts,
emails, or news articles, is growing ever more important in technical and business data
analytics applications [179]. Nearly 85% of business data is in the form of unstructured
textual logs [12]. Rapidly extracting information from these text sources can be critical for
business decision making. For instance, a business might analyze trends in social media
posts to better target their advertising budgets.
Regular expressions (regexps) provide a powerful and flexible approach for processing
text and unstructured data [9]. Historically, tools for regexp processing have been designed
to match disk or network [144] bandwidth. As we will show, the most widely used reg-
exp scanning tool, grep, typically achieves at most 100-300 MB/s scanning bandwidth
on modern servers—a tiny fraction of available memory bandwidth. However, the wide
availability of cheap DRAM and upcoming NVRAM [6] allows many important data cor-
pora to be stored entirely in high-bandwidth memory. Data management systems are being
redesigned for in-memory datasets [148, 194]. Text processing solutions, and especially
regexp processing, require a similar redesign to match the bandwidth available in modern
system architectures.
Conventional software solutions for regexp processing are inefficient because they rely
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on finite automata [90]. The large transition tables of these automata lead to high access
latencies to consume an input character and advance to the next state. Moreover, automata
are inherently sequential [27]—they are designed to consume only a single input character
per step. Straight-forward parallelization to multi-character inputs leads to exponential
growth in the state space [92].
A common approach to parallelize regexp scans is to shard the input into multiple
streams that are scanned in parallel on different cores [151, 159, 89]. However, the scan
rate of each individual core is so poor (especially when scanning for several regexps con-
currently) that even the large core counts of upcoming multicore server processors fall short
of saturating memory bandwidth [195]. Moreover, such scans are highly energy inefficient.
Other work seeks to use SIMD parallelism [180, 45] to accelerate regexp processing, but
achieves only modest 2×-3× speedups over non-SIMD software.
Instead, our recent work on the HAWK text scan accelerator [195] has identified a
strategy to scan text corpora using finite state automata at the full bandwidth of modern
memory systems, and has been demonstrated for scan rates as high as 32 giga-characters
per second (GC/s; 256 Gbit/s). HAWK relies on three ideas: (1) a fully-pipelined hardware
scan accelerator that does not stall, assuring a fixed scan rate, (2) the use of bit-split finite
state automata [135] to compress classic deterministic finite automata for string matching
[18] to fit in on-chip lookup tables, and (3) a scheme to efficiently generalize these automata
to process a window of characters each step by padding search strings with wildcards. We
elaborate on these prior ideas in Section A.3.
HAWK suffers from two critical deficiencies: (1) it can only scan for exact string
matches and fixed-length patterns containing single-character (.) wildcards, and (2) it is
unable to process Kleene operators (+, *), alternation (|,?), and character classes ([a-z]),
which are ubiquitous in practical text and network packet processing [9, 11]. These re-
strictions arise because HAWK’s strategy for processing multiple input characters in each
automaton step cannot cope with variable-length matches.
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We propose HARE [79], the Hardware Accelerator for Regular Expressions, which
extends the HAWK architecture to a broad class of regexps. HARE maintains HAWK’s
stall-free pipeline design, operating at a fixed 32 GC/s scan rate, regardless of the regexps
for which it scans or input text it processes. Similar to HAWK, we target a throughput
of 32GB/s because it is a convenient power-of-two and representative of future DDR3 or
DDR4 memory systems. HARE extends HAWK in two key ways. First, it supports char-
acter classes by adding a new pipeline stage that detects in which character classes the
input characters lie, extending HAWK’s bit-split automata with additional bits to represent
these classes. Second, it uses a counter-based mechanism to implement regexp quantifiers,
such as the Kleene Star (*), that match repeating characters. The combination of repeti-
tion and character classes presents a particular challenge when consecutive classes accept
overlapping sets of characters, as some inputs may match an expression in multiple ways.
We evaluate HARE through:
• An ASIC RTL implementation of a stall-free HARE pipeline operating at 1GHz and
processing 32 characters per cycle, synthesized using a commercial 45nm design library.
We show that HARE can indeed saturate a 32GB/s memory bandwidth—performance
far superior to existing software and hardware approaches.
• A scaled-down FPGA prototype operating at 100 MHz processing 4 characters per cycle.
We show that even this scaled-down prototype outperforms traditional software solutions
like grep.
A.2 Overview




HARE builds on the previous HAWK architecture [195], which provides a strategy for
processing character windows without an explosion in the size of the required automata.
HARE extends this paradigm to support two challenging features of regular expressions:
character classes and quantifiers.
HARE is not able to process all regular expressions as no fixed-scan-rate accelerator
can do so; some expressions inherently require either backtracking or prohibitive automata
constructions, such as determinization. Moreover, when allowing combinations of features,
such as Kleene star and bounded repetitions, even building a non-deterministic automaton
can incur an exponential blowup [190].
We extend HAWK to support character classes, alternations, Kleene operators, bounded
repetitions, and optional quantifiers. HARE allows Kleene (+,*) operators to be applied
only to single characters (or classes/wild-cards) and not multi-character sub-expressions.
Nevertheless, we demonstrate that this subset of regexps covers the majority of real-world
regexp use cases.
A.2.2 Design Overview
HARE’s design comprises a stall-free hardware pipeline and a software compiler. The
compiler transforms a set of regexps into state transition tables for the automata that imple-
ment the matching process and configures other aspects of the hardware pipeline, such as
look-up tables used for character classes and the configuration of various pipeline stages.
Figure A.1 depicts a high-level block diagram of HARE’s hardware pipeline. The fig-
ure depicts HARE as a six logical stages, where input text originates in main memory
and matches are emitted to post-processing software (via a ring-buffer in memory). Note
that individual logical stages are pipelined over multiple clock cycles to meet timing con-
straints. The two stages marked in orange (Character Class Unit, CCU; and Counter-based
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Figure A.1: HARE block diagram. The hardware pipeline enables stall-free processing of regexps.
Shaded components are newly added relative to the baseline HAWK design.
regexps; the remaining stages are similar to units present in the HAWK baseline, which can
match only fixed-length strings.
A HARE accelerator instance is parameterized by its width W , the number of input
characters it processes per cycle. HARE streams data from main memory, using simple
stream buffers to manage contention with other cores/units. W incoming characters are
first processed by the CCU, which uses compact look-up tables to determine to which of
|C| pre-compiled character classes (those appearing in the input regexp) the input charac-
ters belong. The CCU outputs the original input characters (W×8 bits) augmented with
additional W×|C| bits indicating if each input character belongs to a particular character
class.
The Pattern Automata perform the actual matching, navigating the set of automata con-
structed by the HARE compiler to match the sub-expressions of the input regexp. To make
the state transition tables tractable, the Pattern Automata rely on the concept of bit-split
state machines [135], wherein each pattern automaton searches for matches using only a
subset of the bits of each input character. Bit-split state machines reduce the number of
outgoing transition edges (to two in the case of single-bit automata) per state, drastically
reducing storage requirements while facilitating fixed-latency lookups. We detail the bit-
split concept and how we extend it to handle character classes in Section A.3.2.
Each pattern automaton outputs a bit vector indicating strings that may have matched at
each input position, for the subset of bits examined by that automaton in the present cycle.
















Figure A.2: An Aho-Corasick pattern matching automaton. Automaton for search patterns he,
hers, his, and she. States 2, 5, 7, and 9 are accepting.
matches in the input text only if it is matched in all partial match vectors. The Intermediate
Match Unit computes the intersection of all PMVs, called the intermediate match vector or
IMV, using a tree of AND gates.
HAWK is only able to match fixed-length strings. Variable length matches pose a prob-
lem because they thwart HAWK’s strategy for addressing the multiple possible alignments
of each search string with respect to the window of W characters processed in each cy-
cle. The central innovation of HARE is to split each regexp into multiple fixed-length
sub-expressions called components and match the components separately using the pat-
tern automata and intermediate match unit. The next stage, the Counter-based Reduction
Unit, combines separate matches of the components and resolves ambiguities that arise due
to concatenated character classes to determine a final match. This stage also allows it to
handle Kleene (+,*), and bounded repetition ({a,b}) quantifiers in the presence of (poten-
tially overlapping) character classes. Quantifiers pose a challenge because they can match
a variable number of input characters. We elaborate on these issues in in Section A.3.4
A.3 From HAWK to HARE




The Aho-Corasick algorithm [18] is widely used for locating multiple strings (denoted
by the set S) in a single scan of a text corpus. The algorithm centers around constructing a
deterministic finite automaton for matching S. Each state in the automaton represents
the longest prefix of strings in S that match the recently consumed characters in the
input text. The state transitions that extend a match form a trie (prefix tree) of all strings
accepted by the automaton. The automaton also has a set of accepting states that consume
the last character of a string; an accepting state may emit multiple matches if several strings
share a common suffix. Figure A.2 illustrates an Aho-Corasick automaton that accepts the
strings {he,she,his,hers} (transitions that do not extend a match are omitted).
The classic Aho-Corasick automaton is a poor match for hardware acceleration, due to
two key flaws:
• High storage requirement: The storage requirements of the state transitions overwhelm
on-chip resources. To facilitate fixed-latency next-state lookup (essential to achieve a stall-
free hardware pipeline), transitions must be encoded in a lookup table. The size of the
required lookup table is the product of the number of states |S| and the alphabet size |α|,
which rapidly becomes prohibitive for an ASCII text.
• One character per step: In the classic formulation, the Aho-Corasick automaton con-
sumes only a single character per step. Hence, meeting our performance goal of saturat-
ing memory bandwidth (32GBps) either requires an infeasible 32-GHz clock frequency or
consuming multiple characters per step. One can scale the classic algorithm by building an
automaton that processes digrams, trigrams, W -grams, etc. However, the number of outgo-
ing transition edges from an automaton grows exponentially in the width W , yielding |α|W




HAWK overcomes the storage challenge of the classic Aho-Corasick automaton using
bit-split automata [135]. This method splits an Aho-Corasick automaton that consumes one
character per step into an array of automata that operate in parallel and each consume only a
subset of the bit positions of each input character. The state of each bit-split automaton now
represents the longest matching prefix for its assigned bit positions, and its output function
indicates the set of possibly matching strings; HAWK represents this set as a bit vector
called a partial match vector (PMV). The output function of the original Aho-Corasick
automaton is the disjunction of these PMVs, which HAWK implements via a tree of AND
gates in its Intermediate Match Unit.
The bit-split technique reduces the number of outgoing edges per state. In HAWK, each
automaton examines only a single input bit, hence, there are only two transition edges per
state, which are easy to store in a deterministic-latency lookup table.
A.3.3 Scaling to W > 1
The bit-split technique drastically reduces storage, but still consumes only a single
character per machine step. The primary contribution of HAWK is to extend this concept
to consume a window of W = 32 characters per step, to search for |S| strings using an array
of |S|×W 1-bit automata operating in lock-step.
The key challenge to processing W characters per step is to account for the arbitrary
alignment of each search string with respect to the window of W positions. For example,
consider an input search string he in input text heatthen, processed four characters at a time.
While he begins at the first position in first four-character window (heat), it begins at the
second position in the second window (then).
HAWK addresses this challenge by rewriting each search string into W strings corre-
sponding to the W possible alignments of the original string with respect to the window,
padding each possible alignment with wildcard (.) characters to a length that is a multiple
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of W . For example, for the string he and W = 4, HAWK will configure the hardware to
search concurrently for <he..>,<.he.>, <..he>, and <...h e...>.
A.3.4 Challenges of Regexps
HAWK’s hardware is sufficient to search for exact string matches and single-character
(.) wildcards. However, HAWK’s alignment/padding strategy is thwarted by regular ex-
pression quantifiers, because quantifiers may match a variable number of characters. To
generalize HAWK’s padding strategy in a straight-forward way, we must rewrite a single
regexp containing a quantifier (e.g., ab*c) to consider all possible alignments of the prefix
and all possible widths of the quantifier sub-expression, which rapidly leads to an infeasible
combinatorial explosion.
HAWK’s approach is further confounded by character classes, especially in cases in-
volving multiple character classes. Consider, for example, the regular expression [a-f][o-
r]ray can match six characters in the first position (characters a to f ) and four characters in
the second position (characters o to r). HAWK needs to enumerate the characters within
the range of a character class to create all possible strings the character class can potentially
match—24 patterns in the above example.
A.4 HARE Design
We now describe the details of HARE’s compilation steps and hardware units. We refer
readers to [195] for the details of constructing bit-split automata and microarchitectural
details of the pattern automata and intermediate match unit, which we only summarize
here.
A.4.1 HARE Compiler
HARE’s compiler translates a set of regexps into configurations for each of its stages.
The compilation process proceeds in four steps: (1) split components, (2) compute prece-
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dence vectors and repetition bounds, (3) compile character classes, and (4) generate bit-split
machines. Then, HARE invokes HAWK’s existing compilation steps to construct bit-split
automata and generate a bit stream to load into the accelerator. We describe the new com-
pilation steps for regular expressions.
A.4.1.1 Component splitting
As previously noted, HAWK’s string padding solution, which enables it to recognize
matches that are arbitrarily aligned to the W character window scanned in each cycle, does
not generalize to sub-expressions of a regexp that may match a variable number of charac-
ters.
Instead of pre-constructing an exponential number of pattern alignments, a key idea in
HARE is to instead search for smaller, fixed-length sub-expressions of a regexp separately
(and concurrently) and then confirm if the partial matches are concatenated (and possibly
repeated) in a sequence that comprises a complete match. So, the first step of compilation
is to split a regexp into a sequence of such sub-expressions, which we call components.
The baseline HAWK is already able to scan for multiple fixed-length strings at arbitrary
alignments; HARE configures it to search concurrently for all components comprising a
regexp. The HARE compiler splits a regexp at the start and end of the operand of every
quantifier (?, *, +, {a,b}) and alternation (|). (As previously noted, HARE does not
support repetition operators applied to multi-character sequences).
Consider the example regexp abc+de, containing a Kleene Plus operator. The compiler
splits the regexp at the operand of the Kleene Plus, c, resulting in three components ab, c,
and de. The pattern automata are configured to search separately for these components (at
all alignments). After reduction in the intermediate match unit, each IMV bit corresponds
to a particular component detected at a particular alignment. These IMV bits are then
processed in the counter-based reduction unit to identify matches of the full expression.
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A.4.1.2 Compute precedence vectors
To locate a complete regexp match, HARE checks that components occur in the input
stream in a sequence accepted by the regexp. As a regexp is split into multiple components,
the compiler maintains a precedence vector that indicates which components may precede
a given component in a valid match. The precedence vector for the first component is the
empty set. Subsequent components include in their precedence vector all components that
may precede them in a legal match. For example, a component following an optional (?)
operator includes both the optional component and its predecessor in its precedence vector.
We enumerate the rules for computing precedence vectors for each operator below. Along
with the precedence vector, the compiler also records an upper and lower repetition bound
for each component. For literal components (i.e., not a quantifier operand), the bounds are
simply [1,1], otherwise, the bounds are determined by the quantifier.
Together, the precedence vectors and repetition bounds are used by the CRU to deter-
mine if a sequence of components (represented in the stream of IMVs consumed by the
unit) constitutes a match. We next outline how to compute precedence vectors and repeti-
tion bounds for each operator.
• Alternation – An alternation operator (|) indicates that multiple components may occur
at the same position in a matching input. The precedence vector for a component following
an alternation includes all alternatives. For instance, for a regexp gr(e|a)y consisting of
components gr, e, a and y, either component e or component a can appear after component
gr. So, the precedence vectors for components e and a include component gr, while the
vector for component y includes both components e and a. The lower and upper bounds
for each alternative are determined by their sub-expressions (e.g., [1,1] for literals).
• Optional quantifier – A component followed by an optional quantifier can appear zero
or one time. The successor of an optional component includes the optional component and
its predecessor in its precedence vector. For example, for regexp ab?c, consisting of com-
ponents a, b, and c, the precedence vector for b includes only a. However, the precedence
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vector for c includes both a and b. The bounds for optional components are [1,1]. Note
that the minimum bound for component b is not zero; if the component appears, it must
appear at least once. The possibility that the component b may not appear is reflected in
the precedence vector of component c.
• Bounded repetition quantifier – A bounded repetition quantifier sets a range of allowed
consecutive occurrences of a component. For instance, the expression ab{2,4}c matches
an input text starting with a followed by two, three, or four consecutive occurrences of b
and finally terminating with c. Since all the components must appear at least once in the
sequence, the precedence vector for each component includes only its immediate predeces-
sor. The min and max bounds of component b are configured to match the bounds of the
repetition quantifier i.e. [2,4]. Our implementation constrains bounds to a maximum of 256
to limit the width of the counters in the counter-based reduction unit.
• Kleene Plus – The operand of a Kleene Plus must appear one or more times in a match.
Hence, each component’s precedence vector includes only its immediate antecedent. For
the earlier example abc+de, the precedence vector of c includes only ab and de includes
only c. The max bound of a Kleene Plus operand is set to a special value indicating an
unbounded number of repetitions. So, the min and max bound on components ab and de
are [1,1], whereas, for c the bounds are [1,inf].
• Kleene Star – A Kleene Star (*), which matches a component zero or more times, is
handled as if it were a Kleene Plus followed by an optional quantifier ((+)?). So, the
precedence vector of its successor component includes it and its predecessor. In a regexp
ab*c, the component c can either follow one or more repetitions of component b or a single
instance of component a. Its precedence vector thus includes both the components a and b.
Like the Kleene Plus, the bounds for the operand of a Kleene Star are set to [1,inf]. As with
optional components, the minimum bound of component b is not zero; if the component
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Figure A.3: Compiling components containing character classes. The components containing
character classes are split in two, separating character classes from literals. These sets are separately
padded and compiled to create bit-split automata.
A.4.1.3 Compiling character classes
Character classes define sets of characters that may match at a particular input position.
For instance, the regexp tr[a-u]ckmatches ASCII characters between a and u at the third
position, including strings track and truck. The naive approach of expanding character
classes by enumerating all the characters in the character class range and matching all such
patterns separately rapidly leads to blowup in the size of the automata. Bit-split automata,
as used in HAWK, provide no direct support for character classes and must resort to such
alternation.
We observe that we can augment the eight bit-split automata that process a single
character with additional automata that process arbitrary Boolean conditions, for exam-
ple, whether a character belongs to a particular character class. We determine if an ASCII
character belongs to a class using a simple lookup table in HARE’s CCU. For each char-
acter class in the regexp, the compiler emits a 256-bit vector, wherein a given bit is set
if the corresponding ASCII character belongs to the class. For instance, for the character
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class [a-u], bits 97 (corresponding to a) through 117 (corresponding to u) are set. These
vectors are programmed into HARE’s CCU, which outputs a one when a character falls
within the class. Note that our scheme can be readily extended to Unicode character ranges
by replacing the lookup table with range comparators.
Next, HARE breaks components containing character classes into two separate com-
ponents, one comprising only literal characters, where character classes are replaced with
single-character (.) wildcards, and the second comprising only character classes, with lit-
erals replaced by wild cards. Figure A.3 illustrates the process of breaking and padding
(for a 4-wide accelerator) these components for two example regexps including character
classes. The regexps tr[a-u]ck and gr[ae]y consist of only a single component as they
do not have any operators. The literal components are encoded in pattern automata exactly
as in HAWK. The character class component uses the additional pattern automata that re-
ceive the output of the CCU. Both patterns are then padded for all possible alignments, as
in the HAWK baseline.
Note that the main complexity of character classes arises in regexps where classes with
overlapping character sets may occur at the same position in matching inputs (e.g., due
to an alternation or Kleene operator). Placing classes into separate components facilitates
their handling in the reduction stage.
A.4.1.4 Generate bit-split state machines
Once the two sets of components (one comprising only literal characters, the other
comprising character classes) are generated, HARE’s compiler invokes HAWK’s algorithm
to generate the bit-split machines processing W -characters per clock cycle. As illustrated in
Figure A.3, the two sets of components are padded front and back with wildcard characters
to account for their alignment within a W -character window. The compiler then generates
bit-split automata for the padded components according to the algorithm proposed by Tan
and Sherwood [135].
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A.4.2 HARE Hardware Units
We next describe the microarchitecture of HARE’s hardware pipeline, as depicted in
Figure A.1 and Figure A.4.
A.4.2.1 Character Class Unit
Figure A.4 (top) illustrates the character class unit (CCU). For each character class used
in a regexp, the HARE compiler emits a 256-bit vector indicating which characters belong
to the class. These vectors are programmed into a W -ported lookup table in the CCU. We
denote the number of classes supported by the unit as |C|. Each of the W characters that
enter the accelerator pipeline each clock cycle probes the lookup table and reads a |C|-bit
vector indicating to which classes, if any, that character belongs. These |C|-bit vectors
augment the 8-bit ASCII encodings of each character and all are passed to the pattern
automata units.
A.4.2.2 Pattern Automata
As described in Section A.3.3, HAWK provisions W×8 bit-split automata to process a
W -wide window of 8-bit ASCII characters each clock cycle. These automata emit W×8
partial match vectors indicating which components may match at that input position. The
PMVs are each |S|×W bits long, where |S| represents the number of distinct components
the accelerator can simultaneously match (our implementations use |S|=64). The PMVs are
then output to the intermediate match unit.
HARE adds W×|C| automata units to process the output of the CCU. These automata
store the transition tables for character class components constructed as described in Sec-
tion A.4.1.3, emitting additional PMVs representing the potential character class matches
to the intermediate match unit. The (8+|C|)×W bit-split automata operate in lock-step, con-
suming the same window of W characters, and emit (8+|C|)×W PMVs comprising |S|×W
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Figure A.4: HARE’s sub-units. The character class unit compares the input characters to the pre-
compiled character classes, pattern automata processes the bit streams to generate PMVs which are
later reduced by IMU to compute component match.
ton consults the transition table stored in its local memory to compute the next state and
corresponding PMV to emit, based on whether it consumed a zero or one. We refer read-
ers to [195] for additional microarchitectural details of the pattern automata, which are
unchanged in HARE.
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A.4.2.3 Intermediate Match Unit
The intermediate match unit (IMU), as illustrated in Figure A.4 (bottom), combines
partial matches produced by the W lanes of the pattern automata to produce a final match.
The W×(8+|C|) PMVs are intersected (bitwise AND) to yield an intermediate match vector
(IMV) of |S|×W bits. Each bit in the IMV indicates that a particular component has been
matched by all automata at a specific location within the W -character window.
A.4.2.4 Counter-based reduction unit
The counter-based reduction unit (CRU): (1) determines if components appear in a
sequence accepted by the regexp, (2) counts consecutive repetitions of a component, (3)
resolves ambiguities among consecutive character classes that accept overlapping sets of
characters, and (4) determines if the repetition counts for the components fall within the
bounds set by the HARE compiler.
Our CRU design leverages the min-max counter-based algorithm proposed by Wang et
al [204], which was designed to address character class ambiguities (3). Their algorithm
consumes a single input character per step; we extend it to accept W -character windows
per step and handle alternation operators and multi-character components. Throughout our
discussion, we refer to Figure A.5, which depicts the unit and an example of a complex
expression that includes several of the subtle issues the CRU must address.
The input to the CRU in each clock cycle is the intermediate match vector produced by
the intermediate match unit. IMVi, j is a bit matrix comprising |S| rows, one per component
j in the regexp, and W columns, one per position i in the input window. IMVi, j is set if
a component has been detected to end at that input position. A new IMV matrix arrives
each clock cycle. Figure A.5 (top) illustrates arriving IMV s for |S|=5, W=4, and two clock
cycles.
Internally, the CRU maintains three kinds of state, depicted in the remaining parts of
Figure A.5.
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Two matrices of counter-enable signals MAX_ENi, j and MIN_ENi, j account for the re-
lationship between consecutive components. They track whether component j respectively
may or must consume input character i to extend a match, based on the input consumed by
preceding components. Loosely, if component j− 1 matches at position i− 1, or compo-
nent j consumed character i−1, then these signals indicate that component j may consume
character i. In our initial explanation, we assume that the precedence vector for component
j includes only component j−1, and relax this restriction later.
The two matrices {MINi, j,MAXi, j} of counters indicate respectively the minimum num-
ber of repetitions that must be consumed and the maximum number of repetitions that may
be consumed by component j to extend a match to position i. These repetition counts must
be represented as a range, rather than an exact count, to handle adjacent character classes
that accept overlapping character sets. In general, it is not known which input characters
correspond to which components until a match is complete. Indeed, the CRU does not ac-
tually assign input characters to particular components as some regexps can match a given
pattern in multiple ways. Rather, it determines if any match is possible.
Finally, a set of regexp match vectors RMVi, j track if the regexp matches up to and
including component j at position i. RMVi, j is set if MAXi, j is above the lower repetition
bound for component j and MINi, j is below the upper bound, indicating that there is a
feasible mapping of the input to components up to the ith character. A regexp matches at
position i when the RMVi, j for the final component j is set.
Min-max matching for W > 1. We first describe our generalization of Wang’s algo-
rithm for min-max matching for W > 1, with reference to Algorithm 2. The min-max
matching algorithm can match regexps containing a sequence of consecutive character
classes when the character classes accept overlapping character sets. We describe the algo-
rithm assuming precedence vectors form a strict chain (i.e., no *,|,? operators), and with
only single-character components. We then remove these restrictions.
Consider a sequence of (potentially repeated) character classes CC1...CCn, such as
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for computing regexp match using counter-based reduction unit.
Input: Intermediate Match Vector IMV, number of components |S|, architecture width W, lower bounds BL, and upper bounds BU
Output: Regexp match vector RMV .
1: MIN_EN = [[0 from 0 to |S|-1] from 0 to W-1]
2: MAX_EN = [[0 from 0 to |S|-1] from 0 to W-1]
3: MIN = [[0 from 0 to |S|-1] from 0 to W-1]
4: MAX = [[0 from 0 to |S|-1] from 0 to W-1]
5: for i = 1 to W-1 do
6: for j = 1 to |S|-1 do
7: MIN_EN[i][j] = RMV[i-1][j-1] || MIN[i-1][j] > 0




12: for i = 1 to W-1 do
13: for j = 1 to |S|-1 do
14: if MIN_EN[i][j] & IMV[i][j] then





20: for i = 1 to W-1 do
21: for j = 1 to |S|-1 do
22: if MAX_EN[i][j] & IMV[i][j] then





28: for i = 1 to W-1 do
29: for j = 1 to |S| do
30: RMV[i][j] = MAX[i][j] >= BL[i][j] & MIN[i][j] <= BU[i][j]
31: end for
32: end for
[a-d]{2,4}[abe]{2,3}. This expression is challenging because some input texts can
match the expression in multiple ways and it is generally impossible to assign input char-
acters to specific components incrementally as the input is consumed. For example, the
input adbceb can be matched by assigning adbc to CC1 and eb to CC2. However, a scheme
that incrementally assigns characters might match ad to CC1 and attempt to match bce to
CC2, at which point the match cannot be extended. The min-max algorithm resolves such
ambiguous matches.
Initialization. (Lines 1-4). All counters, counter-enable, and RMV are initialized to
zero, and the lower and upper bounds BL and BU for each component are initialized based
on the bounds emitted by the HARE compiler. Each clock cycle, IMVi, j arrives from the
intermediate match unit indicating components 0 <= j < |S| ending at positions 0 <= i <
W .
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Determine counter-enables. (Lines 5-10). The counter-enable step captures the rela-
tionship between consecutive components and determines if the character at position i can
potentially extend a match. More precisely, it determines if character at position i may po-
tentially be consumed by component j based on whether the preceding input through i−1
matches the preceding regexp components up to (and possibly including) j. If RMVi−1, j−1
is set, then component j−1 matches through position i−1, hence, character i may be the
first occurrence of component j. Alternatively, if character at position i−1 was consumed
by j, then i may be an additional repetition extending the match of component j. Note that
the RMV for j = −1 is considered to be set at all positions in the input, meaning that first
component j = 0 may begin at any position.
Update minimum counts. (Lines 12-18). The minimum counts MINi, j reflect the
count of characters that must be consumed by component j because they cannot be con-
sumed by the preceding component j− 1. If MIN_ENi, j is set, then character i may be
consumed by j. If IMVi, j is set, then i belongs to the character class of component j.
However, if character i may also be consumed by the preceding component j− 1, as re-
flected by RMVi, j−1, then it is not necessary for component j to consume the character and
MINi, j is reset, else it is incremented. The min counter, therefore, always reflects the fewest
characters that can be accounted for by repetitions of component j.
Update maximum counts. (Lines 20-26) The max counters, on the other hand, re-
flect the largest number of characters that could be consumed by component j. As above,
MAX_ENi, j indicates if character i may be consumed by j, and IMVi, j indicates if the char-
acter matches component j. If both conditions hold, the maximum counter is incremented.
Update RMVs. (Lines 28-32). Once MIN and MAX are computed, RMV is computed
as previously described; RMVi, j is true if MIN and MAX fall within BU and BL, respec-
tively. A full regexp matches when RMVi, j for final component is set.
Example. Figure A.5 illustrates how the CRU processes [ab][bc]+d?efc{2} regular
expression consisting of components [ab], [bc], d, ef, and c. The figure illustrates the
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Figure A.5: Counter-based reduction unit pipeline. CRU combines the separate matches of the
components generated by IMU. It maintains three states, namely counter enables, counters, and
RMV to determine whether components of a regexp occur in a desired order.
matching process for the input string abcefccg. The figure shows IMVs for two clock
cycles, indicating where each component has matched in the input. 1© indicates where two
different character classes, corresponding to components [ab] and [bc] can match input
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character b at i = 1. Note that the counter-enables for component [ab] ( j = 0) are always
enabled and the minimum counter is always reset to zero, as a match of the regexp may
begin at any point in the input. Component [ab] ( j = 0) matches character a at i = 0 and
increments MAX0,0 to 1. Hence, RMV0,0 is set, since MIN0,0 is below upper bound BU0 =
1 and MAX0,0 equals lower bound BL0 = 1.
The second character b is then processed and the counters MIN1,1 and MAX1,1 are
enabled, since RMV0,0 is set, enabling MIN_EN1,1 and MAX_EN1,1, indicated by 2©. Fur-
thermore, the counters MAX1,0 and MAX1,1 are both incremented as IMV1,0 and IMV1,1 are
set. In other words, b can be consumed by either of the first two components.
Note that MIN1,1 is not incremented, since bmay be consumed by component j = 0, as
indicated by 3©. Since both counters for j = 1 satisfy the component’s repetition bounds,
RMV1,1 is set, indicated by 4©. When the third character is consumed, the counters MIN2,4
and MAX2,4 are not enabled as the preceding components did not match, indicated by 5©.
Handling optional/alternative components. We next generalize the min-max algo-
rithm to handle optional and alternative components. Recall that HARE’s compiler emits,
for each component, a precedence vector indicating the components that may precede it
(see Section A.4.1.2). Rather than calculate MIN_EN and MAX_EN based solely on the
immediately preceding component j−1, they are calculated as the logical-OR of all com-
ponents in j’s precedence vector. In words, component j may consume character i if any
of its possible predecessors can consume character i−1.
Multi-character components. As originally proposed, Wang’s min-max algorithm
assumed the input would be consumed a single character at a time and had no need to handle
multi-character components. Because PMV bits are a limited resource, it is critical for
HARE to match multi-character sub-strings with a single component where possible, since
HAWK provides that capability. We support multi-character components by storing the
length of each component in a vector LEN j. When indexing RMVi, j for a multi-character
component, we right-shift the vector (in i) by LEN j− 1 positions. That is, we ignore the
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Processor Dual socket Intel E564512 threads @ 2.40 GHz
Caches 192 KB L1, 1 MB L2, 12 MB L3
Memory capacity 128 GB
Memory type Dual-channel DDR3-1333
Maximum memory bandwidth 21.3 GB/s
Table A.1: Server specifications. Server configuration used for running the software baselines.
columns of RMVi, j that fall within component j, and instead reference the last character of
the preceding component.
We complete the preceding example to illustrate these extensions. In Figure A.5, com-
ponent ef may be preceded by either [bc] or d. Hence, in the second clock cycle, when
computing MIN_EN0,3 and MAX_EN0,3 for component ef as indicated by 6©, both possi-
ble predecessors [bc] ( j = 1) and d ( j = 2) are considered. Moreover, since the length of
ef is two, count-enables, MIN, and MAX are calculated by referring to RMV2, j rather than
RMV3, j. Ultimately as illustrated by 7©, the expression is matched when RMV2,4 = 1 in the
second cycle (indicated by the green cell), when the MIN and MAX counts for component
c ( j = 4) match its bound of exactly 2 repetitions.
A.5 Evaluation
We evaluate two implementations of HARE, an RTL-level design targeting an ASIC
process and a scaled-down FPGA prototype to validate feasibility and correctness. We
study a suite of over 5500 real-world and synthetically generated regexps. We first contrast
HARE against conventional software solutions and then evaluate area and power of the
ASIC implementation of HARE for different processing widths.
A.5.1 Experimental Setup
We compare HARE’s performance against software baselines on an Intel Xeon class
server with the specifications listed in Table A.1. We select three software baselines: grep
version 2.10, the Lucene search-engine lucene [87] version 5.5.0, and the Postgres rela-
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tional database postgres [193] version 9.5.1.
We generate input text using Becchi’s traffic generator [32]. The traffic generator is
parameterized by the probability of a match pM; that is, the probability that each character
it emits extends a match. For instance, for a pM=0.75, the traffic generator extends the
preceding match with probability 0.75 and emits a random character with probability 0.25.
We implement the HARE ASIC design in Verilog and synthesize it for varying widths
W of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. In our ASIC implementation, we configure HARE to match at
most 64 components in a single pass. We target a commercial 45nm standard cell library
operating at 1.1V and clock the design at 1GHz. Although this library is two generations
behind currently shipping technology, it is the latest commercial process to which we have
access. We synthesize the complete design using Synopsys Design-Ware IP Suite and
report the timing, area and power estimates from Design Compiler.
To validate feasibility and correctness, we implement a scaled-down design on the Al-
tera Arria V SoC development platform. Due to FPGA limitations, we implement a 4-wide
HARE design. We use the FPGA’s block RAMs to store pattern automata transition tables
and PMVs; the available block RAMs limit the scale of the HARE design. Due to the
overheads of global wiring to far-flung block RAMs, we limit clock frequency to 100MHz.
Our software compiler generates pattern automata transition tables, PMVs, and reducer
unit configurations, which we load into the block RAMs.
Because of the limited on-board memory capacity and poor bandwidth to host system
memory available on our platform, we synthetically generate input text on the fly on the
FPGA to test the functionality of the HARE FPGA. We tested 300 synthetic and hand-
written regular expressions that stress various regexp features. We generate random text
using linear feedback shift registers and then use a table-driven approach to periodically
insert pre-generated matches into the synthetic text and confirm that all matches are found.
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Workload Regexps Supported Comp. Comp. Len
dotstar0.3 300 99.0% 3.8 14.6
dotstar0.6 300 99.0% 4.4 12.5
dotstar0.9 300 99.0% 4.9 9.9
exact-match 300 99.6% 2.1 23.4
range05 300 99.6% 2.9 18.9
range1 300 99.3% 3.4 15.2
snort 1053 85.6% 4.6 5.5
RegExLib 2673 56.4% 12.3 1.7
Table A.2: Characteristics of regular expression workloads. Percentage of regular expression
workloads supported by HARE.
A.5.2 Regexp Workloads
We evaluate the capability and performance of HARE using a combination of human-
written and automatically generated regexps from a variety of sources. Our human-written
regexps are drawn from the online repository RegExLib [9] and the Snort [11] network
intrusion detection library. Moreover, we derive synthetically generated regexps from the
libraries provided by Becchi [32]. Table A.2 shows the characteristics of each workload,
indicating the number of expressions, the fraction HARE can support, the average number
of components, and the average length of components. Several regexps on RegExLib are
syntactically incorrect and we therefore discard them. HARE can support up to 99% of
regexps in the workloads proposed by Becchi and around 86% of the regexps in the Snort
library. In addition, despite the complexity of many of the expressions on RegExLib (some
involving more than 50 components), HARE can support over 56% of them. Moreover, of
the regexps we do not support, 83% of the Snort regexps and 45% of the RegExLib regexps
contain non-regular operators, such as back references and look-ahead; when allowing
these operators the matching problem is NP-complete [17]. The remaining unsupported
expressions either contain nested repetitions or apply repetition operator to multi-character
sub-strings. The HARE compiler detects unsupported regexps, reports a detailed error,
and does not produce false negatives. Table A.2 was derived from regexps flagged as
unsupported by the compiler.

























grep lucene postgres HARE (ASIC) HARE(FPGA)
dotstar0.3 exact-match ranges05 snort regexlib
Figure A.6: Single regexp performance comparison. We contrast HARE’s fixed 32GB/s ASIC
and 400 MB/s FPGA performance against software solutions. ASIC implementation of HARE
performs two order of magnitude better than the software solutions.
mental resource constraints: the number of supported character classes (|C|), which is con-
strained in the CCU and by the number of pattern automata, and the number of components
in a regular expression (|S|), which is restricted by the number of PMV and IMV bits. Reg-
ular expressions that exceed these constraints cannot be processed in a single pass without
additional software support.
Other implementation constraints, such as the maximum component length (equal to
W ), or the maximum precedence vector length (four per component) are automatically
handled by the HARE compiler by splitting a component that exceeds the constraints into
multiple components. All the workloads proposed by Becchi lie under these constraints.
For Snort and RegExLib, the maximum precedence lengths of 9 and 59, respectively, ex-
ceed the hardware limit. The HARE compiler splits these components, increasing PMV
utilization.
A.5.3 Performance - Scanning Single Regexp
We first contrast HARE’s ASIC and FPGA performance with software baselines while
scanning an input text for a single regular expression. We generate several 1GB inputs
while varying pM. To exclude any time the software solutions spend materializing output,


























grep lucene postgres HARE (ASIC) HARE(FPGA)
dotstar0.3 exact-match ranges05 snort regexlib
Figure A.7: Multiple regexp performance. The software solutions generally slow down as they
search for more expressions concurrently. HARE’s performance is insensitive to the number of
expressions, provided the aggregate resource requirements of the expressions fit within HARE’s
implementation limits.
select 100 regexps from each of the eight workloads for performance tests, and report
average performance over these 100 runs. In the interest of space, we report results for
only three of Becchi’s six benchmarks, as the remaining benchmarks show similar trends
in the performance. For Lucene, we first create an inverted index of the input and do not
include index creation time in the reported performance results. Similarly for Postgres, we
first load the input into the database, excluding the load time from the results. We report
their throughput by dividing the query execution time by the number of characters in the
input text.
Figure A.6 compares the throughput of grep, Lucene, and Postgres to the fixed scan
rates of the HARE designs. The software systems are configured to use all 12 hardware
threads of the Xeon E5645. The 32GB/s constant processing throughput of ASIC HARE
is an order of magnitude higher than the software solutions. While HARE can saturate
memory bandwidth, none of the other solutions come close. Even the scaled-down FPGA
HARE implementation outperforms grep, which can only process at a maximum through-
put of 300MB/s. Lucene and Postgres perform consistently above 1GB/s but fall consider-
ably short of HARE’s processing throughput.
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A.5.4 Performance - Scanning Multiple Regexps
Figure A.7 compares the performance of HARE and the software systems when scan-
ning for multiple regexps concurrently (by separating a list of patterns with alternation op-
erators). We randomly choose regexps from the workloads and vary their number from two
to 16. We concatenate portions of the input text produced for each regexp (with pM=0.75)
to ensure that all occur within the combined 1GB input text.
As expected, as the software systems search for more regexps, their throughput de-
creases. The performance of grep drops precipitously to 5MB/s when processing 16 reg-
exps simultaneously; in practice, it is often better to perform multi-regexp searches consec-
utively rather than concurrently with grep. Postgres and Lucene still maintain a processing
throughput of above 1GB/s even while scanning for 16 regexps. Again, note that we do not
include the time Lucene and Postgres take to precompute indexes and load the input. On
the contrary, HARE can still process the regexps simultaneously at constant throughput of
32GB/s.
A.5.5 ASIC Power and Area
We report the area and power requirement of ASIC HARE and its sub-units when syn-
thesized for 45nm technology. We synthesize the HARE design for widths varying from
two to 32 characters. As per our goal, we pipeline each design to meet a 1GHz clock
frequency.
As shown in Figure A.8 (top), we find that the area and power requirement of HARE
is dominated by the storage for state transition tables and PMVs in the pattern automata
unit. Moreover, the contribution of pattern automata units to the total HARE area and
power increases as the width of HARE grows, because the storage required for the bit-split
machines grows quadratically with the accelerator width.
In Figure A.8 (bottom), we compare the total area and power of HARE to an Intel







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.8: ASIC HARE area and power. Pattern automata dominates area and power consump-
tion of HARE due to the storage for bit-split machines. Overall, all the implementations of HARE
consumes lower power than Xeon W5590.
the same technology generation as our ASIC process. We see that the 8-wide and 16-wide
instances of HARE require just 1.8% and 6.8% of the area of a W5510 chip. Moreover, the
8-wide and 16-wide HARE consumes only 6.3% and 24.6% of the power of our baseline
processor. Even the 32-wide instance of HARE can be implemented in 26.7% of the area
while consuming lower power than the W5510. Note that the 45nm technology used in our
evaluation is two generations behind the state of the art. As the area and power requirements
scale with technology, HARE would occupy a much smaller fraction of chip area relative
to current state-of-the-art processors.
A.5.6 FPGA Prototype
We validate the HARE design by implementing a scaled-down version on the Altera
Arria V FPGA. We implement a 4-wide instance of HARE provisioning 64 components
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at 100MHz. The scaled-down HARE design uses 12% of the logic and 14% of the block
memory capacity of the FPGA. Since we generate input text synthetically on the FPGA,
HARE scans the input at a constant throughput of 400MB/s. Even when scaled down,
HARE still scans the input text 1.9x faster than grep when scanning for a single regexp and
this gap widens when processing multiple regexps.
A.6 Related Work
Parallel regexp matching. Several works seek to parallelize matching by running the
regexp automaton separately on separate substrings of the input and combining the results
obtained on each part of the text [89]. Since each substring may start at an arbitrary point
in the input, the automaton must consider all states as start states, which is problematic
for large automata. PaREM [151] tries to minimize the number of states on which the
automaton runs by exploiting the structure of automata that have sparse transition tables.
Mytkowicz et al. [159] further optimize this concept by representing transitions as matrices
and combining multiple automata executions using matrix multiplication. They also use
SIMD to perform multiple lookups for different sections of the input text at once.
Parabix [134] introduces the idea of processing character bits in parallel and combining
the results using Boolean operations. This design allows Parabix to exploit SIMD instruc-
tions. Cameron [46] extends the design of Parabix to directly handle non-determinism and
provides a tool chain to generate marker streams, the bit-stream that mark the matches in
the input text. For different regexp operations, the tool manipulates the marker stream to
update the regexp matches.
The Unified Automata Processor (UAP) [67] implements specialized software and hard-
ware support for different automata models e.g., DFAs, NFAs, and A-DFAs. This frame-
work proposes new instructions to configure the transition states, perform finite automata
transitions and synchronize the operations of parallel execution lanes. HARE’s approach of
using a stall-free scan pipeline with parallel bit-split automata and min-max matching bears
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little similarity to UAP’s implementation approach. The UAP relies on parallel processing
of multiple input streams to achieve its peak bandwidth of 295 Gbit/sec, but achieves at
most a 1.13 GC/s scan rate per stream. In contrast, HARE saturates a memory bandwidth
of 32 GC/s (256Gbit/s) when scanning a single input stream.
ASIC and FPGA based solutions. Micron’s Automata Processor [61] implements NFAs
at the architecture level. Transition tables are stored as 256-bit vectors, which are then
connected over a routing matrix. Counting and boolean operations are then used to count
the matches of sub-expressions and combine sub-expression results. The processor can
consume input strings at a line rate of 1Gbit/sec per chip.
IBM PowerEN SoC integrates RegX, an accelerator for regular expressions [144].
RegX splits regexps into multiple sub-patterns, implements separate DFAs and configures
the transition tables using programmable state machines called B-FSMs [198], and finally
combines the sub-results in the local result processor. RegX runs at a frequency of 2.3 GHz
and achieves a peak scan rate of 9.2Gbit/sec.
A Micron Automata Processor processing 1 character/cycle consumes around 4W [61],
while the IBM PowerEn RegX accelerator consumes around 2W [69]. In comparison, a
1-wide HARE implementation consumes less than 1W.
Helios [5] is another accelerator that processes regexps for network packet inspection at
line rate. In addition, several works [189, 215, 156, 36, 214] propose mechanisms to match
regexps on FPGAs. They focus on building a finite automaton and encode it in the logic of
the FPGA. HARE’s 32GB/sec (256Gbit/sec) scan rate is much more ambitious than these
prior ASIC or FPGA designs.
A.7 Conclusion
Rapid processing of high-velocity text data is necessary for many technical and busi-
ness applications. Conventional regular expression matching mechanisms do not come
close to exploiting the full capacity of modern memory bandwidth. We showed that our
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HARE accelerator can process data at a constant rate of 32 GB/s and that HARE is often
better than state-of-the-art software solutions for regular expression matching. We evaluate
HARE through a 1GHz ASIC RTL implementation processing 32 characters of an input
text per clock cycle. Our ASIC implementation can thus match modern memory band-
width of 32GB/s, outperforming software solutions by two orders of magnitude. We also
demonstrate a scaled-down FPGA prototype processing 4 characters per clock cycle at a
frequency of 100MHz (400 MB/s). Even at this reduced rate, the prototype outperforms
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